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ADVERTISEMENT.

Letiap t

As

a cipky wi

S the defign of this work is to render

ufeful knowledge eafy and entertain-

ing, the author has felected the principal

part of the experiments from the writers

on recreative philofophy of the laſt and

prefent centuries ; from Baptifta Porta to

Ozanam and Guyot ; the laft, eſpecially,

has furniſhed a large number of Recre-

ations that are new and pleaſing, and from

him alfo are copied feveral figures that the

authors of the experiments they explain

have only deſcribed. The late writers on

Electricity have alfo contributed a confider-

able quantity of Recreations, and ſuch as

for pleaſure and furprize are inferior to

none. Though this work is, in general,

a compilation, fome original experiments

will be here found, and the whole, per-

haps, will appear to be delivered with

VOL. I. a more



3 ADVERTISEMENT.

more perfpicuity and concifion, and digeft-

ed in amanner more regular than hasbeen

hitherto attempted. The principles ofeach

ſcience are, moreover, here laid down in a

few plain aphorifms, fuch as require no

previous knowledge, and very little capa-

city or attention to comprehend; ſo that

the reader will readily diſcover, at the ſame

time he admires the phenomena,the ſource

from whence they proceed, and learn, that

far from being marvellous or incompre-

henfible, they are the regular and necef

fary effects ofthe laws of nature.

MAAL YA
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INTRODUCTION.

bi

AMONG the various productions

Aquosof the prefs, thofe that are in-

tended for inſtructive entertainment

feem to deferve fome degree of at-

tention, and that as well from the

difficulty as the utility of the enter-

prize; for though to offer uſeful

knowledge be fufficiently eafy, yet to

render that knowledge engaging is

oftimes extremely difficult. Man,

carelefs, froward, ftubborn, vain, im-

petuous, difdains the imputation of

igno-
2 2



iv INTRODUCTION.

ignorance, and loaths the authorita-

tive dictates of affuming fuperiority.f

Should we not, therefore, endea-

your to render ufeful learning, not

dull, tedious, and diſguſtful, not rug-s

ged and perplexing, not auftere and

imperious, but facile, bland, delightful,t

alluring, captivating that Philofo

phy, with his fober garb and folemn

afpect, when led by the hand of the

fportive nymph Imagination, decked

in all the glowing ever-varying colours

of the fkies, may gain admittance to

the parties of the gay and careless ;

and while his aweful eye reftrains the

exuberance of her fallies, the beams

that dart from her radiant front may

play upon his countenance, and diffi-

Pods vi un pate



INTRODUCTION.

pate the cloud that too
too frequently

hangs o'er his brow.

た

Thus will the mind of man be pleaf-

ingly enlarged and fortified ; he will

unavoidably acquire a knowledge of

his own ignorance , and by findingthe

fallacy of what he thought most cer-

tain, the evidence of the fenfes, he will

learn to determine with caution on the

feeming convictions of the mind, and

diveft himſelf of thofe prepoffeffions

from whence fo many of the evils of

life proceed.
* rindur di to

1:

Thus may he advance with tranquil

fleps through the flowery path of in-

véſtigation, till arriving at fome noble

eminence, he beholds, with awful a-

floniſhment, theimmenfe riches in the

bound-
a 3
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boundless regions of fcience, and be

comes animated to attain a ſtill more

lofty ftation ; while his heart is incef

fantly rapt with joys of which the

groveling herd have no conception ,

compared with whofe ignorance, the

infenfibility of the blind and deaf, to

the moſt brilliant harmony of colours,

or enchanting melody of founds, are

but trifling imperfectio
ns , nono

Though this work is principally in-

tended for the rifing generation , yet

they whom a criminal indulgence of

their guardians , or a flaviſh fubmif-

fion totheir own tyrannic paffions, have

plunged in fenfuality till inceffant fru-

ition hath produced an unconquerable

loathing, or till age hath deprived them

of appetite, and nought remains of

life
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life but a wretched hankeringafter en-

joyments they can never
mo
re

ob
ta
i

ev
en

th
ey

wi
ll he

re
fi
nd an entan entrance

to new pleaſures ; they will fee, with

grateful admiration, that all - bounteous

Providence has ftill in ftore for them,

joys poignant yet tranquil, perpetually

increaſing, yet never cloying, and that

it depends on themſelves ftill to pur-

fue, even to the utmoft verge of life,

a continual round of variegated plea-

15

fures.
5 ·I
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DESCRIPTION of the PLATES.

PLATE I. p. 21 .

Fig. 1. Nepers rods. There are eleven

of theſe rods placed perpendicular and clofe

to each other on the firft is wrote the

nine digits, and on the laft nine cyphers :

the other nine contain a multiplication

table.

Fig. 2. Example of the manner ofplac-

ing the rods for multiplying and dividing.

Fig. 3. The Chineſe fwan-pan. The

perpendicular lines within the ſquare

ABCD repreſent bars, that divide it into

feven divifions. The five horizontal lines

in the upper divifions, and the feven hori-

zontal lines in the lower divifions, on

which are fmall black circles, reprefent

wires ;
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OF

wires ; the circles are balls moveable on

thoſe wires, and by bringing them up to

the middle bar they exprefs the fum re-

quired.

.) 庭

toalors f

PLATE II.

bavor what did

The myftical dial.

* q

S

P. 487 Buy

The inner circle

ILMN turns round on its centerO, within
Das A II

17

3T23

the other circle E FGH, fo that any let-

of the former may be placed againft
ter

1000

CJ

the first letter of the latter, as fhall be a-

greed on.
The letters of the one are then

wrote for thofe ofthe other. The writ-

ing under the figure is explained in p. 148.

'OWD EXS

PLATE III. p. 152

Figan The mufical cypher. The in-

ner circle ILMN, on which the notes are

wrote, turns round within the other circle,

as in the laft Plate, and the notes are here

wrote for the letters, as inthe example un-

der the figure.

-azingar yaong sin

JAMAN SAI い PLATE
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PLATE IV. p. 166.7.3091

124

Fig. 1. The machine for viſual corre-

fpondence. ABCD, Fig. 1 , is a circle of

wood which turns on the center G a, b,

c, d, are pins by which it turns round.

Through its circumference are cut the let-

ters of the alphabet, and between A and

Z is an open ſpace.

Vadio 2017

10

Fig. 2, is the pole to which the circle

juft mentioned is placed by its center, near

P. The board E F, at top, prevents any

letter from being feen, except that directly

oppofite the ſpace in its middle.

Fig. 3 , is the machine for auricular

correfpondence. The ftrings to the two

bells A and B, which are moveable on the

croſs piece CD, are pulled one or more

times, according to the letter that anfwers

to the that number of founds.

*

PLATE V. p. 178. »S

This plate contains the primary mecha-

nic inftruments, or mechanic powers.

Fig.
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DESRIPTION OF

Fig . 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, are levers of different kinds
;

each of the other figures have their names

annexed to them.

PLATE VI.

P. 184.

Fig. 1 and 2. A dial to go without

wheels, fpring, or weight. CD, Fig. 1 , is

the cylinder, the ends of whofe axis, as

they defcend, point to the hours marked

on the columns EF.

Fig. 2 , reprefents the internal ftructure

of the cylinder, which confifts of five di-

vilions, in three of which there is water,

expreffed by the fhade,

Fig, 3 and 4. A dial to fhow the hour

by defcending an inclined plane. AB,

Fig. 3 , the external appearance of the dial :

g, a hemiſphere, on which a figure fits

that points to the hour.

Fig . 4, the internal ſtructure of the dial .

LA

PLATE VII. p. 194.

Fig. 1 and 2, the infcrutable lock. AB, ..

Fig. 1 , the fcutcheon to the lock ; C the

pinion bywhich it is fixed inany poſition.

ABCD,
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ABCD, Fig. 2 , the twelve wards of the

key, which turn round the pipe and are

fixed together by the fcrew E.

Fig. 3 , the hand-mill to grind corn,

&c. inceffantly, without any animal force.

ABCD a ſmoke-jack, that turns the rope

EF, by which the mill is kept in continual

motion.

PLATE VIII. P. 196. in

5Fig. 1. a carriage to go without any ex-

ternal force . ABCD, the figure of the

carriage, with the perfon who rides in it,

and the footman who drives it.

Fig. 2, reprefents the machinery by

which it is moved, and which is concealed

in a box behind the carriage. CD are two

treddles that are pufhed down alternately

by the man behind the carriage, and by

means of the ropes CA, DA, turn the

wheels H, H, which being fixed on the

fame axis with the great wheels I, I, turn

them alfo.

PLATE
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PLATE IX. p. 202.
A

Fig. 1. The catapulta. ABCD, the

frame in which the arrows are placed ;

EF the fpring by which they are forced

out. G the poft to which the rope that

bends the ſpring is faſtened .

Fig. 2. The failing chariot ; AB the

body ofthe chariot ; CD the fails ; Ethe

rudder, guided by the man at the helm A.

PLATE X.
P. 206.

Fig. 1. A carriage to fail againſt the

wind. ABCD the body of the carriage ;

M the maft ; GEFH the fails ; K the cog

wheel, that takes the teeth placed perpen-

dicular to the fides of the fore-wheels ;

R the rudder by which it is guided.

Fig. 2. The uninvertible carriage. AB

thebody ofthe carriage ; C the weightby

which it is kept always upright ; FG DE

are iron circles in which it moves ; P the

door ; O the window, and QR the ſhafts.

PLATE

"
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PLATE XL AP, 212.

2003

Fig. 1. The cafe of the columnar dial.

AC the capital, that contains the ſtriking

part of this dial ; GH is the fhaftonwhich

are marked the hours ; H the index, that

by its defcent fhows the hour. The hand

in the circle on the bafe B, points to the

minute.

A Fig. 2, fhows the machinery of this dial,

A is the wheel that moves the minute

hand, and which is turned by the weight

B, to which is fixed the hour hand H.

F and G are two brafs wheels fixed on the

axis DE. The wheel F raiſes the end M

of the lever MN O, and makes the other

end, to which the hammer P is fixed, to

ftrike the bell Q.

PLATE XII.
P. 222.

ABis a
Fig. 1 , is an air chronometer.

glafs tube ; CD

glafs tube ; CD the fram
e

in whic
h

it is316

placed; E a pifton to let out the air; Fthe

ſtring by which the pifton is drawn up ;

G the handle that confines the ftring of

the piſton . Fig.

I
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Fig. 2, fhows the form of the piſton in

the tube.

Fig. 3 , a conical roller to receive the

ftring to the index of a dial, when placed

over the tube.

Fig. 4. A lamp chronometer. A is a

fmall glafs lamp, placed in the ftand B.

C the handle that fupports the ftyle H,

and the frame DEFG, which is covered

with oiled paper, and on which are wrote

the figures for the hours .

1
Fig. 5. A nocturnal dial . Aand B are

two wheels of the fame dimenfion, and

concentral ; C a pinion ; D and E two

wheels placed on the fame axis ; L a lamp

fixed to the edge of the wheel B ; G the

weight that gives motion to the whole

machine.

Fig. 6, is a hollow cone, by which

the flame of the lamp L is confined to a

particular part of the wheel A.

RATIONAL

1



RATIONAL RECREATIONS.

ARITHMETIC.

WE

DEFINITIONS.

(

E fhall not here define the pri-

mary principles of numbers, as

our readers are fuppofed to underſtand

the four firſt rules of arithmetic, addition,

fubtraction, multiplication, and divifion ;

we ſhall therefore begin with arithmetic

powers.

1. By the powers of any number, is

meant the feveral times that number is

multiplied into itſelf. Thus, if 4 be mul-

tiplied by itſelf, the product 16 will be its

fecond power, or fquare ; and if that ſum

be multiplied by 4, the product 64 is the,

third power, or cube of 4,

BVol. I.

& c.

2. The
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2. The root of any power is that num-

ber from whence it firft fprung, or was

multiplied : fo the ſquare root of 16 is 4 ;

and the cube root of 27 is 3..

3. When two numbers are compared.

together, the firſt is called the antecedent,

and the ſecond the confequent ; and the

proportion thefe numbers bear to each

other is called their ratio. Thus, the ratio

of 27 to 9, is that of
is that of 3 to I.

4. When three numbers are compared.

together, if the difference between each of

them be equal, as 2 , 4, 6,. or 9,.6, 3, they

are faid to be in arithmetic proportion ..

5.
If three numbers be compared to--

gether, and they have one common ra-

tio, that is, the ſame multiplier or diviſors,

as 3, 9, 27, or 64, 16, 4, they are in geo-

metric proportion.

6. Whenever the confequent is double-

the antecedent, they are faid to be in du-.

plicate proportion ; but if the antecedent

be double the confequent, they are in fub-

duplicate proportion ..

7. When
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↓

7. When any feries of numbers conti-

nually increaſes or decreaſes by an equal

addition or fubtraction, as 2, 4, 6, 8, & c.

or 18, 15, 12 , 9 , &c. they are faid to be in

arithmetic progreffion .

8. When a ſeries of numbers continual-

ly increaſes or decreaſes by one common

multiplier or diviſor, that is, by one com-

mon ratio, as 4, 8 , 16, 32, &c. or 81, 27,

9, 3 , they are in geometric progreffion.

9. If over a ſeries of numbers in geo-

metric progreffion, there be placed an-

other in arithmetic progreffion, whofe

common difference is 1 , as thus, 1, 2 , 3,

2, 4, 8,

4 51 &c. the latter are called the in-
&c.

16, 32,5

dices or exponents of the former ; and if

the geometric feries begin with 1 , the

other muſt begin with a cypher, thus,

O, 1 , 2, 3, 4,

1, 2, 4, 8, 16,}&c.

10. The feveral different ways that one

number of quantities can be taken out of

another greater number, of the fame fort,

B 2 are
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are called the combinations of the former

in the latter. Thus, the different ways

that three balls can be taken out offix, are

the combinations of 3 in 6.

11. All the different ways the whole of

any number of quantities can be taken or

or difpofed, are called the permutations of

that number ; fo all the different ways

that fix counters can be placed in a line,

are the permutations of the number 6.

APHORISMS.

1. If two even numbers be added toge-

ther, or ſubſtracted from each other, their

fum or difference will be an even number.

2. Iftwo uneven numbers be added or

fubftracted, their fum or difference will be

an even number.

3. The fum or difference of an even

and uneven number will be an uneven

number.

4. The product of two even numbers

will be an even number ; and the product

of two uneven numbers will be an uneven

number.

9+9

=18 even

5. The
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5. The product of an even and un-

even number will be an even num-

ber.

6. If two different numbers be diviſible

by any one number, their fum and their

difference will be alfo divifible by that

number.

17. Iffeveral different numbers, diviſible

by 3, be added or multiplied together,

their fum and their product will alſo be

divifible by 3.

&8. If two numbers, diviſible by 9, be

added together, the fum of the figures in

the amount will be either 9 , or a number

diviſible by 9.

1
9. If any number be multiplied by 9,

or by another number diviſible by 9, the

amount of the figures of the product

will be either 9, or a number diviſible

by 9.

10. In every arithmetic progreffion , if

double the fum of all the terms in any

feries be divided by the firſt and laſt

term added together, the quotient will

B 3 be
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be the number of all the terms in that

feries *
11. In

* This and the following aphorifms, relating to

progreffions, may be applied to many uſeful to pur-

pofes befides thoſe mentioned in the courfe of this

work. For example,

1. A man is to go a journey of 1120 miles, 40

of which he propofes to ride the first day, and to

increaſe the number, by an equal addition, every

day to the laft , when he intends to ride 100 miles,

How long will be going his journey?

You have here the firft term 40, the laft term

100, and the fum of all the terms 1200, to find the

number ofterms : therefore, by aphorifm 10, if the

double of 1120, that is 2240, be divided by 40 added

to 100, the quotient, which is 16, will be the num-

ber of terms, or days 'he will be going.

But, by the 11th aphorifm, if the difference be-

tweenthe first and last term, that is 60, be divided by

the number ofterms lefs 1 , which is 15, the quotient

4 will be the common difference, or number of

miles he muft add each day.

3

2. A father intends to lay up 10l. toward his

daughter's portion the day fhe is a year old, and to

increase the fum as much every year as fhall make

her fortune, at the end of 20 years , Iocol . What

will he have to lay up the last year?

Here the firft term, number of terms, and fum of

the feries are given, to find the laft term there-

fore,
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11. In every fuch feries, if the difference

between the firſt and laſt term be divided

by

fore, by aphorifm 12, if from double the fum of the

feries, which is 2000, you fubtract the product of

the firſt term, multiply bythe number of terms, that

is 200, and divide the remainder, which will be

1800, by the number of terms, the quotient go is

the laſt term, or number of pounds he muft lay up

the laſt year.

3. A gentleman propoes to plant a number of

trees in his grounds, for 20 years together, in regu-

lar progreffion, 20 the first year, and 100 the laft.

How many trees will he plant ?

By aphorifm 13, if you multiply the firſt and laſt

term by the number of terms, and divide the fum of

the two products , which is 2400, by 2, the quo-

tient 1200 is the number of trees he must plant.

4. A landlord afks 51. a year for an acre of land,

which the farmer thinking too much, the landlord

offers to let him a leaſe of it, for 21 years, at d.

the first year, 2d . the fecond year, 4d . the third, and

fo on, doubling the fum every year. What would

the farmer pay the laft year ? and what would be

the average rent for the whole term ?

Here the 20th term (which is to be confidered as

the laft, the firft term being 1 , which neither

multiplies nor divides ) will be found, by the 14th

aphorifm to be 1,048,576 pence, or 43691. 1s. 4d.

whichB 4
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by the number of terms, lefs 1 , the quo-

tient will be the common difference be-

tween each term ofthat feries.

12. If the product of the number of

terms multiplied by the firſt term, be ſub-

tracted from double the fum ofthe feries,

and the remainder be divided by the num-

ber of terms, the quotient will be the laft

term .

13. If the firſt and laſt term be each

multiplied by the number ofterms, and the

fum ofthe two products be divided bytwo,

the quotient will be the fum of the ſeries.

14. In every geometric progreffion, if

any two terms be multiplied together,73

which is the rent he will pay the last year. But,

by aphorifm 15, to find the fum ofthe feries, the laft

term must be multiplied by the ratio 2 , which will

make it 2,097,152, and from that fum, the firſt

term 1, must be deducted , when it will be 2,097,151,

and that fum is to be divided by the ratio 2 lefs 1,

that is by 1 ; therefore it will remain the fame, and

confequently be the fum of the feries. Then divid-

ing 2,097,151 by 21, the number of years, the quo-

tient 99,864, or 4161. 2s . will be the average rent

fer each year.

2

their
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their product will be equal to that term

which anfwers to the fum oftheir two in-

1

dices. Thus, in the feries, 1, 2, 3 , 4, 5,

2, 4, 8, 16, 32,

ifthe third and fourth terms, 8 and 16, be

multiplied together, the product 128 will

be the feventh term of that feries. In like

manner, if the fifth term be multiplied in-

to itſelf, the product will be the tenth

term ; and ifthat fum be multiplied into

itſelf, the product will be the twentieth

term, &c. Therefore, to find the laft, or

any other term ofa geometric feries, it is

not neceſſary to continue the ſeries beyond

a few ofthefirst terms.

15. In any geometric feries, if you

multiply the laft term by the common

ratio, from the product fubtract the first

term, and divide the remainder by the ra-

tio, lefs , the quotient will be the ſum of

that ſeries.

16. In all combinations, if from an

arithmetic decreafing feries, whoſe firſt

term is the number out of which the com-

binations
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binations are to be formed, and whofe

common difference is 1 , there be taken as

many terms as there are quantities to be

combined ; and thofe terms be multiplied

into each other and if from the feries,

1 , 2 , 3, 4, &c. there be taken the fame

number of terms, and they be multiplied

into each other, and the firſt product be di-

vided by the fecond, the quotient will be

the number of combinations required.

Therefore, if you would know how many

ways four quantities can be combined in

feven, multiply the first four terms ofthe

feries, 7, 6, 5, 4, &c. together, and divide

the product, which will be 840, by the

product of the first four terms of the fe-

ries, 1 , 2, 3 , 4, &c. which is 24, and the

quotient 35 will be the combinations of

4 in 7.

17. In all permutations, if the feries

1 , 2, 3 , 4, &c. be continued to as many

terms as there are quantities to be changed,

and thoſe terms be multiplied into each

other, the product will be the number of

permutations fought. Thus, if
you would

know
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know how many permutations can be

formed with five quantities, multiply the

terms, 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, together, and the

product 120 will be the number of all the

permutations *.

Previous to the numerical Recreations,

we shall here defcribe certain mechanical

methodsofperformingarithmetical opera-

tions, fuch as are not only in themſelves

entertaining, but will be found uſeful on

feveral occafions.

The ROMAN ABACUS.

ON a board about a foot long, and of

the form of ABCD in the follow-

ing figure, draw feveral lines, as a b, c d,

ef, gh, &c. the number of thefe lines

be encreaſed at pleaſure.
may

A

a

g

C

B

b.

d

b

D

For further examples of combinations and per-

mutations, feeRecreations XVIII. XIX . & c.

On
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On each of theſe lines, and on the ſpaces

between them, there are to be placed a

certain number of counters, according to

the fum or quantity that is to be fet down.

The counters on the loweft line ftand for

units, thofe on the ſecond line for tens,

thofe on the third for hundreds, &c. and

the counters between the lines ftand al-

ways for half the value of thoſe on the

line next above. Therefore, if you would

fet down 7684, you place four counters

on the lowest line, eight on the next

above, fix on the next, and ſeven on the

uppermoſt line. Or you may fet down

the fame fum by placing part of it on the

lines, and the reft between them, as you

fee in the figure.

To add or fubtract by this inftrument

is very eaſy, as nothing more is neceſſary

than to ſet on, or take off, a certain number

of counters ; or place thoſe already on,

higher or lower, according to the fum that

is to be expreffed.

By
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By this invention a perſon who has not.

learned to write may fet down any fum of

money, or other quantity whatever ; for

the counters on the feveral lines, inftead of

tens, hundreds, &c. may ftand for hun-

dred weights, quarters, pounds ; or for

years, months, days, hours, & c. and , ac-

cording to the length of the board, feveral

fums of different denominations may be

fet down at the fame time.

NEPER'S ROD S.

IVIDE a ſquare piece of braſs, ivory,

DIVIDE

·

or pafteboard, as ABCD, (Pl. I.

Fig. 1. ) into ninety-nine equal parts, as

in the figure in the nine parts next the

left hand write the nine digits ; in thoſe

next the right hand write nine cyphers ,

and in thoſe at top the nine digits. Se-

parate the remaining divifions into two

parts, by a line drawn from the upper

angle on the right fide, to the lower angle

on the left, and on thefe divifions write

the
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the multiplication table, obferving wheir

there are two figures, to place the units in

the right hand divifion, and the tens in the

left. Then feparate the eleven columns by

cutting them afunder from top to bottom,

and you will have Neper's rods or bones *.

Theſe rods are to be placed in a box of

the length and depth ofthe ſquare ABCD,

and wide enough to hold fix, nine, or as

many more ofeach fort as you pleaſe. The

uppermoftfigure ofeachrod muſt ſtand out,

above the box, that it may be eaſily diſtin-

guiſhed. The rods have fometimes fi-

gures on each of their four fides to anſwer

different purpoſes. On the front of the

box there must be a ledge to fupport the

the rods as they are taken out and placed

in order.

To multiply any fum by thefe rods,

fuppofe 5486 by 273 , firft, take out the

* So called from the inventor J. Neper, baron of

Merchifton in Scotland .

index

6
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ไร่

index rod of digits next the left hand, and

place it againſt the ledge ; then take each

of thoſe rods that have at top one of the

figures ofthe multiplicand, beginning with

the figure 5, and place them in order as you

will fee in Pl . I. Fig. 2. You are then to ſet

downthe fum thatftands against each figure

of the multiplier, with this caution, that

when there are two figures in any fquare,

youare to add that in the left divifion tothe

figure in the right division of the follow-

ing fquare, beginning with the right hand-

column. For example, in the column

that ſtands againſt 3 in the divifor (Fig. 2.)

you first fet down the 8, and carrying the 1

to the 4 inthe next divifion , you fet down

5; then adding the 2 on the ſecond divi-

fion to the 2 in the third, you fet down

4; then adding 1 to 5, you fet down

6, and, laſtly, the figure 1. This may be

done almoſt as fast as you can copy the

figures ; and fo of the other figures inthe

divifor, and the operation will ſtand as

follows :

548
6
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5486

273

16458

38402

10972

1497678

To divide by thefe rods, fuppoft

748524 by 2793, place the rods that con

tain the ſeveral figures ofthe divifor, with

the index rod, in the fame manner as in

the laſt example, and you will have the

product of that divifor by each of the

nine digits. Then take the firſt four fi

gures ofthe dividend 7485, and look for

that number on the rods which is the

next lefs to it ; which you will find to be

5586, that ftands againft the figure 2, you

therefore put 2 for the quotient, and ſub-

tracting the laſt number from the firſt,

bring down another figure from the divi-

dend. You then look again for the neareſt

fum to that, and fo on till you have taken

down all the figures of the dividend,

when
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when you will find the whole quotient to

be 268**

The CHINESE SWAN PAN.

IN the fquare frame of wood, ABCD,

(Pl. I. Fig. 3.) make four divifions bythe

bars, EF and GH ; and ſeparate three

of theſe divifions into two parts by the

leffer bars, a b. In each of the ſmaller

divifions place wires, to be taken out at

pleaſure ; and on each ofthe wires in the

left-hand divifions, ftring a fmall ivory

ball, or large bead ; and on the wires on

the right hand divifion, place four fuch

balls, or beads.

The balls in the left hand divifions,

when brought up to the middle bar,

ftand each for five ; and thofe in the

right divifions, when brought to the bar,

ftand for units.

The balls in the two lower divifions

repreſent integers, or the whole of any

VOL. I. C
quan

1
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quantity ; thofe on the uppermoft wires

ftand for tens of fuch integers, the next

for hundreds, and fo on, as is expreffed

in the figure. The wires, in all the divi-

fions, may be increafed to any number

you think proper.

いい

The balls in the four upper divifions

repreſent parts of integers ; thoſe in the

two divifions next the left hand ftand for

tens ;

and thoſe in the two other divi-

fions, for units of fuch parts:*.

Nowifthe fum you would fet down be

integers, begin with the balls in the two

lower divifions : for example, on the

third row from the top bring two balls,

of the right hand divifion, up to the mid-

dle bar (fee, the Figure) ; then bring up

two on the next row, and one on the fame:

row in the left diviſion ; next four on the

This is not the original Swan Pan mentioned

by Du Halde in his Hiftory of China, but an im-

provement on that byMr. G. Smethurft, of Man-.

cheſter, publiſhed in the Gent. Mag. for 1748.

top

f
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top row, and one onthe other fide of the

fame row ; then in the first row of units,

from the bottom, and in the right hand

divifion, place two balls, on the fecond

row one, and one alfo on the fame įline in

the right hand diviſion of tens : laftly, on

the third row of units place three balls.

The balls being thus placed, if the inte-

gers be pounds fterling, they will exprefs

2791. 28. 11d. Ifthe integers be hundred

weights, the fum will be 279 cwt. 2 qrs.

lb. 3 oz. or ifthey be years, they willde-

note 279years, 2 months, 11 days, 3 hours.

A part of theſe balls may repreſent fraċ-

4

tions, either vulgar or decimal ; the balls

in the firſt two divifions of parts may

ftand for the numerators, and thoſe in

the other two for denominators ; or the

numbers in either of thefe divifions may

be added to thofe in the integers, as de-

cimals *.•

There may alfo be holes made in the bars where

the dots are placed, in which pegs maybe occafionally

put, tofhewthat thofe numbersftand forfractions.

C 2
By
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By this inftrument all the operations of

arithmetic may be readily performed : fup-

pofe, for example, you would multiply the

fum fet down in the divifion of integers,

that is 279 by 3. Begin with the loweft

line, and fay 3 times 2 is 6, therefore fet

that number up ; then on the next row,

fay 3 times 7 is 21 , therefore inftead of 7

ſet up on that line, and carry the

two tens to the line below, which will

make thenumber there 8. Then at the up-

per line fay, 3 times 9 is 27, therefore ſet

7 on that line, and carry 2 to the next line

below, which will make that number 3 So

tha
t
th
e bal

ls
on th

e
thr

ee
lin

es
wil

l
th
en

exp
reſ

s

83
7

.

If
you would divide 279 by 3, begin in

like manner with the loweft line ; but as

3 cannot be taken in 2, you add the next

number to it, and ſay, the threes in 27

are 9, therefore ſet back the 2 on the loweſt

line, and place 9, inftead of 7, on the

next line above ; then at the uppermost

line





Vo
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line fay, the threes in 9 are 3 ;9 are 3 ; therefore

inſtead of 9 place 3 on that line, and con-

fequently the quotient will be 93. When

there is a remainder it may be placed with

the divifor, as a fraction, in the upper di-

vifions. Where there are many figures in

the multiplicand and multiplier, the latter

may be placed in the firſt two divifions of

parts, and the former and products in the

divifions ofintegers. In like manner,when

there are feveral figures in the dividend

and divifor, the former may be placed in

the diviſion of integers, the latter in the

firſt two divifions of parts, and the figures

of the quotient, as they rife, in the re-

maining two divifions.

It is well worth obferving, that by mean

of this inftrument a blind man may be

taught to add, fubtract, multiply, divide,

and perform all the other operations of

arithmetic, with as much certainty as an-

other perfon can by figures.

C 3 RECRE-
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RECREATION I.

Any number being named, by adding afigure

to that number to make it divisible by

nine.

IF the number named be, for example,

72,857, you tell him who names it ta

place the number 7 between any two fi-

gures
of that fum, and it will be divifible

by 9. Forby aphorifm 9, if any number

be multiplied by 9, the fum ofthe figures

of the product will be either 9, or a num-

ber divifible by 9. But the fum ofthe fi-

gures named is 29, therefore 7 muſt be

added to make it divifible by 9.

You may diverfify this recreation, by

fpecifying, before the fum is named, the

particular place where the figure ' fhall be

inferted, to make the number diviſible

by9,

RECRE
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RECREATION II

Aperfon having an even number ofcounters

in one hand, and an odd number in the

other, to tell in which hand the odd or even

number is.

vo

LETthe perfon multiply the number

in his right hand by an odd number,

and the number in his left hand byan even

number, and tell you ifthe fum of thepro-

ducts added together be odd or even. If it

be even, the even number is in the right

hand ; but if it be odd, the even number

is in the left hand : as is evident from the

first five aphorifms.

Example.

I. Number in the

right hand
}:

18 Inthe left 7

Multipliers 3
2

54
14.

14

Theirfum 68

C 4
2. Num-
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2. Number in the

right hand

Multiplier
s
3

}

7 In the left 18

21
36

36

Theirfum 57

RECREATION III.

Aperfon making choice offeveral numbers,

another shall name him the number by

which the fum of thofe numbers is divi-

fible.

ROVIDE a ſmall bag, divided into

PRO

two parts : in one part put feveral

tickets, on each of which is wrote a num-

ber divisible by three, as 6, 9, 15, 36 , 63,

120, 213 , 309, &c. and in the other part

put tickets marked with the number 3 only.

From the first part draw a handful of

tickets, and after fhewing them, put them

in again ; then open the bag, and defire

any one to take out as many tickets as he

3

thinks
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thinks proper ; fhut the bag, and when

you open it again offer the other part to

another perfon, telling him to take out one

ticket only: you then pronounce that ticket

to contain the number bywhich theamount

of the other numbers is divifible. For each

of thoſe numbers being diviſible by three,

their fum alſo, byaphorifm 7, muſt be divif-

ible by the fame number.

RECREATION IV.

To find the difference between two numbers,

the greatest of which is unknown.

TAKE as manynines as there are fi-

gures in the fmalleft number, and

fubtract that fum from the number of

nines. Let another perfon add that dif-

ference to the largest number, and taking

away the firſt figure of the amount, add

it to the laft figure, and that fum will be

the difference of the two numbers *.

See the eighth aphorifm.

For
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! For example, Matthew, who is 22, tells

Henry, who is older, that he can diſcover

the difference of their ages ; he therefore

privately deducts 22 from 99, and the dif-

ference, which is 77, he tells Henry to

add to his age, and to take away the firſt

figure from the amount, and add it to the

laft figure, and that laft, fum will be the
1

difference of their ages. As thus :

The difference between Matthew's

To which Henry'adding his age

ageand 99 is 1

The fum is T

}

77

35

|
།
:

9

12

Then by taking away the firſt fi-

gure 1 and adding it to the laſt

figure 2, the fum is

Which added to Matthew's age

Gives the age of Henry, which is

13

22

35

*

RECRE-
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RECREATION V.

To tell, by the dial of a watch, at what hour

any perfon intends to rife.

you

7

LET the perſon fet the hand of the

dial to any hour he pleafe, and tell

what hour that is, and to the number

of that hour you add, in your mind, 12.

Then tell him to count privately the num-

ber of that amount upon the dial, begin-

ning with the next hour to that on which

he propoſes to rife, and counting back-.

wards, firft reckoning the number of the

hour at which he has placed the hand. An

example will make this plain,

"

Suppoſe the hour at which he intends to

rife be 8, and that he has placed the hand

at 5. You add 12 to 5, and tell him to

count 17 on the dial, firft reckoning 5,

the hour at which the index ftands, and

counting backwards from the hour at

which he intends to rife, and the number

17
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17 will neceffarily end at 8, which ſhews

that to be the hour he choſe.

That the hour at which the counting

ends muſt be that on which he propoſed

to rife, will be evident on a little reflection ;

for if he hadbegan atthat hour and count-

ed 12, he would neceffarily have come to

it again ; and calling the number 17, by

adding 5 to it, only ferves to diſguiſe the

matter, but can make no fort of difference

in the counting.

RECREATION VI.

Aperfon choofing any two, out offeveral

given numbers, and after adding them to-

gether, ftriking out one ofthefigures from

the amount, to tell what that figure was.

SUCH numbers muſt be offered as are

divifible by 9 ; and when any two of

them are added together there must be no

cypher in the amount : the figures of that

amount,
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&

amount, moreover, muſt make either 9 or

18. Such are the numbers following ;

36, 63, 81 , 117, 126, 162, 207, 216,

252, 261 , 306, 315, 360, and 432.

1

Theſe numbers muſt be wrote on cards ;

and when any two of them are added to-

gether, if a figure be ftruck out of the

fum, it will be what would make the other

figures either 9 or 18. For example ; if a

perfon choſe 126 and 252, their fum will

be 378, from which if he ſtrike out the 7,

the remaining figures 3 and 8 will make

11 , to which 7 muſt be added to make 18.

RECREATION VII.

Two perfons choofing two numbers, and mul-

tiplying them together, byknowing the last

figure of the product to tell the other fi-

A

gures.

IF

F the number 73 be multiplied by the

numbers of the following arithmetical

progreffions, 3 , 6, 9 , 12 , 15 , 18 , 21 , 24, and

27,
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27, their products will terminate with the

nine digits in this order, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,

‹3, 2, 1 ; the numbers being as follow, 219,

438, 6.57, 876, 1095, 1314, 1533, 1752,.

1971 ; therefore put into one of the divi-

fions of the little bag, mentioned in the

third Recreation, feveral tickets marked

with the number 73, and into the other

part of the bag the numbers 3, 6, 9, 12,

15, 18, 21 , 24, and 27.

Then open that part of the bag where

are the numbers 73, and defire a perfon

to take out one ticket only, then dextrouf-

ly change the opening, and defire another

perfon to take a ticket from that part ; and

when they have multiplied their two num-

bers together, by knowing the laft figure

of the product you will readily tell them,

by the foregoing feries, what the other fi-

gures are.

+

RECRE-
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RECREATION VIII.

The Magical Century.

IF the number 11 be multiplied by any

one of the nine digits, the two figures

of the product will always be fimilar. As

follows :

II II II II II II II

2 3 4

IT

567-8-9

88.99

You

II 22 33 44 55 66 77

Place a parcel of counters on a table,

and propoſe to any one to add, alternate-

by, a certain number of thofe counters,

till they amount to a hundred, but never

to add more than 10 at one time.

tell him, moreover, that if you ftake firſt.

he ſhall never make the even century, but

you will. In order to which you muſt firſt

fake 1, and remembering the order of the

above feries, 11 , 22, 33 , &c. you con-

ſtantly add, to what he ſtakes, as many as

will make one more than the numbers of

that feries, that is, as will make 12, 23, 34

6

& c.
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&c. till you come to 89, after which the

other
party cannot make the century him-

ſelf, or prevent you from making it.

Ifthe other party has no knowledge of

numbers, you may ftake any other num-

ber firft, under ten, provided you take

care to fecure fome one of the laft terms,

as 56, 67, 78, &c.

This Recreation may be performed with

other numbers ; and in order to fucceed,

you muſt divide the number to be attain-

ed, by a number that has one digit more

than what you can ftake each time, and

the remainder will be the number you

muſt firſt ſtake. Obferve, that to be ſure

of fuccefs, there must be always a re-1

mainder. Suppofe, for example, the num

ber to be attained is 52, making uſe of a

pack of cards inftead of counters, and that

you are never to add more than 6 ; then

divide 52 by the next number above 6,

that is, by 7, and the remainder, which

is
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is
3, will be the number you muſt ſtake

firft ; and whatever the other ſtakes, you

muſt add as much to it as will make it

equal to the number by which you di-

vided, that is, 7. Therefore if his firſt

ftake be 1 , you muſt ſtake 6, &c. fo that

your ſecond ſtake will make the heap 10,

your third ſtake will make it 17, and fo

on, till you come to 45, when, as he can-

not ſtake more than 6, you muſt make

the number
52.

In this, as in the former cafe, if the

other perfon have no knowledge of num-

bers, you may ftake any number firſt un-

der 7 ; or you may let him ſtake firſt, only

taking care to fecure either of the numbers

10, 17, 24, 31 , &c. after which he cannot

make 52, ifyou conftantly add as many to

his ftake as will make it
7.

VOL. I. D RECRE
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RECREATION IX.

The Confederate Counters.

PRESENT to three perfons a ring, a

ſeal, and a ſnuff box, of which defire

each perſon to chufe one, privately. The

three perfons you difcriminate in your

mind by the letters A, E, I, and by the

fame letters you diftinguiſh the ring, the

feal, and the box. Provide 24 counters,

ofwhich give the firſt perſon A, 1 , the ſe-

cond perfon E, 2, and the third perfon I, 3.

Put the 18 remaining counters on the table,

and let him that has the ring take as many

counters more as he already has ; him that

has the feal take twice as many as he has,

and him that has the box four times as

many. While they are taking the coun-

ters you retire out of fight, and when they

have done you return , and caſting your

eye on the table, take notice how many

counters are left.

The
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The remaining counters will be either

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, or 7, which you are to re-

fer to the vowels in the fyllables of the

following verfe :

I 2
3

M M

5

M

6

M

Par fer-Cefar-jadis-devint- si grand.

هشم

prince.

If there be but one counter left, the two

vowels in the ſyllables parfer denote that

the firſt perſon has the ring, to which you

have affigned the letter A ; the ſecond per-

fon has the feal, to which you have af

figned the letter E; and confequently the

third perfon muſt have the box. In like

manner, if there be fix counters remain-

ing, the two vowels in the fyllables i

grand, fhew that the firſt perſon has the

box, denoted by the letter I ; the ſecond

perfon has the ring, to which the letter A is

affigned ; and confequently the third per-

fon has the ſeal : and ſo ofthe reſt.

D 2 It
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It appears by aphorifm 16, that the

three articles can be taken only fix dif-

ferent ways. Now each of theſe ways ne-

ceffarily changes the number of counters

to be taken by the three perfons : from

whence it follows, that the counters re-

maining on the table will alfo be offix dif-

ferent numbers ; the vowels in the ſyllables

of the verſe ſerve only to aid the memory

in diſcovering the manner in which the

three articles are taken.

RECREATION X.

Aperfon privately fixing on any number, to

tell him that number.

AFTER the perfon has fixed ona num-

ber, bid him double it and add 4 to

that fum, then multiply the whole by 5 ;

to the product let him add 12 , and multi-

ply the amount by 10. From the fum of

the whole let him deduct 320, and tell

you the remainder, from which, if
you

cut
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cut off the two laft figures, the number

that remains will be that he fixed on.

Example.

Let the number choſe be

Which doubled is

And 4 added to it, makes

Which multiplied by 5, gives

To which 12 being added, it is

That multiplied by 10, makes

From which deducting 320, the

remainder is -

7

14

18

90

102

1020

the}

700

And by ſtriking of the two cy-

phers, it becomes the original

number

7

RECREATION XI.

Three dice being thrown on a table, to tell

the number ofeach ofthem, and the order

in which they ftand.

LET the perſon who has thrown the dice

double the number of that next his

left hand, and add 5 to that fum ; then mul-

tiply the amount by 5, and to the product

D 3 add
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add the numberof the middle die ; then let

the whole be multiplied by10, and to that

product add the number of the third die.

From the total let there be ſubtracted 250,

and the figures of the number that re-

mains will anſwer to the points ofthe three

dice as they ſtand on the table.

Example.

Suppofe the points of the three dice

thrown on the table to be 4, 6, and 2.

Then the double of the firſt die will be 8

To which add
5

13

5

That fum multiplied by 5 will be 65

To which add the number ofthe mid-

}

6

dle die

And multiply the fumby

To that product add the number of

the third die

And from the total fubtracting

The three remaining figures

7!

10

710

l

712

250

264

will answer to the numbers on the dice,

and fhew the order in which they ſtand.

RECRE-
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RECREATION XII.

To tell the number a perfon has fixed on,

without asking himany questions.

THE perfon having choſe any num-

ber from 1 to 15, he is to add 21 to

that number, and triple the amount. Then,

1. He is to take the half of that triple,

and triple that half.

2. To take the half ofthe laſt triple, and

triple that half.

3. Take the half of the laft triple.

4. Take the halfof that half.

In this operation it appears there are

four cafes or ſtages where the half is to be

taken the three firſt are denoted by one

of the eight following Latin words, each

word being compoſed of three fyllables,

and thoſe that contain the letter i, refer to

thoſe caſes where the halfcannot be taken
*

* Theſe caſes being different in all the numbers

that can be chofe, they are thereby diſtinguiſhed.

withoutD 4
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without a fraction ; therefore in thoſe caſes

the perſon who makes the deduction is to

add 1 to the number to be divided. The

fourth caſe ſhews which of the two num-

bers annexed to every word, has been

chofen; for ifthe fourth half can be taken,

without adding 1, the number chofe is

in the firſt column, but if not, it is in the

fecond column.

The words.

Mi-fe-ris

Ob-tin-git

Ni-mi-um

No-ta-ri

.

Thenumbers they denote.

8

2
3
4

9

10

II

12In-fer-nos >

Or-di-nes 13 5

Ti-mi-di 6 14

Te-ne-ant
15 7

Example
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Example.c

Suppofe the number chofe to be

To which is to be added

10

Then the triple of that number is 30

The half of which is
15

The triple ofthat half muſt be 45

And the half of that * 23

The triple of that half 69

The half ofthat *
35

And the half of that half* 18

•

While the perfon is performing the

operation, you remark, that at the fe-

cond and third stage he is obliged to add

1, and conſequently that the word ob-tin-

git, in the fecond and third fyllables of

which is an i, denotes that the number

must be either 1 or 9 ; and by obſerving

that he cannot take the laſt half without

adding 1 , you know that it muſt be the

* At all the ftages thus marked, I must be added

in order to take the half without a fraction.

number
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number in the fecond column. If he

fhould make no addition at any one ofthe

four ſtages, the number he chofe muſt be

15, as that is the only number that has no

fraction at either ofthe divifions.

RECREATION XIII.

Thirty foldiers having deferted, fifteen of

whom are to be punished ; fo to place the

whole number in a ring, that you may

faveanyfifteenyouplease, and itſhallfeem

to be the effect of chance.

THEmen muſt be placed according to

the numbers annexed to the vowels

in the words ofthe following verfe :

Po-pu-le-am vir-gam ma-ter re-gi-na

4521 3 I

fe-re-bat.

2 2 I

I 2 23 I

you
Therefore you place 4 of thoſe would

fave firft, then 5 of thoſe you would pu-

niſh, then 2 of thofe to be faved, and I

to
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to be punished; and fo on * You then

enter the ring, and beginning with the

first of the four men you intend to fave,

you tell 9, and the ninth man is turned

out to be puniſhed. You go on telling 9

more, and the ſecond 9 will fall on one you̟

intend to punifh ; and fo of the reft.

RECREATION XIV.

Someperfon in company having put a ring

privately on one of his fingers ; to name

the perfon, the hand, the finger, and the

joint, on which it is placed.

LET a third perfon double the number

@
of the order in which he ſtands who

has the ring, and add 5 to that number ;

then multiply that fum by 5, and to the

product add 10. Let him next add 1 to

the laſt number if the ring be on the right

hand, and 2 if on the left, and multiply

the whole by 10 : to this product he muſt

* You will obferve that eachvowel denotes the

pumber that is to be placed, as a 1, e2, ii3,
&c.

6
add
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add the number ofthe finger (counting the

thumb as the firft finger) and multiply the

whole again by 10. Let him then add

the number of thejoint ; and, laſtly, to the

whole join 35 .

He is then to tell you the amount ofthe

whole, from which you are to fubtract

3535, and the remainder will confift of

four figures, the firſt of which will expreſs

the rank in which the perfon ftands, the

fecond the hand, (the number 1 fignifying

the right hand, and 2 the left) the third

number the finger, and the fourth the

joint.

Example.

Suppoſe the perſon who ftands the third

in order has put the ring upon the ſecond

joint of the thumb ofhis left hand ; then

The
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The double of the rank of the third

perfon is

To which add

third] 6

Multiplythefum by

To which add

And the number of the left hand

Which being multipliedby

Towhich add the number ofthethumb

And multiply again by

Then add the number ofthe joint

And lastly the number

From which deducting

The remainder is

II

5

55

10

2

67

10

670

I

670

10.

6710

2

35

6747

3535

3212

Of which, as we have faid, the 3 denotes

the third perſon, the 2 the left hand, the

1 the thumb, and the laſt 2 the ſecondjoint.

OF
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OF ARITHMETICAL MAGIC SQUARES.

AMagical fquare of this fort conſiſts of

numbers in arithmetic progreffion,

fo difpofed in parallel and equal ranks,

that the fum of each row, taken either

perpendicularly, horizontally, or diago

nally, is equal ; as in the fecond figure.

Natural fquare.

Fig. 1 . Fig. 2.

Magical ſquare.

A G B A B

I 2 3 4 5 II 24 720 3

6 7 8
9 10 4 12 25 8 16

E11 12 13 14 15
F

17 5 13 21 9 .

16 17 18 19 20 10 18 1 14 22

21 22 23 24 25 23 619 215

C H D C D

Anyfiveofthe fums in this magic fquare

taken in a right line, make 65. You will

obferve that the five numbers in the dia-

gonals AD and BC ofthe magical fquare,

anſwer to the horizontal and vertical ranks,

EFand GH in the natural fquare ; and that

is the central number of bothſquares.
13

To
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To form a magical ſquare, firſt tranſ-

poſe the two ranks in the natural ſquare,

juft mentioned, to the diagonals of the

magic fquare ; then place the number 1

under the central number 13 , and thenum-

ber 2, in the next diagonal downward.

The number 3 fhould be placed next in

the fame diagonal line ; but as there is not

room in the fquare, you are to place it in

that part it would occupy ifanother ſquare

were placed under this. For the fame rea-

fon the number 4, by following the dia-

gonal direction, falling out of the fquare,

it is to be put in the part it would hold

in another fquare, placed by the fide of

this : you then proceed to the numbers 5

and 6, ftill defcending ; but as the place

6 fhould hold is already filled, you then

go back to the next diagonal, and confe-

quently place the number 6 in the ſecond

J ;

cafe under the number 5, fo that there

may remain an empty cafe between the

two numbers. The fame method is to be

taken whenever you find a cafe already

filled. You
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You proceed in this manner to fill all

the empty cafes in the angle where the

number 15 is placed ; and as there is no

place for the number 16 in the fame dia-

gonal defcending, you muſt place it in the

part it would hold in another ſquare, and

continue the fame method till all the cafes

are filled. This method will ferve equally

forall forts ofarithmetic progreffions com-

pofed of odd numbers * ; thofe compofed

of even numbers being too complicate and

abftrufe for recreations.

* M. Ozanam, who has wrote very learnedly

on magical fquares; obferves, that the Egyptians,

and the Pythagoreans, their difciples, held them in

great veneration. They were dedicated by them,

he fays, to the feven planets. Saturn had a ſquare

of nine cafes affigned him ; Jupiter, one of 16

cafes ; Mars, one of25 ; Venus, 49 ; and Mercury,

64 cafes to the Moon they gave a fquare of 81

cafes ; and to the Deity, one of a fingle cafe, as

unity can neither be multiplied nor divided, but is

for ever unchangeable.

RECRE-
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RECREATION XV.

The Jeries of numbers from 1 to 25 being

wrote on that number ofcards, afteryou

have fhuffled them, to deal them to five

perfons, either by twos or threes, at the

option of the parties, and the amount of

the numbers on each one's cards to be the

fame.

IN
N difpofing theſe cards you muſt have

recourſe to the magical fquare in the

laft Recreation, and obferve to putthe two

cards that have the numbers 11 and 4 at

top ; thofe cards that have 24 and 12 next,

and fo continue, by 2 and 2 , to the laſt

number of that rank, 16, which must be

wrote on a card a little wider than the reft .

You must follow the fame method with

the next three numbers 17, 10, 23, and

and fo on to the laſt three 9 , 22 , 15 , as is

fully explained in the following table.

VOL. I. Ε Cards
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Cards.

1
2
3
4
5
Ò
N
O

Numbers.

11 Firſt perfon.

4

24Second perfon..
12

6.

7Third
perfon,

25

20

8 8
Fourth perfon

9

10 wide card 16

3Fifth perfon.

II=
17

12

13.

14

3
4
5
6

15

10 First perfon.

23

18 Second perfon..

16 6

17 13

18 Third perfon.

19 19

20% 2.1

21

221

23

24

25

14 Fourth perfon..

2

9

22 Fifth perfon ..

15

The cards being thus difpofed, or be-

coming fo by being fhuffled in the man-

ner
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her we ſhall explain further on when we

treat of the combination of cards, you

offer to deal them by twos or threes firſt :

if it be required to deal themby twos firſt,

there is no occafion to cut them ; but

if they are to be dealt by threes , they

muſt be cut, that he who cuts them

may divide the pack exactly in that part

where the wide card is, and that the fifteen

cards that were at bottom may be at top.

Obferve, you muſt feel the cards before

you deal, in order to know if they be cut

at the wide card ; ifnot, they muſt be cut

again, or you may cut them yourſelf.

It is evident bythe foregoing table, which

is formed after the magic fquare, that the

numbers on each perſon's cards muſt ne-

ceffarilyamount to the fame number, fixty-

five.

E 2 RECRE-
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RECREATION XVI.

you

To deal the 32 cards ofthe game ofpiquet to

fourperfons, after you havefhuffledthem,

and the parties have chofe whether

Shalldealby twos or threes ; infuch man-

ner, that all the cards in each perfon's

handfhall be ofthefamefuit.

FIRST, difpofe the cards in the follow-

ing order, and obferve that the eighth

card muſt be a little larger than the reſt.

30

1
2
3
+

n
o

7
∞

I Ace

Seven
ofHearts. Firſt perfon.

King

Spades. Second perfon.

4 Eight

5
Knave

Eight S

Diamonds. Third perfon

Ace

Knave
Clubs. Fourth perfon.

8

wide card

King

Eight Hearts. Firft perfon..

Nine

9

ΙΟ

II

12 Ace

13

14
Ten

Knave Spades. Second perfon.

15 Ac
e
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15

16

17
}Dia

Ace

Seven Diamonds. Third perfon.

Nine

18
King

19
Ten

Clubs .Clubs. Fourth perfon.

20 Nine

21 Queen

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Knave Hearts. First perfon.

Ten

Queen

Nine Spades.Spades. Second perfon.

Seven

King 7

Queen Diamonds. Third perfon.

29
Ten

30 Queen

31 Eight Clubs. Fourth perfon.

32
Seven

You then follow the fame method as in

the preceding Recreation : if the cards are

required to be dealt by twos firſt, they are

not to be cut, but you deal, once two and

twice three . If they are to be dealt by

threes first, they muſt be cut at the place

of the wide card, and then dealt by twice

three and once two.

E 3
OF
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OF GEOMETRICAL MAGIC SQUARES.

THE fame method we have given for

filling up the cafes or divifions of

an arithmetic magic fquare, is to be fol-"

lowed in theſe. We fhall confine ourſelves

here to examples of the three following

geometric fquares, containing nine divi-

fions each, which are filled up with three

different progreffions, applicable to the

following Recreation .

Fig. 1 . Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

16512 41 24/768
6

56179/214

832128 12 48 192 28112448

-

256 2 64 384 396 18961 7/2241

You will obferve, that in every geome-

tric fquare the product of the numbers in

each row, whether taken vertically, hori-

zontally, or diagonally, is conftantly the

fame.

RECRE-
1
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RECREATION XVII

Several different numbers being wrote upon

cards, tofhuffle them, and deal the whole,

or part ofthem, to three perfons, in fuch

manner thateach one multiplying the num-

bers on his cards together, the products of

each perfon's cards fhall be thefame ; and

torepeat the recreation afterhavingſhuf-

fled the cards afeoond time.

WRITEuponſeven-and-twenty cards

the numbers that are in the fore-

going fquares, and diſpoſe them in thefol-

lowing order:

- 2

2
3
4
5
6

7

8

16

512

Firſt perfon.

Second perfon.

4 Thirdperfon.

8 1ft perfon.

2d perfon.

3d perſon.

32

128

256

2

ft perfon.

2d perfon.

3d perfon..

24 1ft perfon.

9 wide card 64

10

II

12

768 2d perſon.

6 3d perfon.

E 4
13
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·13

14

"
-

15 192

12 First perfon.

48 Second perfon,

Third perſon.

16
384 ft perfon.

17 3 2d perfon.

18 wide çard 96 3d perfon.

19 56 1ft perfon.

20
179 2d perſon.

213
14 3d perfon.

22 28 1ft perfon.

23
112

2d perfon,

24 448 3d perfon.

25 896 ft perfon .

26
7.

2d perfon.

3d perfon.27 wide card 224

You obſerve that the 9th, 18th, and

27th cards are to be wider than the reft,

that the cards being cut in thofe parts the

numbers may not be difarranged. It is

plain likewife, from this difpofition ofthe

cards, that if they are dealt to three per-

fons, one by one, or three together, they

muft each have one of the ranks ofnum-

bers in the magic fquare.

In
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In order to repeat this recreation, it is

only neceffary to put the cards that have

have been dealt on the top of the pack,

and in fhuffling the cards take care not to

fhuffle the nine bottom cards. The pack

being then cut at the wide card that is at

the top ofthe lowest range of cards, they

are then placed at top, and ferve for the

fecond recreation, which will appear the

more extraordinary, as the product then

will not be the fame as before.

A Recreation ofthe fame kind may be

performed with numbers in arithmetic

progreffion, taken, in like manner, from

a magical fquare ; and that will be the

more agreeable, as the numbers on the

cards will then require to be added only,

not multiplied,

RECRE-
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RECREATION XVIII.

To find the number ofchanges that may be

rung on twelve bells.

IT appears by the 17th aphorifm , thát

nothing is more neceffary here, than to

multiply the numbers from 1 to 12 conti-

nually into each other, in the following

manner, and the laſt product will be the

number fought.

ཡམ
1
®
ཨ
॰།མ
ྦ

ཀ
མ
ྦ

༠
།

ཊ
ྛ
ཡ

7 A

5040

8

40320

9

362880

ΙΟ

3628800

39916800

479,001,600

12
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RECREATION XIX.

Suppose theletters ofthe alphabet to be wrote

So Small that no one of themshall take up

more space than the hundredthpart of a

Square inch: to find how many Square

yards it wuold require to write all the

permutations of the 24 letters in that

fize.

*

BY following the fame method as in the

laft Recreation, the number of permu-

tations of the 24 letters will be found

to be

62,044,840,173,323,943,936,000

Now the inches in a fquare yard being

1296, that number multiplied by 100

gives 129600,which is thenumber of letters

each ſquare yard will contain ; therefore if

wedivide 62,044,840,173,323,943,936,000

by 129600, the quotient, which is

478,741,050,720,092,160, will be the

number of yards required, to contain the a-

bove mentioned number of permutations.

*

But
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1

But as all the 24 letters are contained in

every permutation, it will require a ſpace

24 times as large, that is.

11,489,785,217,282,211,840

Now the number offquare yards contain-

ed on the furface of the whole earth is

but 617,197,435,008,000, therefore it

would require a furface 18620 times as

large as that of the earth to write all

the permutations of the 24 letters in the

fize above mentioned.

RECREATION XX.

To find how many different ways the eldest

handat piquet may take in his five cards.

THE

HE eldeſt hand having twelve cards

dealt him, there remain twenty cards,

any five of which may be in thoſe he

takes in ; confequently we are here to

find how many ways five cards
may be

taken out of 20 : therefore by aphorifm

16, if we multiply 20 , 19, 18, 17, 16,

into each other, which will make 1860430,

and
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1

and that number be divided by 1 , 2, 3 , 4,

5, multiplied into each other, which make

120, the quotient, which is 15504, will

be the number of

taken out of 20.

beways five cards may

From hence it follows,

that it is 15503 to 1 , that the eldeſt hand

does not take in any five certain cards.

RECREATION XXI.

Tofind the number of deals a perfon may

play at the game of whift without ever

holding thefame cards twice.

HE number of cards played with at
THE

whift being 52, and the number

dealt to each perfon being 13, it follows,

that by taking the fame method as in the

laft Recreation, that is, by multiplying 52

by 51 , 50, &c. fo on to 41 , which will

make3,954,242,643,911,239,680,000,and

then dividing that fum by 1 , 2, 3, &c. to

13, which will make 6,227,020,800, the

quotient, which is 635,013,559,6co, will

be the number of different
ways

thirteen

cards
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fequently the number fought.

cards may be taken out of 52, and con-

T
h
e

A
R
I
T
H
M
E
T
I
C

T
R
I
A
N
G
L
E

.

IR
a
n
k

.

A

2

3 4.

456

7

84

68

1
0

I
I

1
2

I
B

2
.
I

3
.
3
.
I

4
.

6
.
4
.

I

5
.
1
0
.

1
0
.

5
.
I

6
.

1
5
.

2
0
.

1
5
.

6
.
I

7
.
2
1
.

3
5
.

3
5
.

2
1
.

7
.
E ·8
.
2
8
.

5
6
.

7
0
.

5
6
.

2
8
.

8.

9
.
3
6
.

8
4
.

1
2
6
.

1
2
6
.

8
4
.

3
6
.

9
.
L

1
0
.

4
5
.

1
2
0
.

2
1
0
.

2
5
2
.

2
1
0
.

1
2
0
.

4
5
.

1
0
.

I

1
1
.

5
5
.

1
6
5
.

3
3
0
.

4
6
2
.

4
6
2
.

3
3
0
.

1
6
5
.

5
5
.

1
1
.

1

a1
2
.

6
6
.

2
2
0
.

4
9
5
.

7
9
2
.

9
2
4

,7
9
2
.

4
9
5
.

2
2
0
.

6
6
.

1
2
.

↑b

every where of units ; and ſecond term 3 ,

twelve numbers. The line Ab confifts

fimple. The line A a confifts of the firſt

The conftruction of this table is very

of
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of the line B , is compofed of the two

terms 1 and 2 in the preceding rank :

the third term 6, in that line, is formed

of the two terms 3 and 3 in the preceding

rank and fo of the reft ; every term,

after the firſt, being compofed ofthe two

next terms in the preceding rank : and

by the fame method it may be continued

to any number of ranks. To find by this

table how often any number of things

can be combined in another number, un-

der 13, as fuppofe 5 cards out of 8 ; in

the eighth rank look for the fifth term,

which is 56, and that is the number

required.

Though we have fhewn in the forego .

ing Recreations the manner of finding the

combination of all numbers whatever, yet

as this table anſwers the fame purpoſe,

for ſmall numbers, by infpection only, it

will be found ufeful on many occafions ;

as will appear by the following Recrea-

tions..

RECRE-
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RECREATION XXII.

To find how many different founds may be

produced byftriking on a harpsichord two

or more ofthefeven natural notes at the

fame time.

1.

THE

#}

21

HE combinations of two in

feven, by the foregoing ri-

angle are

2. The combinations of 3 in 7, are

3. The combinations of 4 in 7, are

4. The combinations of 5, are

5. The combinations of 6, are

6. The feven notes all together once

35

35

21

7

I

Therefore the number of all the } 120
founds will be

RECREATION XXIII.

TakefourSquare pieces ofpafteboard, ofthe

famedimenfion, anddivide them diagonally,

that is bydrawing a linefrom two oppofite

angles, as in thefigures, into 8 triangles ;

paint
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paint7 oftheſetriangles with theprimitive

colours, red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

indigo, violet, and let the eighth be white.

Tofindhow many chequers or regularfour-

fidedfigures, different either informorco

lour,maybemadeout ofthofe eight triangles.

FIRST by combining two of theſe tri-

angles there may be formed either

the triangular ſquare A, or the inclined

fquare B, called a rhomb. Secondly, by

combining four of the triangles, the

large fquare C, may be formed ; or the

long ſquare D, called a parallelogram.

A B

C

D

Now the first two fquares, confifting of

two parts out of 8, they may each ofthem,

VOL. I. F
by
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bythe eighth rank ofthe triangle be taken

28 different ways,which makes 56. And the

laſt two ſquares, conſiſting of four parts,

may eachbe taken by the fame rank ofthe

triangle 70 times, which makes

To which add the foregoing number 56

$}

140

and the number of the different

fquares that may be formed of 196.

the eight triangles, will be

RECREATI
ON XXIV.

in

A man has 12 different forts offlowers,

and a large number ofeachfort. He is

defirous offetting them in beds or flourishes,

in his parterre. Six flowersinfome, 7

others, and8 in others ; fo as to have the

greatest variety poffible ; the flowers in

no two beds to be the fame. Tofind how

many beds he must have.

1. THE combinations of 6 in 12

bythe laft rank of the tri- 924

angles, are

2. The combinations of 7 in 12, are 792

3. The combinations of 8 in 12, are 495.

Therefore the number of beds.

beds}

muſt be

2211
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RECREATION XXV.

To find the number of chances that may

thrown on two dice.

A$

be

S each die has 6 faces, and as every

face of one die may be combined

with all the faces ofthe other, it follows,

that 6 multiplied by 6, that is 36, will

be the number of all the chances : as is

alfo evident from the following table.

Points.

12 11.

3 2.11.2

4 2.23.11.3

5 4.11.43.22.3|

6 3.35.11.54.2 2.4

Numb. of Numb. of

chances.

7 6.11.65.22.5 4.33.4

4.46.22.65.33.5

9 6.33.65.44.51

105.56.44.6

116.55.6

126.6

2
3
4
n
o

i
n
+
3
2
1

points.

6

12

3

20

30

42

40

36

30

36

22

12

252

It appears by this table, 1. That the

number of chances for each point con-

tinually encreaſes to the point of ſeven,

andF 2
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and then continually decreaſes till 12 :

therefore if two points are propofed to be

thrown, the equality, or the advantage

of one over the other, is clearly viſible *.

2. The whole number of chances on the

dice being 252, if that number be di-

vided by 36, the number of different

throws on the dice, the quotient is 7 :

it follows therefore, that at every throw

there is an equal chance of bringing feven

points. 3. As there are 36 chances on

the dice, and only 6 of them doublets,

it is 5 to 1, at any one throw, againſt

throwing a doublet.

By the fame method the number of

chances upon any number of dice. may be

found for if 36 be multiplied by 6, that

It is eafy from hence to determine whether a

bet propofed at hazard, or any other game with

the dice, be advantageous or not ; if the dice be

true : which, by the way, is rarely the cafe for any

long time together, as it is fo eafy for thoſe that are

poffeffed of a dexterity of hand to change the true

dice for falfe.

product,
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product, which is 216, will be the chances

on 3 dice ; and if that number be mul-

tiplied by 6, the product will be the

chances on 4 dice, & c.

RECREATION XXVI.

To difcover the number ofpoints on 3 cards,

placed under three different parcels of

cards.

You are firft to agree that the ace fhall

tell eleven, the pictured cards ten

each, and the others according to their

number of points ; as at the game of pi-

quet. Then propofe to any one to chooſe

3 cards, and over each ofthem to put as

many cards as will make the number of

the points of that card 15. Suppoſe, for

example, he chooſe a 7, a 10, and an

ace : then over the 7 he muſt place eight

cards : over the 10, five cards, and over

four. Take the remainder ofthethe ace,
>

cards, and feeming to look for fome card

among them, tell how many there are,

F 3
and
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and adding 16 to that number, you will

have the number of points on the three

cards. As in this inftance, where there

will remain 12 cards, if you add 16 to

that number it will make 28, which

is the number of points on the three

cards

1

RECREATION XXVII.

The ten duplicates.

TAKE twenty cards, and after any

one has fhuffled them, lay themdown

by pairs on the board, without looking at

them. Then defire feveral perfons to

look each of them at different pairs,

and remember what cards compofe them,

You then take up all the cards, in the

order they lay, and place them again on

the table, according to the order of the

Jetters in the following words,

* If this Recreation be performed with a pack of

quadrille cards, the number added to the remaining

pards mustbe eight,

MU
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M UT U S

I 2 3. 4 5

D E D I T

6 .
7

8
9

ΙΟ

N O M E N

II 12 13
14 15

C O C I S *

16 17 18 19
20

Now you will obferve that theſe words

contain ten letters repeated, or ten pair

of letters. Therefore you afk each per-

fon which row or rows, the cards he

looked at are in ; ifhe ſay they are in the

first row, you know that they muſt be the

fecond and fourth : if in the ſecond and

fourth rows, they must be the ninth and

nineteenth, and fo of the reſt.

* Thefe words convey no meaning. The laſt

word is fometimes wrote Cocis ; but that being no

Latin word, can make no fenfe with the others.

If, indeed, it was Cæcis, a fort of ſenſe might

be made out : but then the a would by no means

anſwer the in Nomen, as it muſt do to perform

the Recreation.

F
4 RE-
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RECREATION XXVIII,

To name the number ofcards that aperſon

fhall take out of the pack.

To perform this Recreation you muſt

fo difpofe a piquet pack ofcards, that

you can eaſily remember the order in

which they are placed. Suppofe, for ex-

ample, that they are placed according to

the words in the following line ;

Seven aces, eight kings, nine queens, and ten knaves,

And that every card be of a different fuit,

following each other in this order ; ſpades,

clubs, hearts, and diamonds. Then the

eight first cards will be the feven of

fpades, ace of clubs, eight of hearts, king

of diamonds, nine of fpades, queen o
of

clubs, ten of hearts, and knave of dia-

monds ; and fo ofthe reft.*

* This Recreation may be further diverſified ,

by placing the cards in fuch manner, by the table

for thirty-two numbers, that after they have been

fhuffled once or twice, they may come into the

above order.

You
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You ſhowthatthe cards are placed pro-

mifcuouſly, and then offer them with the

backs upward, to any one, that he may

draw what quantity he pleaſe : which

when he has done, you dexterously look

at the card that precedes, and that which

follows thoſe he has taken. After he has

well regarded the cards, you take them

from him, and putting them into diffe-

rent parts of the pack, fhuffle them, or

give them to him to fhuffle. During

which you recollect, by the foregoing

line, all the cards he took out : and as

you lay them down, one by one, you

name each card.

This is a pleafing Recreation for thoſe

that have a good memory ; they that have

not, fhould never attempt it.

L
I
O
T
H

H
E
C

ODLEIAN

RECRE-
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RECREATION XXIX.

n
Acentury of different names being wrote

on the cards, to tell the particular name

which any perfon has thought on*.

N ten cards write a hundred different

names, obſerving only, that the laft

name on each card begin with one of the

letters of the word, INDROMACUS,

which letters, in the order they ſtand

anfwer to the numbers 1, 2, 3, &c. to

.10. On ten other cards write the fame

names, with this reftriction, that the first
*

name on every card muſt be taken from

the first of the other cards, whofe laft

name begins with I : the fecond name

muſt be taken from that whoſe laſt name

begins with N: and fo ofthe reft. Then

let any one chofe a card out of the firſt

ten, and after he has fixed on a name

* This is called the Impenetrable Secret ;

though it is one of the moſt eaſy Recreations with

the cards.

give
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give it you again, when you carefully

note the laſt name, by which you know

the number of that card. You then take

the other ten cards, and after ſhuffling

them, fhowthem to the perfon one by

one, and aſk if he fee the name he chofe,

and when he fays he does, you look to

that name which is the fame in number

from the top, with the number ofthe

card he took from the other parcel, and

that will be the name he fixed on. As

for example, fuppofe he took out the

card that had the word Daphnis at the,

bottom, which is the third card, and that

he fixed on the name Galatea, then that

word will neceffarily be the third on the

other card,

Order
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Order ofthe words on thefirft ten cards.

Firft card Second Third Fourth

Celadon Pomona Deucalion

Andromeda Omphalus Hefiona

Licas

Calypfo

Silenus Ariadne Galatea Medea

Acis Lifis Thetis Adonis

Eglea Flora Atys
r. Ceres

Sirincus Danae Palamedes Caffandra

Thyrfis Alcander Melibæus Pales

Polyphemus Tirefias Orion Menelaus

Proteus Ifforia Nifus Glaucus

Jafon
Narciffus Daphnis Rophelina

· Fifth
Sixth

Latona Icarus

Seventh Eighth

Ganymede Leander ?

Hilas Clitander Ariftea Peleus

Thiſbe Alcinous Hyacinthus Califta

Diana Endimion * Circe cc's Cadmus

Palæmon Alcidon

Hebe
Iphis

Sappho Achelous

Mopfa

Piramus

Philemon

Plyche

Semele*

Acteon Philomela Aftrea

Iphigenia

Silvia

Medufa
Cephalus

Pelias
Alpheus A

Orpheus
Mirtilus Adrianus Coridoni

Ninth Tenth

Hipolitus Efon Dryope Ifander

Corilas Califtus Neffus Ifidora

Procris Arachne Philoctetes Melicerte

Capariffa Pirus Marfias Riblis

Arethufus Vertumnus Licas Silvander

Order
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Order ofthe words on the last ten cards.

Firft card Second Third Fourth•

Celadon Andromeda Silenus Acis

Pomona Omphalus Ariadne Lifis

Deucalion Hefiona Galatea Thetis

Licas Calypfo Medea Adonis

Latona Hilas Thiſbe Diana

Icarus Clitander Alcinous Endimion

Ganymede Ariftea Hiacinthus Circe

Leander Peleus Califta Cadmus

Hypolitus Corilas Procris
Capariffa

Dryope Neffus Philoctetes Marfias.

Fifth
Sixth Seventh

Eglea
Sirineus

Thyrfis

Eighth

Polyphemus

Floras Danae Alcander Tirefias

Atys Palamedes Melibæus Orion

Ceres Caffandra Pales Menelaus

Palæmon Hebe
Sappho

Acteon

Alcidon Iphis
Achelous Philomela

Mopfa Piramus Philemon Aftrea

Pfyche
Semele

Iphigenia
Silvia

Arethufus Efon Califtus Arachne

Licas Ifander Ifidora Melicerte

Ninth Tenth

Proteus Cephalus Jafon Myrtilus

Ifforia Pelias * Narciffus Adrianus

Nifus
Alpheus Daphnis Corydon

Glaucus Pirus
Rophelina

Vertumnus

Medufa Riblis
Orpheus

Silvander

Instead
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Inftead of ten cards, there may be

twenty to each parcel, by adding dupli-

cates to each card, which will make the

Recreation appear the more myſterious,

and will not at all embarass it, as you

have nothing to remember but the laſt

name on each card. Or inftead of names,

you may write queftions on one of the par-

cels, and anfwers on the other.

OF THE COMBINATIONS OF THE CARDS.

TH

of

HE tables we here give are the bafis

many recreations, as well on num-

bers, letters, and other fubjects, as on the

cards ; and the effect here producedbythem

is the more furprifing, as that which ſhould

feem to prevent any collufion, that is, the

fhuffling ofthe cards, is on the contrary,

the cauſe from whence it proceeds.

It is a matter ofindifference what num-

bers are made ufe of in forming theſe ta-

bles . We fhall here confine ourſelves to

fuch as are applicable to the ſubſequent

Recre-
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Recreations. Any one may conftructthem

in fuch manner as is agreeable to the pur-

poſes he intends they fhall anfwer.

To makethem, for example, correfpond

to the nine digits and a cypher, there muſt

be ten cards, and at the top of nine ofthem

muſt be wrote one of the digits, and on

the tenth a cypher. Theſe cards muſt be

placed upon each other in the regular or

der, the number 1 being on the firſt, and

the cypher at bottom. You then take the

cards in your left hand, as is commonly

done in fhuffling, and taking off the two

op cards, 1 and 2, you place the two fol-

Towing, 3 and 4, upon them ; and under

thofe four cards the three following 5, 6,

and 7: at the top you put the cards 8 and

9, and at the bottom the card marked o.

Conftantly placing ' in fucceffion 2 at top

and 3 at bottom, and they will then be in

the following order :

I

8.9.3.4.1.2 ... 5.6.7.0

6 If
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Ifyou fhuffle them a fecond time, in the

fame manner, they will then ftand in this

order :

6.7..3646.8.9.1.2.5.0

Thus, at every new fhuffle, they will

have a different order, as is expreffed in

the following lines :

1 ſhuffle 8.9.3.4.1.2.5.6.7.6
2
3
4
5
6
7

6.7.3.4.8.9.1.2.5.0

2.5.3.4.6.7.8.9.1.0

9.1.3.4.2.5.6.7.8.0

7.8.3.4.9.1.2.5.6.0

5.6.3.4.7.8.9.1.2.0

1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.0

It is a remarkable property ofthis num-

ber, that the cards return to the order in

which they were firſt placed, after a num-

ber of fhuffles, which added to the num-

ber of columnsthat never changethe order,

is equal to the number of cards. Thus

the number of ſhuffles is 7, and the num-

ber ofcolumns in which the cards marked

3, 4, &c. never change their places is 3,

which are equal to 10, the number ofthe

cards.
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cards. This property is not common to

all numbers ; the cards fometimes return-

ing to the firft order in lefs number, and

fometimes in a greater number of fhuffles

than that ofthe cards .

Though the cards are here directed to

be thuffled bytwos or threes only, yet ta-

bles may be conſtructed with equal facility

for fhuffling them by 2 and 1 , 3 and 4, or

any other number whatever ; obferving

that the fewer cards are taken together the

lefs liable you will be to err.

Note, Before you venture to perform

theſe Recreations, you fhould accuftom

yourfelf to deal the cards exactly and readi-

ly; whichwill be eafily attained by practice:

VOL. I. G TABLES
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TABLES OF COMBINATIONS,

Conftructed on the foregoing principles.

TABL E I. *

FOR TEN NUMBERS.

Order before dealing After rft deal Afterthe 2d Afterthe 34

6

8

9

2
5
3
4
6
N
∞
Ö
H
Ö

9. 7

2

I

7
3
4
∞

σ
I
N
5

9

8I

1
2

3
t
N

3
4
5
6

7

4

I

2

8

5
6
7
O

6
8
9

Theſe tables and the following Recreations at

piquet, exceptthe 36th, appear to have been com-

pofed by M. Guyot.

TABLE
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TABLE II

FOR TWENTY FOUR NUMBERS.

Order before dealing After ift deal After the 2d Afterthe 3d

I
23

21
17

2 24 22 20

3
4
5
0

3
+
1
2
n
o

7
9
0
1

mon

12

13

14

18 12

19 15

13

14

8

9

5
6
9
3

13

14

18

18

4 19 15

2
7
3
4
M
∞
N
O

3

12

I 23 21

24 22

15

16 10

17
II

18 12

19 15

20 16 10
4

21 17
II

十

22 20 16 10

23
21 17

II

24
22 20 16

n
o
a
a
m
t

3
4
8

7

14

7

19

23

24

8

4
1
2

0
1
2

G 2 TABLE
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TABLE HI.

FOR TWENTY SEVEN NUMBERS.

Order before dealing After it deal After the 2d

h

Afterthe 3d

23
21

~~+
n
ó

n
o

o
i
g

24 22

17

20

18 12

19. 15

13

6 14

3
65 13

14

8
9

9 3 18

9:

10

II

3 18 12

I.

12

13

14.

IS 7 8. 9:

16 ΙΟ 4 19

17
II I

18 12 2 24

19 15 7. 8:

20 16 ΙΟ 4

21
17

II I

2.2. 20 16 10'

23
21

17
II

24
22 20 16.

25 25 25 25

26 26.1 26 26

27 27 27 27.

+
4
2
n
öZ

19 16

23.

24. 22

5 13

14

2
7
M

M
O
N
O
1
2
n
o
.
2
3
7
∞

-
·
=
O
S
O
N

3

TABLE
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TABLE IV.

FOR THIRTY TWO NUMBERS.

Order before, dealing After 1ft deal After the 2d
Afterthe 3d

•

2

1
2

I 28 26 22

29 27

3
4
5
6

23 17

25

7

24 20 12

18
10

19 II

7 13

8 14

1
2 I 28

9
3
0
0
0

+9

29

9 8
14 2

10
9 8

14

II

12

13

14

3
43 23 17

24 201
2

28 26

29 27

15

16

17

18

19

10

5
6
7
9
-
2

18 ΤΟ

19 II

9
3
4
5
6
7

5
6
7

15

16.

13 I

8

3 23

20 12
24

18

w
e
v
e
r

N NNN NNN NN

19

23 17 7 +3

24 20 12

25 21
15

26 22 16

27 25 21
15

28 26 22 16

29 27 25 21

30 30

31 31

32 32

w
w
w

30

31 31

32 32

G 3 RECRE-
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RECREATION XXX,

Several letters that contain no meaning,

being wrote upon cards, to make them,

after they have been twice fhuffled, give

an answer to a question thatshallbe pro-

pofed ; as for example, What is love ?

LET 24 letters be wrote on as many

cards, which, after they have been

twice fhuffled, fhall give the following an-

anſwer :

Adream ofjoy that foon is o'er.

Firft, write one of the letters in that line

on each ofthe cards *. Then write the an-

fwer on a paper, and affign one of the 24

firſt numbers to each card, in the follow-

ing order :

A DREAM OF JOY THAT

I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1415

SOON IS O'ER.

16171819 2021 22 23 24

be

* Thefe letters fhould be wrote in capitals on one

of the corners of each card, that the words may

cafily legible when the cards are spread open .

1

Next,
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Next, write on another paper a line of

numbers, from 1 to 24, and looking in

the table for 24 combinations you will fee

that the firſt number after the ſecond ſhuf-

fle is 21 , therefore the card that has the

firft letter ofthe anſwer, which is A, muft

be placed againſt that number, in the line

of numbers you have juſt made * In like

manner the number 22 being the ſecond

of the fame column, indicates thatthe card

which anſwers to the ſecond letter, D, of

the anſwer, muſt be placed againſt that

number and fo of the reft . The cards

will then ftand in the following order :

1 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14151617

OOFSAMNTO IS RHA EO 'E

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

JORADY T

From whence it follows that after thefe

cards have been twice fhuffled, they must

you
* For the fame reaſon if would have the an-

fwer after one fhuffle, the cards must be placed ac-

cording to the first column of the table or if after

three fhuffles, according to the third column.

G
4

infal-
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infallibly ftand in the order of the letters

in the anſwer.

of

Obferve 1. You fhould have ſeveral

queftions, with their anſwers, conſiſting

24 letters, wrote on cards : theſe cards

fhould be put in cafes, and numbered, that

you may know to which queſtion each an-

fwer belongs. You then preſent the queſ-

tions ; and when any one ofthem is choſe,

you pull out the cafe that contains the an-

fwer, and fhewing that the letters wrote on

them make no fenfe, you then fhuffle them,

and the anſwer becomes obvious .

2. To make this Recreation the more

extraordinary, you may have three cards,

on each of which an anſwer is wrote ; one

ofwhich cards muſt be a little wider, and

another a little longer, than the others .

You give theſe three cards to any one, and

when he has privately choſe one of them

he gives you the other two, which you

put in your pocket without looking at

tnem,
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them, having diſcovered by feeling which

he has chofe. You then pull out the cafe

that contains the cards that anfwer to his

queftion, and perform as before.

3. You may alſo contrive to have a

long card at the bottom, after the ſecond

shuffle. The cards may be then cut ſe-

veral times, till you perceive by the touch

that the long card is at bottom, and then

givethe anſwer ; for the repeated cuttings,

however often, will make no alteration in

the order ofthe cards.

The fecond of theſe obfervations is ap-

plicable to fome of the fubfequent Recrea-

tions, and the third may be practiſed in

almoſt all experiments with the cards. You

ſhould take care to put up the cards as

foon as the anfwer has been fhewn : fo

that if any one fhould defire the Recrea-

tion to be repeated, you may offer another

queſtion, and pull out thofe cards that con-

tain the anſwer.

Though
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Though this Recreation cannot fail of

exciting at all times pleaſure and fur-

prize, yet it muſt be owned that a great

part ofthe applauſe it receives ariſes from

the addreſs with which it is performed.

RECREATION XXXI.

The twenty-four letters ofthe alphabet be-

ing wrote uponfo many cards, to fhuffle

them, andpronounce the lettersfhall then

be in their natural order ; but that not

fucceeding, tofhuffle them afecond time,

and then fhew them in proper order.

WRIT

RITE the 24 letters on the cards in

the following order ;

1 2 3 4 5 678 9 10 11 12

RSHQEFTPGU X C

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

NODY Z IK & AB LM

The cards being difpofed in this man-

ner, fhew them upon the table, that it

may appear they are promiſcuouſly mark-

ed.
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ed . Then fhuffle and lay them again on

the table, pronouncing that they will be

then in alphabetical order. Appear to be

furpriſed that you have failed ; take them

up again and give them a fecond fhuffle,

and then counting them down on the ta-

ble they will all be in their natural order.

RECREATIO
N

XXXII.

Several letters being wrote promifcuously up-

on 32 cards, after they have been once

Shuffled, tofindin a part ofthem a quef-

tion ; and then shuffling the remainder a

fecond time, to fhew the answer.

SUPP
OSE

the queftion to be, What is

each Briton's boaft ? and the anſwer,

His liberty; which taken together contain

letters.
32

After you have wrote thofe letters on

32 cards, write on a paper the words his

liberty,
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liberty, and annex to the letters the first

ten numbers thus :

HIS + LIBERTY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Then have recourſe to the table of com-

binations for ten numbers, and applythe

reſpective numbers to them in the fame

manner as in the 30th Recreation, taking

the first column, as theſe are to be fhuf-

fled only once, according to that order.

123 45678910

IBS LERTHI Y

This is the order in which theſe cards

muft ftand after the whole number 32 has

been once fhuffled, fo that after a fecond

fhuffle they may ftand in their proper or-

der. Next difpofe the whole number of

letters according to the first column for 32

letters the laft ten are to be here placed in:

the order above ; as follows,

WHAT IS FACH BRITON'S

1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 10 11121314151617

BOAST?

1819202122

IB SLE RTHIY

23242526272829303132
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Therefore, by the first column of the

table, they will next ftand thus :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

ITBRONSCHBO AE AST long card

17.18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

IIS BS LIBERTWHHIY

You muſt obſerve that the card here

placed the 16th in order, being the laft of

the queftion, is a long card ; thatyou may

cut them, or have them cut, after the firft

fhuffle, at that part, and by that means fe-

parate them from the other ten cards that

contain the anſwer.

Your cards being thus difpofed, you

fhow that they make no meaning ; then

fhuffle them once, and cutting them at the

long card, you give the firſt part to any

one, who reads the queftion, but can find

no anſwer in the others, which you open

before him ; you then fhuffle them a fe-

cond time, and fhowthe anſwer as above,

4

RECRE
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RECREATION XXXIII.

To write 32 letters on ſo many cards, then

Shuffle and deal them by twos to two

perfons, infuch manner, that the cards

of onefhall contain a queftion, and thoſe

of the other, an answer.

SUPPOSE t

POSE the queſtion tobe, Is nothing

certain ? and the answer, Yes, dif

apointment.

Over the letters of this queſtion and an-

fwer write the following numbers, which

correfpond to the order in which the cards

are to be dealt by two and two.

IS NOTHING CERTAIN

31 32 27 28 23 2419 20 15 16 11 12 7 8 34

YES, DISAPOINTMENT

29 3025 2621 22 17 18 13149 10 5 6 1 2

Then have recourfe to the firft column

of the table for 32 numbers, and dif

pofe
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poſe theſe cards in the following order,
32

by that column.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1415 16

OIERGCANT PINTAIS

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

TMEHS DINNOYNTE IS

The cards being thus difpofed, fhuffle

them once, and deal them 2 and 2 ; when

one ofthe parties will neceffarily have the

queſtion, and the other the anſwer.

Inſtead of letters you may write words

upon the 32 cards, 16 of which may con-

tain a queſtion, and the remainder the an-

fwer; or what other matter you pleafe. If

there be found difficulty in accommodating

the words to the number of cards, there

may be two or more letters or fyllables

wrote upon one card.

RECRE
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RECREATION XXXIV:

The Five Beatitudes.

THE five bleffings we will fuppofe to

be, 1. Science, 2. Courage, 3. Health,

4. Riches, and 5. Virtue. Thefe are to be

found upon cards that you deal, one by

one, to five perfons. Firft write the let§

ters of theſe words fucceffively, in the or-

der they ſtand, and then add the numbers

here annexed to them.

SCIENCE COURAGE

3126 21 16 11 6 12 32 27 22 17 12/75 21

HEALTH

28 23 18 138 3:

2823

VIRTUE

30 25 20 15 10 5

RICHES

29 24 19 14 94

Then range them in order agreeable to the

firft column of the table for 32 numbers,

as in the laſt Recreation. Thus,

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

LHNATE REU ACRGTIU

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

EECIICHSOHREE
VSC

Next,

6
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Next, take a pack of cards, and write

on the four firft the word Science ; on the

four next the word Courage ; and fo of

the reft.

1

Matters being thus prepared, you fhow

that the cards on which the letters are

wrote convey no meaning. Then take the

pack on which the words are wrote, and

fpreading open the firft four cards, with

their backs upward, you defire the first per-

fon to chooſe one. Then cloſe thoſe cards

and ſpreadthe next four to thefecond per-

fon ; and fo to all the five : telling them

to hold up their cards left you fhould have

a confederate in the room.

Youthen fhuffle the cards, and deal them

one byone, in the common order, beginning

with the perſon who choſe the firſt card,

and each one will find in his hand the

fame word as is wrote on his card. You

will obferve, that after the fixth round of

dealing, there will be two cards left, which

VGL. I. H
you
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you give to the firſt and ſecond perſons, as

their words contain a letter more than the

others.

}

RECREATION XXXV.

The cards ofthe game ofpiquet being mixed

together, after shuffling them, to bring,

by cutting them, all the cards of each

fuit together.

THE

HE order in which the cards muſt be

placed to produce the effect defired,

being eſtabliſhed on the fame principle

as that explained in the 31ft Recre-

ation, except that the fhuffling is here

to be repeated three times, we think it

will be fufficient to give the order in

which they are to be placed before the firſt

fhuffle.

Order
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Order ofthe Cards.

17 King clubs1 Ace

clubs

2 Knave

3 Eight

4 Seven

18 Ten

19 Nine }

wide card

}diamonds

5 Ten clubs

6 Eight

7 Seven

wide card

} fpades

1 hearts

20 Seven clubs

21 Ace diamonds

22 Knave ſpades

23 Queen hearts

24 Knave hearts

Ace ſpades

8 Ten

9 Nine

diamonds
25

10 Queen

11 Knave

12 Queen clubs

26 King diamonds

27 Nine clubs

28 Ace

}

hearts

29 King

30 Eight clubs

13 Eight

14 Seven } hearts

Ten

} ſpades

31 King

wide card

15

16 Nine
32 Que

en
} fpa

des

You then fhuffle the cards, and cutting

at the wide card , which will be the feven

of hearts, you lay the eight cards that are

cut, which will be the fuit of hearts, down

on the table. Then fhuffling the remain-

ing cards a fecond time, you cut at the

fecondH 2
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fecond wide card, which will be the feven:

of fpades, and lay, in like manner, the

eight fpades down on the table. You

fhuffle the cards a third time, and offer-

ing them to any one to cut, he will natu-

rally cut them at the wide card *, which is

the feven of diamonds, and confequently

divide the remaining cards into two equal

parts, one of which will be diamonds and

rhe other clubs.

RECREATION XXXVI.

The cards at piquet being allmixed together,

to divide the pack into two unequalparts,,

and name the number ofpoints contained:

in each part.

γου
YOUare first to agree that each kings,

queen, and knave ſhall count, as ufual ,

10, the ace 1, and the other cards ac-

* You must take particular notice whether

they be cut at the wide card, and if they are not,

you must have them cut, or cut them again your-

felf.

cording
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•

cording to the number of the points.

Then difpofe the cards, by the table for 32

numbers, in the following order, and ob-

ferve that the laſt card of the firft divifion

muſt be a wide card .

Order of the cards before fhuffling.

1 Seven hearts

2 Nine clubs

17 Nine diamonds

18 Ace fpades

19 Ten clubs

20 Knave

3 Eight hearts

4 Eight

5
Knavefpades 21 Eight diamonds

6 Ten

7
Queen? clubs

8 Ace

9 Ace hearts

wide card

10 Nine hearts

11 Queen fpades

12 Knave clubs

13 Ten diamonds

22 King

23 Seven ſpades

24 Seven

25 Queen

diamonds

26 Knave hearts

27 King clubs

28 Nine

29 King

}fpades

30 Ace diamonds14 Ten

15 King
hearts 3 ! Seven

10 Queen

clubs

32 Eight

You then fhuffle them carefully, ac-

cording to the method before defcribed,

and they will ftand in the following order.

CardsH 3
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Cards. Numbers. Cards. Numbers.

Brought up 34

1 Nine
9

6 Ten clubs 10

2 King Spades 10
7 Ten diamonds 10

3 Seven
7 8 Ten hearts 10

4 Seven diamonds
7 9

Ace clubs

5 Ace fpades

Carried up
34

10Acehearts(wide card)I

Total 66

Brought up for

11 Eight hearts 8 22 Queen hearts ΙΟ

12 Eight ſpades

13 Seven hearts

8 23 Nine
9

7 24 Knave 10

14 Nine clubs

9 25Eight
Diamonds 8

Spades
10 26 King 10

16 Ten 10 27 Queen 10

10 28 Knave hearts 10

929 King clubs ΙΟ

10 30 Ace Diamonds

15 Knave 7

17 Queen clubs

18 Nine hearts

19 Queen fpades

20 Knave clubs

21 King hearts

10 31 Seven

10 32 Eigh
t

Club
s

Carried up 101

7

8

Total 194

When the cards are by fhuffling dif-

pofed in this order, you cut them at the

wide card, and pronounce that the cards

you have cut off contain 66 points, and

confequently the remaining part 194.

This Recreation excites a good degree

of admiration, but the applying of theſe

cards to the next Recreation produces a

much greater.
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RECREATION XXXVII.

The inconceivable repique *

WHENyou would perform this Re-

creation with the cards uſed in

thelaſt, you muſt obſerve not to diforder the

firſt ten cards in laying them down on the

table. Putting thofe cards together, in their

proper order, therefore, you fhuffle them a

fecond time in thefame manner, and offer

them to any oneto cut, obferving carefully

ifhe cut them at the wide card, which will

be the ace ofhearts, and will then be at top ;

if not, you muſt make him, under fome

pretence or other, cut them till it is ; and

the cards will then be ranged in fuch order

that you will repique the perfon againſt

whom you play, though you let him chooſe

(even after he has cut) in what fuit you

fhall make the repique..

* This manoeuvre of piquet was invented bythe

the Countess of L- (a French lady) and communi-

cated by herto M. Guyot.

H 4 Order
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Order of the cards after they have been

Shuffled and cut.

I Eight hearts 17 Nint
h

3

2 Eight |

Knave

18 KnaveS

diamonds

fpades 19 Nine hearts

4 Tenth

5 Queen

8

6 Knave S

7 King

Que
en

9 Eight

10 King

S

clubs

20 Queen Spades

21 Seven hearts

22 Nine clubs

hea
rts 23

Ten hearts

II Queen

12 Ace

diamonds

13 Seven? clubs

14 Eight S

14Knave hearts
5

16 King clubs

24 Ace clubs

25 Seven spades

26 Seven diamonds

27 Nine fpades

28
King}

fpades

29 Ace

30 Ten clubs

31 Ten diamonds

32 Ace hearts

(wide card)

you

The cards being thus difpofed, you aſk

your adverfary in what fuit fhall re-

pique him. If he fay in clubs or diamonds,

you must deal the cards by threes, and

the hands will be as follows,

Elder.
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Elder.
Younger.

Hearts, king Clubs, ace

queen king

knave
queen

nine knave

eight
nine

feven Diamonds, ace

king

queen

knave

nine

Spades, ten

Hearts, ten

Rentrée of the

Spades, queen

knave

eight

Diamonds, eight

Clubs, eight

feven

Rentrée, or take in,

of the elder.

Seven fpades

Seven diamonds

Nine1

King
fpades

Ace

younger

Ten clubs

Ten diamonds

Ace hearts

If he against whom you play, who is

fuppofed to be elder hand, has named

clubs for the repique, and has taken in

five cards, you must then lay out the

queen, knave, and nine of diamonds, and

6

you
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you will have, with the three cards you

take in, a fixiem major in clubs , and quat-

orze tens. If he leave one or two cards,

you muſt difcard all the diamonds,

If he require to be repiqued in dia-

monds, then difcard the queen, knave, and

nine ofclubs ; or all the clubs if he leave

two cards ; and you will then have a hand

of the ſame ſtrength as þefore.

Note, If the adverſary fhould diſcard

five of his hearts, you will not repique

him, as he will then have a feptiem in

fpades or if he only take one card ; but

neither of theſe any one can do, who has

the leaft knowledge ofthe game. If the

perſon against whom you play would be

repiqued in hearts or ſpades, you muſt

deal the cards by twos, andthe game will

ftand thus :

Elder
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Elder hand.
Younger hand.

King

Knave

Ace } clubs

diamonds

Nine Ace

Eight

Queen

Knave

King

Que
en

}dia
mon

ds

Queen

Knave fpades

Nine clubs Ten

Eight King

Seven

Eight

Seven } hearts

Queen

Knave hearts

Ten

Nine

Rentrée.

Eight ſpades

Rentrée.

Seven Spades

Seven diamonds

Nine

King

Ace }

fpades

Ten clubs

Ten diamonds

Ace hearts

If he require to be repiqued in hearts,

you keep the quint to a king in hearts,

and the ten of ſpades, and lay out which

of the reft you pleaſe : then, even if he

ſhould leave two cards, you will have a

fixiem major in hearts, and quatorze tens ,

which will make a repique.

But
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But if he demand to be repiqued in

fpades ; at the end of the deal you muſt

dexterously pafs the three cards that are

at the bottom of the ſtock (that is, the ten

of clubs, ten of diamonds, and ace of

hearts) to the top , and by that means you

reſerve the nine, king, and ace of spades

for yourſelf ſo that by keeping the quint

in hearts, though you ſhould be obliged

to lay out four cards, you will have a

fixiem to a king in fpades, with which,

and the quint in hearts, you muſt make a

repique.

Obferve here likewife, that if the ad-

verfary lay out only three cards, you will

not make the repique: but that he will

never do unless he be quite ignorant ofthe

game, or has fome knowledge of your

intention.

This laft ftroke of piquet has gained

great applaufe, when thoſe that have

*The manner of doing this you will find in the

Appendix, among the Recreations of Dexterity.

publicly
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publicly performed it, have known how

to conduct it dexterously. Many perfons

who underſtand the nature of combining

the cards, have gone as far as the paffing

the three cards from the bottom of the

ftock, and have then been forced to con-

fefs their ignorance of the manner in

which it was performed.

RECREATION XXVIII.

The metamorphofed cards.

PROVIDE thirty-two cards that are

differently coloured ; on which feveral

different words are wrote, and different

objects painted. Thefe cards are to be

dealt two and two, to four perfons, and

at three different times, fhuffling them

each time. After the firft deal every one's

cards are to be of the fame colour : after

the fécond deal, they are all to have ob-

jects that are fimilar ; and after the third,

words that convey a fentiment.

Difpofe
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Difpofe ofthe cards in the following order.

Order of

the cards. Colours. Objects.
Words.

1
2
3
4
5

7

Yellow Bird I find

Yellow Bird In you

Green Flower Charming

Green Flower Flowers

White Bird To hear

6 White
Orange Beauty

Red
Butterfly My

8 Red Flower Notes

9
Red Flower In

10 Red
Butterfly Shepherdefs

Green Butterfly Lover

12 Green Butterfly Your

13
White Flower Of

14

15

16

4
5
6
7
8

White Flower an inconftant

Yellow Orange Image

Yellow Flower Enchanting

17 White Orange Ardour

Yellow Butterfly My

Yellow Butterfly Phyllis

Birds

Orange Sing

18

19

20 White Bird

21 Red

22 Red

23
Green Orange and fweetneſs

24 Green

25
Green Bird

Orange Dear

Orange The

Of

26 Green
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Order of

the cards. Colours. Objects.
Words.

26 Green Bird Prefent

27
Yellow Flower As

28 Red Bird
Changes

29
Red Bird Bofom

30 Yellow Orange Me

31 White Butterfly Your

32 White Butterfly I long

The cards thus coloured, figured, and

tranſcribed, are to be put in a caſe, in the

order they here ftand .

When you would perform this Recrea

tion you take the cards out of the cafe,

and ſhow, without changing the order in

which they were put, that the colours,

objects, and words are all placed promif-

cuouſly. You then fhuffle them in the

fame manner as before, and deal them ,

two and two, to four perfons, obferving

that they do not take up their cards till all

are dealt, nor mix them together and

the eight cards dealt to each perfon will

be found all of one colour. You then take

7
each
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each perfon's cards, and put thoſe of the

fecond perfon under thofe of the firſt, and

thofe of the fourth perfon under thoſe of

the third . After whichAfter which you fhuffle them

a fecond time, and having dealt them in

the fame manner, on the firſt perſon's

cards will be painted all the birds ; on the

fecond perfons cards, all the butterflies ;

on thofe of the third, the oranges ; and on

* thoſe ofthe fourth, the flowers. You take

the cards a fecond time, and obferving the

fame precautions, fhuffle and deal them as

before, and then the firſt perſon, who had

the laſt time the birds in his hand, will

have the words that compofe this fen-

tence.

Sing dear birds, I long to hear your en-

chanting notes.

The fecond perfon, who the laſt deal had

the butterflies, will now have theſe words,

Ofan inconftant lover your changes pre-

fent me the image.

The third, who had the

this fentence,

oranges, willhave

As
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As in my Phylis, I find in you, beauty

andfweetness.

The fourth, who had the flowers, will

have theſe words.

Charmingflowers, adorn the bofom ofmy

Shepherdess.

It ſeems quite unneceffary to give any fur-

ther detail, as they who underſtand the

foregoing Recreations will eafily perform

this.

RECREATION XXXIX.

The repique with carte blanch.

IN the following Recreations relating to

piquet, we fhall confine ourſelves to the

order in which the cards muft ftand after

they are cut, and ready to be dealt. They

who chooſe to ſhuffle them firft (in order

to make the performance appear the more

extraordinary) may eaſily diſpoſe them in

a proper order for that purpofe, byhaving

recourfe to the table of combinations for

32 numbers.

VOL. I. I Order
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1

Order ofthe cards.

Elder

I Ace

2 Sev
en

}fpa
des

Younger

3 Seven clubs

4 Ten hearts

E.
5
Ace hearts

6 Knave ſpades

7
Nine hearts

Y. ?Eight clubs8

E. 9 Queen fpades

10 Ace diamon
ds

ས
.

E
.

ii Eight hearts

12 Eight ſpades

13 Queen diamond
s

14 Ace clubs

*

Y. 15 Nine diamo
nds

16 Nine clubs

E.

Y.

E
.

17 King Diamonds
18 Ten

19
Seven hearts

20 Seven diamonds

21 Nine fpades

22 Knave diamonds

Y. 23 Ten club
s !

24 Eight diamon
ds

1.25 King
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25 King hearts

26 King clubs

27 Queen hearts Elder's rentrée

28 King ſpades

29 Ten fpades

30 Queen clubs

31 Knave clubs Younger's rentrée

32 Knave hearts .

The cards being thus difpofed, the

hands of the players, after they have been

dealt two and two, will be as follows.

Elder:
Younger.

Ace Ten

Queen
Nine

clubs

Knave fpades Eight

Nine Seven

Seven Ten

Ace Nine

hearts

King Eight

Queen diamonds Seven

Knave Nine

Ten

Ace hearts :}

Ace clubs

King

Queen} hearts

King clubs

King
fpades

Ten

Eight Diamonds

Seven

Eight ſpades

The rentrée.

Queen

Knave } clubs

Knave hearts

I 2 The
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The cards being thus dealt, you defire

the other player to caft his eye over the

two hands, and take which he pleaſe,

on condition, that if he keep the hand

dealt him he fhall be eldeft ; but if he take

the other, he fhall be youngeſt.

If he keep the hand dealt him , which

in appearance is much preferable to the

other, he will naturally lay out the four

loweft fpades, and leave a card, by carry-

rying the quint in diamonds and four

aces. You then tell down your carte

blanch, and keeping the two quarts in

clubs and hearts, lay out the others, and

with yourrentrée you will have a fixiem in

clubs and a quint in hearts, with which

you will make a repique, counting 107

points, though if the cards were played

you would be capoted.

If the oppofite player chooſe the

youngeft hand, you then difcard the quart

to a king in diamonds with the ſeven of

6
Spades,
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fpades, and with your rentrée you will

have a fixiem major in fpades, and qua-

torze of aces : by which you make re-

pique and capot.

Here alſo you may mifs the repique,

if the other player keep the händ dealt

him, and difcard his diamonds ; but this,

as in the other cafes, no one will do, who

has any knowledge of the game. -

RECREATION XL.

Cafe at piquet, where you repique the elder

hand, though hehave the choice ofthe cards

after they are dealt.

THE cards muft here ſtand, after they

have been cut, in the following or-

der.

Elder

Younger

E.

1 Ace

2 Eig
ht

} fpad
es

3
Knave?

clubs

4

5

Ten

Ace clubs

6 Nine hearts

I 3
Y. 7
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Y.

7 Eight clubs

8 Nine diamonds

E. 9 Quee
n
clubs

10 Eigh
t
diam

onds

JI Seven clubs

Y.

12 Ten diamonds.

E. 13 Ten fpades

14 Eight hearts

Y.

15 Nine

16 King

} clubs

E.
17 King

18 Queen

fpades

Y 19 Knave diamonds

20 Seven ſpades

Y.

E.

21 Seven diamonds

22 Knave ſpades

Y 23 Ace diamonds

24 Nine fpades

ས .

25 King

26 Knave

RentréE. 27 Queen hearts

28 Seven

29 Ten

30 Ace hearts

Rentré Y. 31 Queen diamonds

32 King

The
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The cards being thus difpofed when

they are dealt, the hands ofthe two players

will be as follows.

Elder.
Younger.

Spades, ace
Diamonds, ace

king
knave

queen
ten

knave nine

ten Clubs, king

eight
knave

Clubs, ace ten

queen

Hearts, nine

nines

eight

eight feven.

Diamonds, eight Spades, nine

feven feven

Rentrée. Rentrée.

King Ace, hearts

Queen

Knave hearts

Ten

Seven

Que
en

} dia
mon

ds

You then give the other player the li-

berty of choofing either hand, but without

* In all thefe Recreations with piquet, there

fhould be a wide card laft, that they may be pro-

perly cut.

King

I 4 feeing
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ſeeing them. If he chooſe the elder hand,

you difcard the king of clubs, with the

nine and ſeven of spades, and by your

rentrée you will have a fixiem in diamonds,

and the point which will make 22,

and that added to the quint in clubs will

make 97, and
you will neceffarily win,

as the adverſary will not fail to lay out

his two ſmall hearts .

If, on the contrary, he choofe the

younger hand, you diſcard the knave,

ten, and eight of fpades, with the ſeven

and eight of diamonds : then by taking

in the quint to a king in hearts, you

will have a feptiem in hearts, a tierce

major in fpades, and three queens, which

will tell go, though the adverſary fhould

diſcard to the moſt advantage poſſible,

RECRE
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RECREATION XLL

Cafe at piquet, where you give the other

player not only the choice of the fuite in

which he willbe repiqued, but that ofdeal-

ing the cards by twos or bythrees, and of

taking either hand after they are dealt,

you beingto tell and playfirft.

THE cards must be diſpoſed as fol-

lows :

1 Queen

2 Nine

clubs

3 Eight

17 Queen

18 Nine

19 Eight
1fpades s

4
Seven 20 Seven

wide card wide card

5 Ace

6 King

7 Knave

8 Ten

9 Queen

10 Nine

11 Eight

12 Seven

>hearts

wide card

13 Ace

14 King

15
Knave

16 Ten

T

Spades

21 Ace 1

22 King

23 Knave

24 Ten

diamonds

25 Queen

26 Nine

27 Eight

28 Seven

wide card

29 Ace

30King

31 Knave

3.2 Ten

clubs
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1
It is evident by this difpofition of the

cards, that if they are cut at any one ofthe

wide cards, which are the laft of each ſuite,

there will be always a ftock of eight cards

of the fame fuite. Confequently, if he with

whom you play require to be repiqued in

clubs, by cutting at the firft wide card,

which is the feven of clubs, the eight

clubs will neceffarily be at the bottom of

the pack, and you will have foryour ren-

trée a quint major in clubs. The fame will

happen in all the other fuites, by cutting

at the 7 of each . If he deal the cards

by twos, the hands will be as follows

Elder Lit Younger

Ace Knave

King
Ten

heart s hearts'

Queen Eight

Nine A Sevene

Ace Knave

King
f. Ten

Queen

fpades

Nine

A. Eight

: Seven

fpades

Ace Knave

King
Ten

diamonds diamonds

Queen Eight

Nine Seven

* The hands will be always the fame, though in

different fuites.
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Rentré

Ace Nine

King Eight clubs

Knave clubs Seven

Ten

Queen

But ifhe deal the cards by threes, the

hands will ftand thus :

Elder
Younger

Ace Ten

King
Queen hearts

hearts

Knave Nine

Seven
King

Ace Knave

Queenfpades

Nine

Eight

Knave

:

Ten diamonds

Queen

}di

Ten
fpades

Seven

Ace

King

Nine diamonds

Eight

Seven

Rentrée.

Ace

King

Nine

Eight clubs

Knave clubs Seven

Ten

Queen

If
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If the other player require to be re-

piqued in ſpades, you cut them at the 7

of that fuite, and tell him he is at liberty

to deal them by twos or threes *. If he

deal them by twos, he is to chooſe which

hand he will have, without feeing them;

you being ftill eldeft. , of

?

{

If he keep his own hand, you difcard

the nine of hearts, fpades, and dia

monds, and either of the two queens ;

and by your rentrée you will have a

quint major in clubs, quatorze aces, and

quatorze kings, with which you make a

repique. But if he chooſe the cards dealt

for the elder, you diſcard the ſeven of

hearts, fpades, and diamonds, and any

two ofthe eights ; and you will have by

your rentré the ſame quint in clubs, qua-

Bonus !

* You are to take care he does not fhuffle the

cards ; and the better to prevent it, you may fo

difpofe them as to fhuffle them before him, after

the manner explained in fome of the foregoing

Recreations.

torze
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torze queens, and quatorze knaves ; which

will alſo make a repique,

If the adverfary deal the cards by

threes, and keep his hand, you difcard

the king, eight and ſeven of hearts, with

the nine and eight offpades ; and byyour

rentrée you will have the quint major in

clubs, a tierce to a queen in diamonds,

three aces, three queens, and three knaves,

with which you make a repique. But if

he chooſe the cards dealt for the elder, you

difcard the queen and nine of hearts, the

knave and ſeven of fpades, and the ace of

diamonds, and you will then have the fame

quint in clubs, a tierce to a nine in dia-

monds, three kings, and three tens , with

which you will tell 29 points, therefore by

playing one, you can in this cafe make a

pique only.

RECRE
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RECREATION XLII.

An exemplary cafe at piquet, where you re-

pique your adverfary, after giving him

the choice of having the cards dealt ei-

ther by twos or threes.

TO difpofe the cards in the order ne-

ceffary to produce the effect here re-

quired, and in all others where you give

the choice of having the cards dealt either

by twos or threes, you muſt have re-

courſe to the following table.

Cards
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Numb. Cards that will

Cards that will Variable

of the come to the

go
to the eldeſt. cards.

Cards. youngeſt.

I

2

3

4

9 {

{}

5
6
4
8

}}}

{!}}

II

12

5

6.

10

13 3

14 14

151

1

15

16.5. 16

17
171

185

19

20

212

S22

18

19

20

22

23 23

24 24

This
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This table fhews the different hands

that refult from the two different methods

ofdealing the cards ; that the eldeſt hand

has always, in fome order or other, the

fix cards placed against the numbers 1 , 2 ,

9, 13, 14, and 21 : and the younger, the

fix cards placed againſt 4, 11 , 12 , 16, 23,

and 24. It fhows, likewife, that the 12

cards marked 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 17,

18, 19 , 20, and 22, may be in either hand,

fo far as concerns the manner of dealing

the cards.

•

६

Being therefore certain when you deal

that the cards marked 1, 2, 9, 13, 14, and

21 will always be in the adverſary's hand,

and thofe marked 4, 11 , 12, 16, 23, and

24 will be in your own hand, you muſt

apply your fix numbers to fuch cards, as

withthe three of the rentreé, (which you

may choofe as you pleaſe) will always

make a great hand, and fuperior to the

adverfary. Thegreat cards which you are

forced to leave, you muſt diftribute among

the
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1

t
the variable cards, in fuch manner that

they can have no remarkable effect, when

dealt either way.

This method we have obferved in the

following example, which we here give

for the fatitfaction of thofe who would

compoſe theſe forts of games themfelves.

To the numbers 4, 11 , 12 , 16, 23, and

24, annex a fixiem major in hearts,

which joined to the three tens of the ren-

trée are fufficient to make a repique,

youngeſt hand . But as you muſt pre-

vent the elder hand from defeating your

point, by having feven cards in anyofthe

other fuits, you are ſo to diſpoſe ſome part

of each fuit, by the column of variable

cards, that he may never have, whe-

ther the cards are dealt by twos or

threes, any large fequence * : as you will

?

Ifyfyou cannot
effect

this by the cards
that are

to be dealt
the adverfary

, you muſt fo difpofe
his

rentré
, that he may lay out his game

, as in the

thirty
-eighth

Recreation

.

VOL. I. K fee
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fee by the following difpofition of the

cards.

1 King
17 Acè clubs

2 Ace diamonds 18 Seven

3 Nine

4 Ace hearts

19 King ſpades

20 Ace

5 Queen Spades
21 Knave diamonds

6 Eight diamonds 22 Eight clubs

7 Queen clubs 23 Ten

8 Eight fpades

9 King clubs

24 Qu
een } hea

rts

10 Seven

11 King harts

12 Nine

25 Knave }
fpades.

26 Nine

27 Knave clubs

28 Eight hearts

13 Queen ( diamonds 29 Nine clubs

15 Seven clubs

16 Knave hearts

30 Ten diamonds

31 Ten fpades

32 Ten clubs

By this arangement of the cards you

will be fure to fucceed, whether you

deal the cards by twos or threes : even

though the adverfary, thinking to fruft-

rate your intention, fhould leave three

cards.

Remark :
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Remark: there is no danger that any

of theſe Recreations at piquet ſhould be ap-

plied to a bad purpoſe, for after the cards

have been once fhuffled by both players,

it will be impoffible to fucceed in any one

of them. There are, however, tricks to

be played at this , as at all other games, with

the cards ; fuch as changing the whole

pack, or fome particular cards, or taking

in part, or all the diſcard, or making the

paſs, that is, bringing part of the cards at

bottom to the top, as will be more fully

explained in the fourth vol . all of which

many perfons can perform fo dextrously,

that it is impoffible for the eye to diſcover

them. We fay nothing of the practice of

marking the cards , for ofthat almoſt every

one's experience will afford fufficient

proof. To aggravate the misfortune, it is

indubitably certain, that many perſons who

are ſtrictly honeft in all other refpecs, are

diſhoneft at cards ; and that no rank or

condition of men, no, nor women nei-

ther, is entirely free from this vice.

K 2 They
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They who make a trade of dexterity

frequently exhibit other recreations with,

the cards ; but as thofe have no rela-

tion to numbers, theywill be found among

the miſcellaneous articles in the Appendix

to the laft volume.

RECREATION XLIII.

Several different cards being shown to dif

ferent perfons, that each ofthem mayfix

on one of thofe cards, to name that on

which eachperfon has fixed.

THERE muſt be as many different

cards fhown to each perfon, as there

are perfons to chooſe ; therefore, ſuppoſe

there are three perfons, then to each of

them you muft fhow three cards, and tell-

ing the first perfon to retain one in his

memory, you lay thoſe three cards down,

and ſhow three others to the fecond per-

fon, and fo to the third. You then take

up the first perfon's cards, and lay them

down, one by one, feparately, with their

faces

7
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faces upward. You next place the fe-

cond perfon's card over the firft, and in

like manner the third perfon's card over

the fecond's ; fo that in each parcel there

will be one card belonging to each per-

fon. You then afk each of them in which

parcel his card is, and when you know

that, you immediately know
which card

card it is ; for the first perfon's card will

always bethe firft, the fecond perfon's the

fecond, and the third perfon's the third, in

that parcel where they each fay his card is.

This Recreation maybe performed with

a fingle perfon, by letting him fix on

three, four, or more cards. In this cafe

you muſt ſhow him as many parcels as

he is to choofe cards, and every parcel

muft confift of that number, out ofwhich

he muft fix on one ; and you then pro-

ceed as before, he telling you the parcel

that contains each of his cards.

K 3 RECRE
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RECREATION XLIV.

To name the rank of the card that a per-

fon has drawn from a piquet pack.

BY the rank of the card we mean whe-

ther it be ace, king, queen, &c. You

are therefore firft to fix a certain number

to each card, thus, you call the king 4,

the queen 3, the knave 2 , the ace 1 , and

the others according to the number of

their pips.

You then ſhuffle the cards, and let the

perfon draw any one of them : thenturn-

ing up the remaining cards, you add the

number of the first to that of the fecond,

that to the third, and fo on, till it amount

to ten, which you then reject and begin

again ; or if it be more, you reject the ten,

and carry the remainder to the next card ;

and fo continue till you come to the laſt

card ; and to the laſt amount you muſt add

4, and fubtract that fum from 10 ifit be

lefs
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lefs, or from 20 if it be more than 10, and

the remainder will be the number of the

card that was drawn : as for example, if

the remainder be 2, the card drawn was a

knave ; if 3, a queen, &c,

RECREATION XLV.

To tellthe amount of the numbers of two

cards that has a perfon has drawn from

acommonpack ofcards * .

'HE fmall cards here tell, as before, ac-

THE

cording to the number of their pips,

but each pictured card tells for 10. Let

the perfon 'add as many more cards to

each of thoſe he has drawn, as will make

each of their numbers 25. Then take

the remaining cards in your hand, and

ſeeming to ſearch for fome card among

them, tell them over to yourſelf, and their

* This Recreation may be made with two per-

fons, by letting each of them draw, and adding

their numbers together.

K 4 num-
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number will be the amount of the two

cards drawn. An example will make this

plain. Suppoſe the perfon has drawn a

10 and a 7, then he muft add 15 cards to

the firft, to make the number 25, and 18

cards to the laft, for the fame reaſon :

now 15 and 18 make 33 , andthe two cards

themſelves make 35, which deducted from

52 leaves 17, which must be the number

of the remaining cards, and alfo of the

two cards drawn.

This Recreation may be performed

without your touching the cards, thus ;

let the perſon who has drawn the two

cards deduct the numbers of each of them

from 26, which is half the number ofthe

pack, and after adding the remainders to-

gether, let him tell you the amount, which

you privately deduct from 52, the num-

ber of all the cards, and the remainder

will be the amount of the two cards. For

example, fuppofe the two cards to be, as

before, 10 and 7 ; then the perfon deduct-

ing
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ing 10 from 26 there remains 16 ; and de-

ducting 7 from 26 there remains 19 : thoſe

two remainders added together will make

35, which fubtract from
you

52, and there

muftremain 17, for the amount ofthe two

Cards, as before.

As the number 26 may be thought to

lead to a difcovery of the principle on

which the Recreation is founded, it being

manifeftly the halfof the pack, to render it

more myfterious you may take any other

number leſs than 26, but greater than 10,

as for example 24, and let the party ſub-

tract the numberof each of his cards from

that ; therefore, fuppofing the numbers to

be as before 10 and 7, the remainders will

be 1414 and
and 17, which make 31, to which

you muſt add 4, for the double of the 2

you took from 26, and the amount will

be 35, which is to be deducted from 52,

as before. Bythis alteration the perform-

ance will not only be rendered more ab-

ftrufe
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ftrufe, but alſo more diverfified, as youmay

change the number, from which thoſe of

the two cards are to be deducted, every

time you repeat the experiment.

This Recreation may be performed,

equally well, with a pack of piquet cards,

and then the numbers of the two cards

muſt be deducted from 16, which is the

half of the pack ; or if you chooſe to make

it more myſterious, from any other num-

ber leſs than 16 and more than 10 ; after-

wards adding, as in the laſt caſe, the double

ofwhat that number wants to make it

16.

!

RECRE
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RECREATION XLVI.

To tell the amount of the numbers of any

three cards that a perſon ſhall drawfrom

the pack*.
·

AFTER the party has drawn his three

cards, you are to draw one yourſelf,

and lay it afide ; for it is neceffary that

the number of the remaining cards be di-

viſible by 3 , which they will not be, in a

pack of 52 cards, if only 3 be drawn .

The card you draw you may call the con-

federate, and pretend it is by the aid of

that card you diſcover the amount of the

others. Then tell the party to add as

many more to each of his cards , as will

make its number 16, which is the third

part ofthe remaining 48 cards ; therefore,

ſuppoſe he has drawn a 10, a 7, and a 6 :

* This Recreation may alfo be performed with

three perfons, but much more readily with one, as

the feparate additions and fubtractions will be very

like to occafion confufion.

then
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then to the firſt he muſt add 6 cards, to

the ſecond 9, and to the third 10, which

together make 25, and the 4 cards drawn

being added to them make 29. Youthen

take the remaining cards, and telling them

over, as in the laft Recreation, you find

their number to be 23 , which muſt be the

amount of the three cards the perfon

drew.

You may perform this Recreation like-

wife without touching the cards, as thus :

after the party has drawn his three cards,

and you have drawn one, let him deduct

the number of each of the cards he has

drawn from 17, which is one-third of the

pack, after you have drawn your card :

and let him tell you the amount ofthe ſe-

veral remainders, to which you privately

add one for the card you drew, and de-

ducting that amount from 52, the whole

number of cards, the remainder will be

the amount of the three cards drawn.

For example, fuppofe the three cards to

be
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be 10,7, and 6, as before ; then each of

thoſe numbers being ſubtracted from 17,

the remainders will be reſpectively 7, 10,

and 11 , which, added together, make 28,

to which the fingle card you drew being

added makes 29, and that number deduct-

ed from 52 leaves 23 , which is the amount

of the three cards the party drew.

There is little reaſon to imagine any one

will diſcover why you here make choice

of the number 17; but ifyou are defirous

of rendering the Recreation ftill more ab-

ftrufe, and at the fame time fufceptible of

greater variety, you may fix on any other

number less than 17, but more than 10 ;

and afterwards add to the amount ofthe

remainders the double of what that num-

ber is less than 17 ; in the fame manner as

in the laſt Recreation.

This Recreation alſo may be performed

with a pack of piquet cards ; but then

you must draw, or what will anfwer the

fame
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fame purpoſe, deduct 2, in your own

mind, from the whole number 32, that

the remainder may be diviſible by 3 ; and

let him deduct the number of each of his

cards from that fum, which is 10, and add

the remainders together, as before thus,

if his three cards be 10, 7, and 6, he is to

deduct each of them from 10, which is

the third part of 30: therefore the re-

mainders will be 0, 3 , and 4, which, added

together, make 7, and that added to the

2 you deducted from the whole number,

makes 9, which taken from 32, leaves 23,

and that muſt be the amount of his three

cards.

Among the different purpoſes to which

the doctrine of combinations
be ap-

may

plied, thofe of writing in cypher, and de-

cyphering, hold a principal place, as will

appear bythe following Recreations .

<

The
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DIFFERENT METHODS OF

WRITING IN CYPHER.

The Lacædemonians are faid to be the

inventors of cyphers, or at leaſt they were

not, to our knowledge, ufed by any people

before them. Their method was by a

wooden cylinder or roller, called a Scytala

Laconica, round which they rolled a thin

parchment, and wrote their diſpatches. It

was then taken off and fent to the confe-

derate, who had another roller, exactly of

the fame fize, round which he wrapped the

parchment, and read its contents.

RECREATION XLVII.

To communicate intelligence by a pack ofpi

quet cards.

THE
'HE parties muft previouſly agree in

what manner the cards fhall be firft

placed, and then how they ſhall be ſhuffled.

Thus, ſuppoſe the cards are to be firſt

placed in the order as hereafter follows,

and

I
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and then ſhuffled by taking off 3 from the

top, putting the next 2 over them, and

the following 3 under them , and fo al-

ternately. Therefore the party who fends

the cypher firft writes the contents of it

on a ſeparate paper, and then copies the

firſt 32 letters on the cards, by writing

one letter on every card ; he then ſhuffles

them, in the manner defcribed, and writes

the fecond 32 letters : he fhuffles them a

fecond time, and writes the third 32 letters,

and fo of the reft. An example will make

this plain. Suppofe the letter to be as fol-

lows :

I am infull marchto relieve you ; withinĮ

three days Ifhall be withyou. Ifthe enemy

inthe mean timeſhould make an affau\lt, re-

member what you owe to your country, to

yourfamily andyourself. Live with honour,

or die with glory.

* By fhuffling the cards in this manner, there

will remain only 2 to put under at laſt.

Order
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Order of the cards

before the ift fhuffle.

Ace fpades

a le ul

i

Ten diamonds

Eight hearts ml moi u

King fpades

Nine clubs

Seven diamonds

Nine diamonds

Ace clubs

Knave hearts

Seven ſpades

Ten clubs

Ten hearts

is um l

nhle o

fbmri

ue act

2
'
2

I w k ry i

I see a é

mi arm w
1

aither

r r ho f

Queen Spades
chee i

Eight diamonds ha h y W

Eight clubs ty o o o l

Seven hearts

Queen clubs

o y a o h o

h

Nine fpades

King hearts

r onu y

e u i y fy

lete u o

Queendiamonds e dso e

Eight ſpades
i i n w s o

Knave clubs
vfant g

VOL. I. L Seven
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Seven clubs

Ace hearts

Nine hearts

Ace diamonds

Knave ſpades

Ten ſpades

King diamonds

ets.l ༡

y r e br

0 n wo t

uh s t & d

w I ma l

i e y t r r

tti bur

Queen hearts hh mm u

King clubs in a th

Knave diamonds ne uro

The perfon that receives theſe cards

firft places them in the order agreed on,

and tranfcribes the first letter on every

card. He then fhuffles them, according to

order, and tranfcribes the fecond letter on

each card. He fhuffles them a fecond

time and tranfcribes the third letters ; and

fo ofthe reft.

If the cards were to be fhuffled the fe-

cond time by threes and fours , the third

time bytwosand fours, &c it would make

the

6
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the cypher ſtill more difficult to diſcover :

though as all cyphers depend onthe com-

bination of letters, there are fcarce anythat

may not be decyphered with time and

pains ; as we ſhall ſhow further on. Thoſe

cyphers are the beft, that are by their na-

ture moſt free from fufpicion of being cy-

phers ; as for example, if the letters were

here wrote with one of the fympathetic

inks, defcribed in the fourth volume of

this work, the cards might then paſs for

à common pack.

RECREATION XLVIII.

The mystical dial.

ONa piece of ſquare paſteboard ABCD

(Plate II. Fig. 1. ) draw the circle EF

GH, and divide it into twenty-fix equal

parts, in each of which must be wrote one

ofthe letters of the alphabet.

On the infide ofthis there muſt be an-

other circle of paſteboard, ILMN, move-

L 2 able
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able round the center O, and the extre-

mity ofthis muſt be divided into the fame

number ofequal parts as the other. On

this alfo muſt be wrote the letters of the

alphabet, which, however, need not be dif-

pofed in the fame order. The perſon

with whom you correfpond muſt have a

fimilar dial, and at the beginning of your

letter you muſt put any two letters that

anfwer to each ot her when you have fix-

ed the dial.

Example.

Suppoſe you would write as follows :

Ifyou will come over to us youshall have

apenfion, andyou mayftill make afham op-

pofition.

You begin with the letters Ma, which

fhow how the dial is fixed : then for If

you, you write un juc, and fo for the reft,

as you will ſee at the bottom ofthe plate.

The fame intention may be anſwered by

a ruler, the upper part of which is fixed

7
and
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and the lower part made to flide : but in

this caſe the upper part muſt contain two

alphabets in fucceffion, that fome letter of

that part may conftantly correfpond to one

in the lower part. The divifions ftanding

directly over each other in a ſtraight line

will be much more obvious than in the

circumference of a circle . Or two ſtraight

pieces of pafteboard regularly divided, the

one containing a fingle and the other a

double alphabet, would anfwer exactly

thefame purpoſe. In this caſe a blankſpace

may be left at each end ofthe fingle alpha-

bet, and one or two weights being placed

on both the pieces will keep them ſteady.

RECREATION XLIX.

TAKE

The corresponding Spaces.

AKE two pieces of pafteboard or ſtiff

paper, through which you muſt cut

long ſquares, at different diſtances, as you

will fee in the following example. One of

thefe pieces you keep yourſelf, and the

otherL 3
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other you give to your correſpondent.

When you would fend him any fecret in-

telligence, you lay the paſteboard upon ą

paper of the ſame ſize, and in the ſpaces

cut out, you write what you would have

uuderſtood by him only, and then fill upthe

intermediate ſpaces with fomewhat that

makes with thoſe words a different fenfe.

I fhall be much obliged to you, as read-

ing alone engages my attention at pre-

fent, if you will lend me any one of the

eight volumes of the Spectator. I hope

you will excufe this freedom, but for

a winter's evening I don't know a bet-

ter entertaiment. If 1 fail to return it

foon, never truft me for the time to come.

'A paper of this fort may be placed four

different ways, either by putting the bot-

tom at top, or by turning it over, and by

thofe means the fuperflu
ous

words

·

may
be

the
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the more eaſily adapted to the ſenſe ofthe

others.

This is a very eligible cypher, as it is

free from fufpicion, but it will do only for

fhort meffages for if the ſpaces be fre-

quent it will be very difficult to make the

concealed and obvious meanings agree to-

gether : and if the ſenſe be not clear, the

writing will be liable to fufpicion .

RECREATION L.

The mufical cypher.

THEconftruction ofthis cypher, is fi-

milar to that of the forty-eighth Re-

creation. The circle EFGH (Pl. III.) is

to be divided into twenty-fix equal parts,

in each part there must be wrote one of

the letters ofthe alphabet : and on the in-

terior circle ILMN, moveable round the

center O, there is to be the fame number

ofdivifions : the circumference of the in-

ner circle muft be ruled in the manner of

a muficL 4
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a mufic paper, and in each divifion there

is to be placed a note, differing either in

figure or pofition . Laftly, within the

mufical lines place the three keys, and on

the outer circle, the figures that are com-

monly uſed to denote the time,

Then provide yourſelf with a ruled pa-

per, and place one ofthe keys, as fup-

pofe that ofge re fol, againſt the time two-

fourths at thebeginning ofthe paper,which

will inform you correfpondent how to fix

his circle. You then copy the notes that

anſwer to the feveral letters ofthe words

youintend to write, in the manner expreff-

ed at the bottom of the plate.

A cypher ofthis fort
may

be made more

difficult to diſcover by frequently chang-

ing the key, and that will not in the leaſt

embarraſs the reader. You may likewife

add the mark # or to the note that be-

gins a word, which will make it more

eaſy to read, and at the fame time give

the



ulp



1
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Thisthe mufic a more natural aſpect.

cypher is preferable to that of the 48th

Recreation, as it may be encloſed in a let-

ter about common affairs, and paſs unfuf-

pected : unleſs it ſhould fall into the hands

of any one who underſtands compofition,

for he wouldvery likely furmife, from the

odd difpofition of the notes, " that more is

meant than meets the ear. ܂ܝܪ

OF DECYPHERING.

The rules of decyphering are different

in different languages : by obferving the

following, you will foon make out any

common cypher wrote in Engliſh.

1. Obferve the letters or characters that

moft frequently occur, and fet them down

for the fix vowels, including y; and of theſe

the moſt frequent will generally be e, and

the leaft frequent u.

2. The vowels that most frequently

come together are ea and ou.

3. Th
e
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3. The confonant moſt common at the

ends ofwords is s, and the next frequent

r and t.

4.
When two fimilar characters come to-

ther, they are moſt likely to be the confo-

nants f, l, or s, or the vowels e or o..

5. The letter that precedes or follows

two fimilar characters is either a vowel, or

1, m, n, or r,

6. In decyphering, beginwith the words

that confift of a fingle letter, which will be

either a, I, o, or&.

7. Then take the words of two letters,

one ofwhich will be a vowel. Of thefe

words the most frequent are, an, to, be,

by, of, on, or, no, fo, as, at, if, in, is, it, he,

me, my, us, we, am.

8. In words of three letters there are

moft commonly two confonants . Oftheſe

words the moſt frequent are, the, and, not,

but,yet,for, tho', how, why, all, you , ſhe, his,

her, our, who, may, can, did, was, are, has,

had, let, one, two, fix, ten, &c. *

* Some of thefe, or thoſe of two letters, will be

found in every ſentence.

9. Th
e
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9. The most common words of four

letters are, this, that, then, thus, with, when,

from, here,fome, moft, none, they, them, whom,

mine, your,felf, muft, will, have, been, were,

four, five, nine, &c.

10. The moſt ufual words of five letters

are, there, thefe, thofe, which, were, while,

fince, their, fhall, might, could, would, ought,

three, feven, eight, &c.

11. Words oftwo or more fyllables fre-

quently begin with double confonants, or

with a prepofition ; that is, a vowel join-

ed with one or two confonants. The moſt

common double confonants are, bl, br, dr,

fl,fr, gl, gr, ph, pl, pr,ſ ,fp, ft, th, tr,

wh, wr, &c . and the moſt common prepo-

fitions are, com, con, de, dif, ex, im, in, int,

mif, par, pre, pro, re,fub, fup, un, &c .

12. The double confonants moſt fre-

quent at the end of long words are, ck, ld,

If, mn, nd, ng, rl, rm, rn, rp, rt,fm, ft,

xt, &c. and the most common termina-

tions are, ed, en, er, es, et, ing, ly, Jon,

fion,
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fion, tion, able, ence, ent, ment, full, less,

ness, &c.

We shall here give an example of a

cypher wrote in arbitrary characters, as is

commonly practifed.

LAXOO EX+IO +ГЕЛД

ЅГО. Г+С + ГО ІСГО +

LXEOI SFO. OXшCOС+ЄA

V+€ ЄCII. ESIM 十ㄩ

exЄooгLO ◊. LSEECH

F+ EXSCE+X CE CA

гOTIOLE OCEAоX UсгO.

Atλo losгA + AOг .

λo S IOCCOX AX+XEIV

Ο ΙΟΓ λο ΔΟΟ EKSE CE

L+ X0A UX + X CAO (OSXE

+Χ ΓΟΝΟΥ 3SXO E+ ΔΟΟ

XV USLO X+xo.

Cгo
cuш

OXO
гLO

C
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The foregoing will be eaſily decyphered

byobferving the rules ; but when the cha-

racters are all placed cloſe together, as in

the following example, and as they always

ſhould be, the decyphering is much more

difficult.

UENOONCEuгuuЄXES
T

OSAUCXXXIS

NXODOCNVгooxE+VX

+XASOX LEX CFUXSALE

XeNuroXV+XIT OUTT

VusшexesтTOг◇□еSEX

XOXOUSOXE

ΓΝΩΣΤΟΝ+XLS

NX+ ГАХ LENONOL

XONCEшueгuXNUEXɔE

г@xоTоSɔT◊□SXOTOL

TNUX .
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To decypher a writing ofthis fort, you

muft first look for thofe characters that

moft frequently occur, and fet them

down for the vowels, as before. Then

obferve the fimilar characters that come

together; but you must remember that

two fuch characters may here belong to

two words. You are next to remark the

combinations of two or three characters

that are most frequent, which will be fome

of the words in the feventh and eighth of

the foregoing rules ; and by obferving the

other rules, you will infallibly diſcover,

with time and attention, any cypher wrote

onthefe principles * .

When the words are wrote all cloſe together,

if the key to the cypher were to be changed every

word, according to a regular method agreed on

between the parties, as might be done by either of

the methods mentioned in the 48th Recreation,

with very little additional trouble ; the writing

would be then extremely difficult to decypher.

The longer any letter wrote in cypher is, the more

eafy it is to decypher, as then the repetitions of

the characters and combinations are the more

frequent.

The
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The following are the contents of the

two foregoing cyphers ; in which we have

inverted the order of the words and let-

ters, that they who are defirous of trying

their talent at decyphering, may not, in-

advertently, read the explanation before

the cypher.

enil eno ton dna shtnom elohw eerht,

suoidifrep dnaleure o. noituac & ecnedurp

fo klat lliw uoy : on, rotiart, tcelgen .

& ecnereffidni si ti. yltrohs rettel a em

dnes ot snaem emos dnif rehtie, trach eht

morf semoc ti taht ees em tel & , erom

ecafym ees ot erad reven ro.

evlewt fo rouh eht ta thgin siht, ledatic

eht fo etag eht erofeb elbmeſſa lliw sdneirf

ruo lla. ruoh eht to lautcnup eb : deraperp

llew emoc dna, ytrebi ruoy niager

ot, ylevarb eid ro. thgin eht si siht, su

sekam rehtie taht, etiuq su seodnu ro.

The
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The method of correſponding by fig-

nals being nearly related to that of cyphers,

we ſhall here give two inſtances of the

manner in which it may be performed.

RECREATION LI.

Viſual Correfpondence.

PROVIDE a circle of wood A BCD

(Plate IV. Fig. 1.) of about four feet

in diameter, and divide its circumference,

which will be about 12 feet, into 25 equal

parts. In one of theſe ſpaces cut an open

fquare, and through each of the others cut

one ofthe 25 letters of the alphabet. (I

ferving for 7.) Over the ſpaces that are

cut out paſte a thin oiled paper.

On the top ofa pole P (Fig. 2.) fixed to

the ground or floor, place a frame of wood

EF, in which there is to be an opening of

the fame fize with one of the divifions on

the wheel. On the outfide of this open-

ing
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ing let there be a door, by which it may

be occafionally cloſed . To the pole let the

wheel be fixed, at its center G, round

which it muft turn, and be placed at fuch

a height that the letters on its circumfe-

rence may anſwer to the hole in theframe.

Behind that part of the wheel which is

oppofite the board, let there be fixed, on a

ftand, a ftrong light.

When you would communicate your

intelligence, open the door on the outfide

of the frame ; then put that diviſion ofthe

wheel in which the fquare is cut, againſt

the opening, and place the light behind

it ; that ſerves for a ſignal to your cor-

refpondent, which he anſwers by putting

his wheel in the fame pofition *. What

you intend to communicate being wrote

on a paper and placed before you in a

* Where there is a frequent correſpondence re-

quired, certain hours of the day ſhould be fixed

for obferving the ſignal.

VOL. I. M
pro
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proper pofition, you turn the wheel round,

till that divifion which contains the firft

letter of the firft word come before the

opening, and keep it there while you tell

4; you then turn the wheel, either back-

ward or forward*, to the fecond letter,

and keep that before the opening the ſame

time ; and ſo of all the letters ofthat word ;

and between every word you place the va-

cant divifion before the opening, while

you, in like manner, tell 4. When you

have finiſhed the whole of your intelli-

gence, you ſhut the door of the frame, or

withdraw the light.

Ifyour correfpondent be far off, as fup-

pofe two or three miles, or further, you

muſt be each provided with a teleſcope, of

afize adapted to the diſtance between you.

* There may be placed handles on different

parts of the wheel as at a, b, c, d, by which

it will be the more readily turned about.

Your
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Your apparatus fhould be placed fome

way within the room, that it may not be

obvious to paffengers. It is evident, from

the conſtruction of this inftrument, that it

is full as well adapted for a correſpondence

by night as by day.

A machine of this fort may be con-

ftructed at a trifling expence, and will

be found highly uſeful in many inſtances,

as where two perfons live on the oppofite

fides of a large river, or in a country

where the roads are for a great part of the

year impaffable, &c. If you are fearful

any perfon, beside your correfpondent,

ſhould know what paffes, inftead of let-

ters, you may uſe 24 characters, like thoſe

we have given in the laſt example of

cyphers .

This invention may alſo be applied to

public uſe, as to convey intelligence tothe

garriſon of a town befieged ; or where

great diſpatch is required ; and in that

M 2 cafe

1

1
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eaſe ſeveral machines may be placed at

different diftances, that may convey the

intelligence to each other ; and here the

wheel may be of a much larger dimenſion .

There is one circumftance, however, that

will render this contrivance entirely uſe-

leſs, and that is a thick miſt or fog ; for in

that cafe, let the light be as ftrong, and the

letters as large as they may, it will be im

poffible to difcern them at any confider-

able diftance . How to maintain a corre-

ſpondence in that fituation, will be ſhown

in the next Recreation.

N

RECREATION LII.

Auricular Correfpondence.

other build.

On the top of a houſe,or any

ing, fix two bells A andB, (Pl . IV. Fig.

3.) bythe iron rod CD, that paffes thro' their

handles, from which there must hang two

ropes that go to the room beneath . The

weight
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weight of the handles ſhould be nearly

equal to that of the bells, fo that a ſmall ad-

ditional force applied to the ropes may

draw them up. One of the bells muſt be

much larger than the other, that there

may be no difficulty in diftinguiſhing their

founds.

The letters ofthe alphabet areto be ex-

preffed by pulling of theſe bells , accord-

ing to the following order ; in which you

are to obſerve, that the ſmall figures denote

the number of pulls of the leffer, and

the numeral letters, thofe of the greater

bell.

A I GII
NI IIIT II I

A
B
C
D
H
E

2 . H2 I O 2 III V II 2

3
I
3

I
P 3 III

U II 3

I KIII QI I WIII [

E II L 2 II RI 2 X III 2

F III
M 3 II

SI 3 Y III 3

M 3
After

ZIIII
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After each letter you muft ftop while

you tell 4, and at the end of each word

you may, for greater diſtinction , pull both

bells twice together.

The above combinations may be conti-

nued to what number you pleaſe ; ſo as to

take in the moſt common words, fuch as

and, the, you, he, she, they, them, this, that,

may, can, dò, &c.

MECHA-
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MECHANICS.

DEFINITIONS.

MECHANI
CS is that ſcience which

explains the properties of moving

bodies, and of thoſe machines from which

they frequently receive their motion.

2. Gravity is that power by which every

body naturally defcends toward the center

of the earth .

3. The center of gravity, in a fingle

body, is that point round which the feve-

ral parts of the body, in every ſituation ,

exactly balance each other, and confe-

quently if that point be fufpended the

body will remain at reſt.

4. The center of gravity, in two or

more bodies, is that point between them ,

from which the diſtance of each is in pro-

portion to the quantity of matter it con-

tains. The lefs the matter the greater

the diſtance.

5. The
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5. The Vis Inertiæ, or Inert Force, is

that property in bodies, by which they re-

fift the power that endeavours to put them

in motion.

6. The denfity of bodies is the quantity

of matter they contain, compared with

their magnitude or dimenſions,

7. Elaſticity is that property in bodies

by which, when their parts are forced out

of their natural ftate, they return to it a

gain ; and by which two moving bodies,

after ftriking, recoil from each other.

8. Power, in mechanics, is the force by

which any body is put in motion.

9. Weight, is the body to be moved .

10. Motion, is either fimple or com

pound : fimple motion is that which pro-

ceeds from one power only ; and com-

pound motion is that which proceeds from

two or more powers, either at the fame

time or in fucceffion.

11. The center of motion is that point

round which one or more bodies move.

12. Ve-
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12. Velocity of motion, is the ſpace

paffed over by a body in a given time.

13. Accelerated motion, is that which

continually increaſes, and retarded motion

is that which continually decreaſes.

14. The quantity of motion, or mo-

mentum ofa moving body, ariſes from its

velocity multiplied into the quantity of

matter it contains.

15. There are fix primary mechanic in-

ftruments, commonly called mechanic

powers, which are ( 1. ) the lever *, (2.) the

balance, (3.) the pulley, (4.) the wheel and

axis, (5.) the fcrew †, and (6.) the wedge :

to which is fometimes added the inclined

* Levers are faid to be of the firft , fecond, or

third fort, according to the fituation of the fulcrum

F. (See Pl. V. Fig. 1 , 2, 3. ) to which is added

the bended lever, Fig. 4.

+ There are feveral forts of fcrews ufed in ma-

chines, of which thoſe of Fig. 8. and 9. Pl . V. 、

are moſt common . In Fig. 8. the part A Bis called

the male ſcrew, and CD the nut, or female fcrew.

The part A B (Fig. 9. ) which is turned by the wheel

CD, is called an endleſs ſcrew, becaufe, while the

wheel goes, it turns inceffantly.

plane.
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plane and of fome or all of theſe

compound machine is compofed.

Plate V.

4

every.

See

16. A pendulum is any body fufpended

from a point, from which it ofcillates or

vibrates, as from a center; but is gene-

rally underſtood to be a ball fufpended at

the end ofa firing or wire.

17. That refiftance which arifes from the

rubbing of the parts of a machine againſt

each other, is called their friction .

APHORISMS.

1. Every body, whether at reft or in

motion, will conftantly continue in its pre-

fent ſtate, unleſs compelled to alter it by

fome external power.

2. All motion, whether changed or ge

nerated, is in proportion to the force im-

preſſed, and is made in the direction that

force acts.

3. Action and re-action, that is, the im-

pulfes of two bodies on each other, are

always
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always equal, and in contrary direc-

tions.

4. In bodies not elaſtic, if one in motion

ftrike againſt another at reft, they will both

move in the direction of the firſt moving

body ; and the quantity of motion in both

bodies will be the fame as it was in the

firft before the ſtroke.

5: If one fuch body in motion, ſtrike a

gainſt another moving in the fame direc

tion, but with lefs velocity, they will both

continuein that direction, and the quantity

of motion in both bodies will continue the

fame.

6. When two fuch bodies, with equal

quantities of motion, and moving in op-

pofite directions, ftrike against each other,

their whole motion will be deftroyed, and

they will remain at reft.

7. If two fuch bodies , with different

quantities of motion, and moving in op-

pofite directions, ftrike againſt each other,

they will continue to move in the direc

tion of that body which had the greateſt

momen-
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momentum, and the quantity of motion

in both bodies, after the ftroke, will be

equal to the difference of their motions be-

fore it.

8. The force of action in elaſtic bodies

is twice as great as that of non-elaſtic bo-

dies ; for the former ftrike each other not

only by impulfe, but by repulfe ; recoiling

from each other after the ſtroke *.

9. The inert force of every body is in

proportion to its denfity.

10. All bodies near the furface of the

earth defcend equal ſpaces in equal timest.

11. The velocity of falling bodies , in

unrefifting mediums, is 16 feet the firft

* In thefe aphorifms bodies are ſuppoſed to be

perfectly elaftic or non -elaftic : in all other bodies

they will hold true only in proportion to the degrees

of their elafticity.

+ This must be underſtood of fuch as are called

heavy bodies ; for in thofe that are light the re-

fiftance of the air makes a confiderable difference.

A bullet and a feather fall with very different velo-

cities in the air, though in the exhaufted receiver

they defcend together.

fecond,
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fecond, nearly, and becomes continually

accelerated, in a regular progreffion.

12. In every pendulum all its vibrations

in fmall arches, or parts of circles, are

made in the fame time.

13. The times of vibrations in different

pendulums, are as the fquare roots of their

lengths *: therefore a pendulum of four

feet will vibrate twice while one of 16

feet vibrates once.

14. The length of a pendulum that vi-

brates every fecond, will be 39 inches,

nearly †, and one that vibrates twice in a

fecond will be 9 inches.
9FF

15. Any body, in the form of a rod or

ſtaff, that is every where of equal denfity,

as an iron rod, and that is one-third longer

thana pendulum, will vibrate in the fame

time as that pendulum.

16. In the lever, where the power P

See page 2. definition 2 .

† Apendulum of this fort is therefore a regular

meaſure of time, and may be of ufe on many oc-

cafions.

(Pl.

J

7
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(Pl. V. Fig. 1. ) and weight W are to each

other reciprocally as their diſtances from

the fulcrum F, they will be in equi-

librio :

17. The balance being a lever ofthe firſt

kind, where the fulcrum is placed exactly

between its two extremities, if two weights

E, F, (Pl . V. Fig. 5.) be placed any where,

at equal diſtances from the fulcrum, and

the balance remain in equilibrio, thoſe

weights muſt be equal.

18. When a power fuftains a weight,

by a rope going over a fixed pulley, the

weight and power will be equal but if

one end of the rope be fixed, and the pul-

ley be moveable with the weight, then the

power will be but halfthe weight.

19. In a combination of pulleys, as

A, B, C, D, (Pl . V. Fig. 6. ) called a tackle

of pullies, the power will be tothe weight,

* The lever is to be regarded as the origin of

the other powers, feeing they all act in a fimilar

manner, though in different directions.

23
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as I to the number of ropes applied to the

moveable pullies CD, that is, in this cafe,

ǎs 1 to4.

20. In the wheel and axis, the power

will be to the weight, as the diameter of

the axis is to the diameter of the wheel.

21. When there is a combination of

wheels and axles, the power will be to the

weight, as the diameters of the axles mu!-

plied into each other, is to the diameters

ofthe wheels multiplied into each other.

22. In the fcrew, the power is to the

weight, as the perpendicular diſtance be-

tween any two threads ofthe fcrew A B,

(Pl. V. Fig. 8.) is to the citumference of

the circle defcribed by the power at

C or D *.

23. In the wedge, the power is to the

weight or refiftance, as half the length of

the baſe CE (Fig. 10. ) to its height EF.

24. In the inclined plane, the power is

The fcrew has the peculiar advantage of fuf-

taining a confiderable weight, when, once raifed ,

though the power be taken away.

VOL. I. N to
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to the weight, as the height of the plane

CD (Fig. 11.) is to its length AB.

25. A body acquires the fame velocity

by rolling down an inclined plane A B

(Fig. 11.) as it would by falling through

its perpendicular height CD.

26. It is evident fromthe foregoing apho-

rims, that whatever is gained in time is

loft in power ; and that no machine can of

itſelf give any freſh power, but by dimi-

niſhing the velocity ofthe weight, and in-

creaſing that of the power, bring them to

an equality.

27. When a fly is added to any machine,

as to a common jack, it does not increaſe,

but diminiſh, the ftrength of the power ;

its only uſe being to regulate the motion

of the machine, and keep it conſtantly

equal *.

* Though the fly does not in reality add any

freſh power, yet by regulating the motion , it will in

fome cafes, as when a man is employed to turn a

large wheel, render the operation of the power more

eafy and efficacious.

28.Im
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28. In every machine, when the weight

and power are in equilibrio, the leaſt ad-

ditional power fhould put it and keep it

in motion ; but from the friction of the

feveral parts of the machine, it is found

that, on a medium, near one-third of the

firft power muſt be added to keep the ma-

chine in motion.

29. The friction of a machine does not

arife merely from the number of the rub-

bing parts, but from the weight with which

they are charged, multiplied into the velo

city of the motion.

30. In all machines, fimplicity is their

primary excellence, as they are thereby

lefs liable to friction and impediment ; the

diſorder of any one part of a machine fre-

quently obſtructing the operation of the

whole.

N 2 RECRE
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RECREATION XLIX.

To conftruct a mechanical dial without

wheels, Spring, or weight.

THIS dial confifts of a tin or copper

barrel or cylinder CD, (Plate VI.

Fig. 1. ) which is fupported by two ftrings

of catgut that are faftened to the points

A and B. This cylinder, for common

ufe, may be about a foot long, and nine

inches diameter.

The principal mechaniſm of this dial

is in the internal ftructure ofthe cylinder

which is repreſented by Fig. 2. and con-

fifts of five divifions *, that are formed

bythefive pieces af, bg, c h, di, and e I,

placed perpendicular to the ends of the

cylinder : all theſe divifions muſt be pre-

cifely equal ; and in each of the partitions

* There are fometimes fix or more divifions , and

the machine is commonly eſteemed the more accu-

rate for having a greater number.

almoft
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almoſt cloſe to the circumference of the

cylinder, there is to be a ſmall hole, fuch

as is made with a large needle.

In the divifions muſt be placed a quan-

tity of water, equal to about one-fourth of

the content of the cylinder ; but the exact

proportion can be determined by trial on-

ly. This water ſhould be diftilled , or at

leaft well filtered, that it may not, by

growing foul, impede the motion of the

machine ; and if there be a due quantity

of fpirits mixed with the water, it will be

thereby prevented from freezing . At one

end of the cylinder is a fmall hole, by

which it may at any time be emptied ;

this hole is to be ſtopped with wax,

隗

The barrel being brought up to the

points A and B, by winding the ftring

round its axis, it would there reft, but

the water oozing through the ſmall holes

in the upper partitions deftroys its equi-

librium ; and as it flowly and gradually de-

N 3 fcends
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fcends, the ſmall points at the end of its

axis fhow the hours, and parts of an hour,

according to the number of divifions on

the ſcales E or F.

If this dial go too faft or flow, it may

be eaſily regulated, either by diminiſhing

or increaſing the ſize of the catgut, or the

quantity of water in the cylinder,

Machines of this kind are most common

in monaſteries, and are frequently made

by the monks themſelves, for their own

private uſe ; the purchaſe of a watch re-

quiring a fum of money which is very

rarely poffeffed by any of that clafs of

men: ifthey can be called men who dif-

claim the principal characteristic of man-

hood.

RECRE
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RECREATION L. A FIZ

A dial to show the hour by gradually de-

fcending aninclined plane.

THE external ftructure of this dial

confifts of two parallel plates con-

nected by a hoop AB (Pl. VI. Fig. 3. )

which is placed about one-eighth of an

inch beneath the circumference of the

plates. Theſe plates are indented, to pre-

vent their fliding down the plane. On the

front plate are infcribed the 24 hours ; and

at its center is a ſmall hollow hemiſphere,

moving freely on a pin : the lower part

of this hemifphere is filled with lead, that

keeps the little gentleman who fits

it, and points with his finger to the

hour, conftantly in an erect poſition. The

deep ſhades in the plate reprefent its con-

cavity, which is about half an inch .

upon

Fig. 4. in the fame plate, repreſents the

internal ftructure of this dial. LETQ

N 4
is
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is the circumference of the hoop : ƒƒa

frame-plate, on which is placed the train

of wheels 1 , 2, 3 , 4, which are nearly fi-

milar to thofe in another dial, and are, in

like manner, governed by a balance and

regulator. There is here no ſpring, nor

fufee, their effects being otherwiſe fup-

plied, as will appear hereafter. The great

wheel ofthe train is placed upon the axis

ofthe movement, at the center, and the

other wheels on one fide, which would

give the machine a movement, for a ſhort

time, on a horizontal plane : it is therefore

neceffary to fix a thin plate of lead C, on

the oppoſite fide, to preferve the equili-

brium. The machine will then reſt in

any poſition onthe horizontal plane HH;

but if it be placed on the inclined plane

DGD, it will touch it in the point G, but

cannot reft there ; for the center of gra-

vity at M, acting in the direction MT,

and having nothing to fupport it, muſt ne-

ceffarily defcend, and carry the bodydown

the plane.

But
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But if on the other fide fuch a weight

P, be fixed, as fhall remove the center of

gravity from M to V, in the line LD,

which paffes through the point G, then

it will naturally reſt on the inclined

plane,

Now if the weight P be not fixed, but

fufpended at the end of an arm or lever,

which is faftened to the center-wheel 1,

moving on the axis ofthe machine at M,

and which communicates, by its teeth,

with the other wheels ; in that caſe, ifthe

weight P be juſt equal to the refiftance a-

rifing from the friction of the train , the

dial will remain at reft, as on a horizontal

plane,

But if the weight P be fuperior to the

refiftance of the train, it will neceffarily

put it in motion, and the dial will then

gradually defcend the inclined plane ;

while the weight P, its arm PM, and

thewheel 1, conftantly preferve the fame

pofition
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poſition they were in when the dial began

to move.

*

From what has been faid it is eaſy to

conceive, that the weight P may have fuch

a determinate gravity as fhall act upon

the train with any required force, and

confequently produce a motion in the

machine of any required velocity, fuch,

for example, as fhall carry it round once

in 24 hours. Therefore, if the diameter

of the dial plate be four inches, it will de-

fcribe the length of its circumference.

that is, 12 inches five-tenths, nearly, in

the 24 hours. From whence it follows,

that this movement may be made to con-

tinue any number of days, by a propor-

tional increaſe of the length of the plane ;

and ifthat were infinite, the motion ofthe

dial would be perpetual.

The motion of this dial is cafily accele-

rated or retarded by raifing or depreffing

the inclined plane, by means of the ſcrew

S
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(Fig. 4.) The angle to which the plane

is firſt raiſed is about 10 degrees, that is,

the ninth part of a quadrant, or quarter

of a circle .

RECREATION LI.

A clock to go perpetually by the influence of

the celeftial bodies.

THE conftruction of the movements

in this clock is the fame with thoſe

in common ufe : it differs from thoſe only

in its fituation, and the manner in which

it is wound up,

This clock is to be placed near a wall,

by, or againft, which the tide conſtantly

flows. To each ofthe barrels , roundwhich

the ftring that carries the weight is wound,

there must hang a bucket, and into that,

when the tide rifes to a certain height,

the water runs, by means of a pipe fixed

in the wall. The bucket then overbalanc-

ing the weight, deſcends, and winds up the

clock ;
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clock ; but when it comes to a certain

depth, it is taken by a catch fixed in the

wall, which, byturning it over, diſcharges

the water. The weights of the clock then

defcend in the ufual manner, and the buck-

ets are drawn up.

Now as this clock is kept in motion by

the tide, and as the tide proceeds from

the influence ofthe fun and moon, it ne-

ceffarily follows, that the motion of the

clock proceeds from the fame caufe ; and

that as long as the parts of the machine

remain, motion will be perpetual ,

This, according to the common accep-

tation ofthe term, is certainly a perpetual

motion; and fo is every mill that is driven

by a conftant ſtream ; but that is not the

fenfe in which the term was ufed by the

advocates for a perpetual motion in the

laft century. They meant a machine,

which, being once put in motion, ſhould,

by its peculiar conftruction, move perpe-

tually,
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tually, without any freſh force impreffed.

This they attempted by various means ;

as the attraction ofa loadftone, the deſcent

ofheavy bodies, the difference of the mo-

mentum in revolving weights, &c. all of

which, though ingenious enough, difcover

a want of due attention to the principles

of mechanics. Befides, if a perpetual

movement could be effected by either of

thoſe means it would be of very little, or

no uſe for the unavoidable wear of the ſe-

veral parts of the machine, arifing from

the inceffant friction, muſt neceffarily de-

ftroy that equality of motion, which a-

lone could render its perpetuity of any

confequence.

है

RECRE
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RECREATION LII.

The infcrutable lock.

THE difficulty a ftranger would find in

opening this lock, when in poffeffion

ofthe key, ariſes partlyfrom the ſcutcheon

that is placed before it, and partly from the

peculiar form ofthekey.

Theſcutcheon A B (Pl.VII. Fig. 1.) con-

fifts of a circular plate of brafs or iron,

on whoſe rim are 24 teeth, that take the

leaves of the pinion C : this fcutchon may

therefore be placed in 24 different pofi-

tions ; in feveral, or all of which, the key

maybe inferted, but the lock opened in one

of them only : D, is the aperture for the

key, and a, b, c, d, are fourknobs bywhich

it is turned about.

The key ABCD (Fig. 2. ) confifts of

two fets ofwards, which are divided into

twelve
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twelve parts, as is expreffed by the paral-

lel lines in the figure, and which ſhould

be made to join fo exactly, that when

they are preffed together, their divifions

may not be visible. At the middle of the

key is a ſcrew E, which, when turned in,

faftens all the parts together, and when

fcrewed out, fets them at liberty, that they

maybeturned round the barrel of the key,

at the center of each part.
When you

have locked the door, you turn the

fcutcheon about by one ofthe knobs ; then

unfcrewing the wards ofthe key, youturn

part of them half round, that is, you

bring fome ofthoſe parts that were next

AB to CD, and then make themfaft again,

by theſcrew at the end.

&

Now if the perfon, into whofe hands

this key fhall fall, be ignorant of the

fcrew, it will be abfolutely impoffible for

him to open the lock ; and if he ſhould

knowthe uſe of it, the trials he muſt make

before he can have any proſpect of fuc-

cefs,6
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cefs, will render thé attempt highly ab

furd ; for there being 12 diviſions in the

key, it appears by the 18th Recreation of

this volume, they may be placed in

479,001,600 different pofitions,and aseach

of theſe poſitions may be applied to the

feveral ways in which the ſcutcheon may

be placed, it follows, that if the foregoing

number be multiplied by 24, the product,

which is 11,496,038,400, will be thenum-

ber of all the trials can be made : there-

fore, it is eleven thouſand four hundred

and ninety-fix millions, thirty- eight thou-

fand, three hundred and ninety-nine, to

one, at each trial, that he does not open

the lock.

For common purpoſes a much leſs num-

ber may fuffice ſuppoſe, for example,

there are only ſeven diviſions in the key,

the number oftrials will be then 120,960.

Now fuppofing 60 trials to be made in an

hour, it would require 2016 hours to make

all thoſe trials, that is, to be fure of fuc-

3 ceeding ;
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ceeding ; that is , ſuppoſing again, a regu-

lar account to be kept of each trial as it is

made, for otherwiſe the fame trial might,

and naturally would, be made feveral

times.

RECREATION LIII.

So to difpofe a hand mill, to grind corn, &c.

that being once put in motion, it ſhall

work inceffantly, from morning to night,

without the affiftance ofany animalpower.

"HE form of this mill may be fimilar to

· THE

thoſe in common ufe : its motion is

to be maintained by means of a ſmoke-

jack: the ufe of this fort of jack is com-

mon enough ; but its conftruction and

manner of acting being clearly under-

ſtood by few, we fhall here defcribe

them.

The horizontal wheel AB (Plate VII .

Fig. 3 ) is placed in the narrowest part

of the chimney that is next the fire : its

wings, which are made of tin, are inclin-

VOL. I. ed
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ed tothe horizon, that is, placed in a flop-

ing direction . To the fame axis on which

AB turns, is likewife placed the cog-wheel

C, that takes the teeth ofthe perpendicu-

lar wheel D. On the fame axis with D,

is placed the wooden wheel E, round

which runs the rope F, on whoſe lower

part is placed the wheel ofthe fpit.

Now, the air, being rarefied by the fire,

forces up the chimney, and meeting with

the wings of the horizontal wheel in the

narrowest part, neceffarily turns it round,

and at the fame time turnsthe cog-wheel C,

which turns D and E, together with the

rope, which by its friction againſt the

wheel of the fpit, keeps that likewife con-

ftantly turning ; and its velocity will be al-

ways in proportion to its weight, and the

ftrength ofthe fire.

Therefore, if inftead of the iron fpit,

the handle of the mill, be fixed in the cen-

ter ofthe lower wooden wheel, it muſt, in

like manner, turn that round ; and the

motion
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motion will continue not only while

the fire lafts, but a confiderable time

after ; for there will be a continual circu-

lation ofthe air up the chimney, till that in

the room becomes equally cold with the

external air.

This machine may in like manner be

applied to the reeling of yarn ; to the mak-

ing a hammer ftrike perpetually on an

anvil ; andand many other domeftic pur-

pofes.

RECREATION LIV..

A carriage to go without any otherforce

than what it receivesfrom the pallengers.

THIS machine is repreſented by AB

CD, (Pl. VIII . Fig. 1. ) It is moved

by the footman behind it ; and the fore

wheels, which act as a rudder, are guided

by the perſon who fits in the carriage *.

&

* This machine was invented by M. Richard,

a phyfician of Rochelle, and was exhibited at

Paris in the last century. It is defcribed by M.

Ozanam in his Recreations Mathematiques.

O 2 Between
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Betweenthe hind wheels is placed a box,

in which is concealed the machinery that

moves the carriage. AA, Fig. 2. is a ſmall

axis, fixed into the box. B is a pully, over

which runs a rope, whofe two ends are

faſtened to the ends of the two leavers or

treddles CD, whofe other ends are fixed

in fuch manner in the piece E, which is

joined to the box, that they can eaſily

move up and down . F, F, are two flat

pieces of iron, that are joined to the tred-

dles, and take the teeth of the two wheels

HH, which are fixed on the fame axis

with the hind wheels of the carriage, I, I.

It is evident that when the footman

behind preffes down one of the treddles,

fuppofe C, with his foot, he muſt bring

down one ofthe pieces of iron F, and con-

fequently turn the wheel H that is next

to it ; and at the fame time, by means of

the rope that goes over the pully, he muſt

raiſe the other treddle D, together with its

piece F, which being thruft down, will

turn the other wheel H; and fo alternate-

7 ly:
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:
ly and as the great wheels are fixed on

the fame axis, they must neceffarily move

at the fame time.

It is eafy to conceive that if the ends

of the treddles next E, inftead of being

placed behind the carriage were turned the

oppofite way, fo as to come under the feet

of the perſon who fits in it, he might

move it with equal, or even greater faci-

lity, than the footman, as it would then be

charged with the weight of one perſon

only.

A machine of this kind will afford a

falutary recreation in a garden, or park,

or on any plain ground, but in a rough or

deep road muſt be attended with more pain

than pleaſure.

03
RECRE-
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RECREATION LV.

The catapulta.

THIS engine was in great repute among

the ancients, and uſed by them in

throwing darts or fpears againft their ene-

mies, from whence it had its name. Some

of the fpears or darts thrown by theſe en-

gines are faid to have been eighteen feet

feet long, and to have been thrown with

fuch velocity as to take fire in their courfe*.

* It will not be improper to infert here, what

is related by writers of the laft century concerning

the force of darts or arrows , Greaves, in his

Pyromodographia, fays, " Some Turkiſh bows

" are of that ſtrength as to pierce a plank fix

" inches thick." He adds, " I ſpeak what I

" have feen." And Barclay, a writer of fufficient

credit, in his Icon Animorum, fpeaking of the

Turkish bow, which differed very little in form

from the long bow, anciently in uſe among us, be-

ing drawn by the hand, without the help of the

rack that is ufed to fome other bows. He fays,

" I was an eye witnefs, how one of theſe bows,

with a little arrow, did pierce through a piece

of fteel three fingers thick," Of facts like theſe

a man
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A B C D, (Pl. IX. Fig. 1. ) is the frame that

holds the darts or arrows, which may be of

different numbers, and placed in different

directions. EF, is a large and ftrong iron

fpring, which is bent by a rope, that

goes over the three pullies K, K, L, and is

drawn by one or ſeveral men ;
this rope

The rope

the ſpring

may be faſtened to a pin at M.

therefore being fet at liberty,

muft frike the darts with great violence,

and fend them, with furpriſing velocity, to

a great diſtance . This inftrument differs

in fome particulars from the defcription

we have ofthat of the ancients ; princi-

pally in throwing of ſeveral darts at the

fame time, one only being thrown by

theirs. A machine of this fort would be

ofuſe in thofe countries where there are

frequently large flights of birds , for a great

a man may be very well allowed to doubt, or to

fuppofe they were attended with fome deception :

yet totally to difbelieve them, when related by

fuch witneffes , merely becauſe they are to us im-

practicable, favours rather of ignorance and teme-

rity than a rational caution .

04
number
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number of arrows being thus diſcharged

at the fame inſtant, could not fail of doing

remarkable execution.

RECREATION LVI.

Tofail as faft, with a fair wind, by land

as by water.

THIS is tobe effected by means of a

failing chariot, or boat fixed on four

wheels ; as AB (Plate IX. Fig. 2. ) which

is driven before the wind by the fails CD,

and guided by the ruder E. In a chariot

ofthis kind the wheels fhould be farther

afunder, and the axel-trees longer, than in

other carriages, to prevent overturning.

A machine of this fort was conſtructed

in the last century by Stephinus , at Sche-

veling in Holland, and is celebrated by

many writers. Its velocity with a ſtrong

wind is faid to be fo great, that it would

carry eight or ten perfons from Scheveling

to Putten, which are forty-two Engliſh

miles diftant, in two hours.

Carriages
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Carriages ofthis kind are ſaid to be fre-

quent in China ; and in any wide, level

country, muſt be, fometimes, both pleaſant

and profitable. The great inconvenience

attending this machine is, that it can only

go in the direction the wind blows : and

even not then unleſs it blow ſtrong ; fo

that, after you have gotfome
way on your

journey, ifthe wind ſhould fail , or change,

you muſt either proceed on foot, or go

back. Some remedy for this inconvenience

will be found in the next recreation. The

Hollanders have, or had, fmall veffels,

fomething of this kind, that carry one or

two perfons on the ice, having a fledge at

bottom inſtead of wheels ; and being made

in the form ofa boat, if the ice break the

paffengers are fecured from drowning.

RECRE-
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RECREATION LVII.

Tofail by land against the wind.

LET ABCD (Plate X. Fig. 1. ) be the

body of a failing chariot : M the maſt,

to which are fixed the wings or fails EF

GH; the two firſt ofwhich E F, are here

fuppofed to be expanded by the wind. R

is the rudder by which it is guided.

Therefore, the wind driving the fails

round, with the maft M, and the cog

wheel K, take the teeth, placed perpen-

dicular to the fides ofthe two fore-wheels

of the carriage, and confequently keep it

in continual motion.

The body of this machine fhould not

be large, nor placed very high, not only

to prevent overturning, but that its mo-

tion may not be thereby impeded ; for the

velocity will be in proportion to the force

ofthe wind on the fails , to that on the

body ofthe machine. Therefore if they

be
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be both equal it will ftand ftill ; or if the

force on the body be greateft, it will go

backwards ; unleſs there be a contrivance

to lock the wheels.

the machine next A,

The upper part of

may be made to take

off, when the wind is contrary, and there

may be another fet of fails placed between

the two hind wheels, which will confider-

ably increafe its velocity. But after all,

for general ufe, a common carriage muft

be preferable for this cannot be expected

to go up a moderate afcent without great

difficulty, nor down a declivity, when

there is a ftrong wind, without danger;

and even on level ground, if the road be

in any degree rough, its progrefs muſt be

very flow; attended both with difficulty.

and danger. In an open country, how-

ever, where there is a large tract of level

and fmooth ground, and frequent ftrong

winds, a machine of this fort will cer-

tainly be very convenient ; and in moſt

countries, when made of a ſmall ſize, may

be uſeful to young people, by affording

them a pleaſant and healthful exerciſe.

RECRE
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RECREATION LVIII.

The uninvertible carriage.

魔术

THE body ofthis carriage muſt conſiſt

of a regular hollow globe, as AB

(Plate X. Fig. 2. ) at the bottom of which

is to be an immoveable weight, and which

muſt be proportioned to the number of

perfons, or the load the machine is intend-

ed to carry. Round the globe muft go two

horizontal iron circles D, E, and two

others F, G, that are perpendicular to the

former. All theſe circles must be made

exactly to fit the globe, that it

freely in every direction . The two hori-

zontal circles are to be joined on each fide

by a perpedicular bar, one of which is ex-

preffed in the figure by HI. All theſe

irons fhould be lined with leather, to pre-

vent unneceffary friction. The body of

the carriage may be either of leather or

hard wood, but the latter will be moft ele-

gible, as leaft liable to wear. The wheel

may move

on
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on each fide is to be faſtened to the per-

pendicular bar by means of a handle K,

that keeps it ſteady.

Now, the body of this machine move-

ing freely in the iron circles, every way,

the center of gravity will always lie at C;

therefore in whatever pofition the wheels

are, or even if they overturn, the body of

the carriage will conftantly remain in the

fame perpendicular direction.

At L is placed a pin, round which

is a hollow moveable cylinder : this pin

moves up and down in the grove MN,

that it may not impede the perpendicular

motion of the circles, at the fame time

that it prevents the body of the machine

from turning round in a horizontal direc-

tion. O, is one ofthe windows, P the

door, and QR the fhafts to this ma-

chine.

When a carriage of this fort is intend-

ed for a ſingle perfon, or a light weight,

it
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it may be hung on ſwivels, in the ſame

manner as the rolling lamp or the fea

compafs, which will make its horizontal

motion ftill more regular : and when it is

defigned to carry feveral perfons, by add-

ing another perpendicular bar, on each

fide, between the two horizontal circles,

it may be placed on four wheels . The

body of this machine ſhould be frequent-

ly oiled or greaſed, not only to prevent

any difagreeable noife that may arife from

its rubing againſt the circles, but to pre-

vent unneceſſary wear in the feveral parts.

This carriage is not intended for fmooth

roads, or a regular pavement ; there, cer-

tainly, thoſe of the common conftruction

are much preferable ; nor ſhould a carriage

totally free from irregular motion be

fought after by thoſe who are in perfect

health but there are many perfons, fub-

ject to different diforders, who by being

obliged to travel over rough roads in the

common carriages, fuffer tortures ofwhich

the
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the healthful have no idea ; to all thefe,

therefore, and to every one who is forced

to travel through dangerous roads, a car-

riage of this fort muft doubtlefs be high-

ly defirable.

As this deſign may appear to fome per-

fons, on a fuperficial view, impracticable,

we fhall here infert an account of a fimi-

lar carriage, which we have taken from

the first volume of the Abridgement ofthe

Philofophical Tranfactions, by Lowthorp,

p. 592. There is not, however, any de-

fcription ofthe manner in which that ma-

chine was conftructed. The account is as

follows: A new fort of calefh defcribed

6

by Sir R. B. This caleſh goes on two

"two wheels ; carries one perfon ; is light

" enough. Though it hangs not on braces,

" yet it is eaſier than the common coach.

" A common coach will overturn if one

" wheel go on a fuperficies a foot and a

"half higher than the other, but this

" will admit of the difference of three

" foot

I
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foot and one-third in height of the fu→

"perficies, without danger of overturn-

" ing. We chofe all the irregular banks,

" and fides of ditches, to run over ; and I

"have this day feen it, at five feveral

" times, turn over and over, and the horſe

" not at all difordered. If the horfe fhould

be in the leaft unruly, with the help

" of one pin, you difengage him from

"the caleh without any inconvenience

ચંદ (a contrivance of this fort may be eafily

" added to theforegoing defign. ) I myſelf

"have been once overturned, and knew

" it not till I lookt up, and ſaw the

" wheel flat over my head : and if a man

"went with his eyes fhut, he would

imagine himſelf in the moſt ſmooth

66 way, though at the fame time there be

"three foot difference in the height ofthe

" ground of each wheel."
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RECREATION LIX.

The columnar dial.

PLATE XI. Fig. 1. repreſents a column

or obelifk AB, whofe fhaft GH is

fluted and divided by horizontal lines, that

appear as joints, and ſerve to mark the

hours the infide of this column is hol-

low, and is reprefented by Fig. 2 : in the

bafe is placed the hollow cylinder A, con-

ftructed exactly in the fame manner with

that ofthe 49th Recreation of this volume,

but here it is kept in motion by the weight

B, faftened to a ftring that goes over the

pulley C, and to this ftring is likewiſe

faftened the index H, that as the weight

defcends points to the hours marked on

the outfide of the column, as is expreffed

in Fig. 1 , at H. The axis of the cylinder

comes through the front of the column,

and to the end of it is fixed an index that

points to the minutes of each hour, mark-

VOL. I.
P ed
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ed on a circle in the front of the bafe, as

in Fig. 1. at B.

The ftriking part of this dial is contain-

ed in the capital ofthe column, (fee Fig. 2. )

where DE is an axis, on which are placed

the two braſs wheels F and G, that are of

an equal diameter. On the circumference

ofthe wheel Gare fix teeth, placed at equal

diftances from each other; theſe teeth are

taken by the detent or lever IK L. The

wheel F is likewiſe divided into fix equal

parts, in each of which is placed a dif-

ferent number of teeth from one to fix.

The fhort end of the detent or lever

MNO takes the teeth of this wheel, and

to the other end of it is fixed the hammer

P, that ftrikes the bell Q.

The wheel A making a complete re-

volution every hour, when it comes to X,

its tooth raiſes the end a of the lever

a, b, c, confequently depreffes the oppoſite

endc, whichbymeans oftheftring c d raiſes

the
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the end I of the lever IKL, and the wheel

Gis turned by the weight W from G to

Z, but can go no further ; for the end I,

of that lever, being heavier than the other

end, defcends again immediately after it has

quitted the tooth. Now the wheel F be-

ing ofthe fame dimenfion as G, and fixed

on the fame axis, muft neceffarily move

the fame ſpace, in order to which it muſt

push up the end of the lever MNO, that

preffes againſt one of its teeth, and that

end defcending again immediately, being

heavier than the other, the hammer O

will ftrike the bell ; it will, in like man-

ner, be forced over and fall between each

tooth, till it come to the end of the divi-

fion, and confequently give as many ſtrokes

on the bell as there are teeth in that di-

viſion . As the end NO of the lever

MNO is three times as long as MN,

while the ſhort end is puſhed over one of

the teeth, the other will be pushed three

times as far from the bell.

P 2 Due
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1

Due care must be had in adjufting the

weight to the effect it is to produce, for

if it be too light it will not overcome the

friction of the lever with the teeth ; and

if it be too heavy the wheel will move

with too great velocity, and not give the

lever fufficient time to fall in between the

teeth . To the axis of each of the wheels

A and F is fixed a racket wheel and a

ketch, by which they are wound up. The

time of this dial's going may be confi-

derably increaſed by adding one or more

pullies to thofe at C and W.

It is evident from the conſtruction of

this dial that it ftrikes from one to fix

only it may, however, be made to ftrike

all the twelve hours, but then the num-

ber of teeth on the wheel F must be in-

creaſed from 21 to 78 , and conſequently

the wheels muſt be larger or the teeth

fmaller, either of which would be incon-

venient ; and as we have obſerved elfe-

where, fimplicity is a capital excellence in

the
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It
the conſtruction of every machine.

would certainly be more eligible for clocks

in general to found no more hours than 6 ,

as they would be lefs complex in their

conſtruction, the hours would be more

readily told and lefs liable to be miſtook ;

nor could it be attended with any incon-

venience, as it is impoffible for any one,

to whom time is of the leaft importance,

not to diſtinguiſh morning, noon, and

night from each other .

A clock ofthis fort may be conftructed

at a ſmall expence, and will make an ele-

gant piece of furniture ; or if elegance be

not regarded, the machinerymay be placed

in the corner ofa room, with a plain board

before, and it will anfwer the intention

equally well. It is eaſy to conceive, that

with a ſmall alteration this machine may

ferve as a reveilleur or alarum ,

"

RECRE-P 3
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RECREATION LX.

An air chronometer.

PROVIDE a glaſs tube (Plate XII. Fig.

1.) of about an inch diameter, and

three or four feet long : the diameter of

the infide of this tube must be preciſely

equal in every part : at the bottom is to

be a ſmall hole, that is cloſely covered

with a valve. In the tube place a piſton

E, (Fig. 2. ) which is made to fit it exactly,

and muſt be oiled, that it may move in the

tube with the greateſt freedom : in this

pifton there is a cock, that fhuts quite

cloſe, and from the top of it there goes

a cord F, that paffes through the han-

dle G.

Now the cock of the pifton being

clofed, it is to be let down to the bottom

of the tube, and being then drawn up to

the top, the air will rufh in by the valve

at
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at the bottom of the tube, and fupport the

piſton. You are then to turn the cock,

fo as to make a very ſmall vent, and the

air paffing lowly through that vent, the

pifton will gradually defcend and fhow

the hour, either by lines cut in the tube

with a diamond, or marked with paint, or

by fmall flips of paper pafted on the

glafs. If this chronometer fhould go

too faft or flow, it may be eaſily regu-

lated by altering the poſition of the cock

in the piſton, as it is on that the whole

depends.

If, inftead of marking the tube, you

would have the time ſhown by a dial, it

may be eaſily effected by placing an axis,

to which the hand of the dial is fixed,

directly over the tube, and winding the

ftring to which the pifton is joined, round

that axis ; for then as the piſton de-

fcends the axis will gradually turn the

hand, and fhow the hour : but you are

P 4
to
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to obſerve, that as the deſcent of the piſton

is not conftantly regular, occafioned by

the decreaſe of refiftance from the quan-

tity of fubjacent air as the piſton deſcends,

the axis therefore muft not be a regular

cylinder, but conical, like the fuſee of a

watch, as in Fig. 3. by which mean the

motion ofthe hand ofthe dial will be con-

ftantly uniform .

RECRE-
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RECREATION LXI.

The lamp chronometer.

PLATE XII . Fig. 4. repreſents a cham-

ber-lamp A, conſiſting of a cylindri-

cal veffel about three inches high and

one inch diameter, placed in the ſtand B.

The infide of this veffel muſt be every

where exactly of the fame diameter. To

the ftand B is fixed the handle C, which

fupports the frame D E FG, about twelve

inches high and four inches wide. This

frame is to be covered with oiled paper,

and divided into twelve equal parts, by

horizontal lines ; at the end of which are

wrote the numbers for the hours, from I

to 12, and between the horizontal lines are

diagonals, that are divided into halves,

quarters, &c. On the handle B, and cloſe

to the glafs, is fixed the ftyle or gno-

mon H.

2..

Now
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Nowas the diſtance ofthe ſtyle from the

flame of the lamp is only half an inch, if

the diſtance ofthe frame from the ftyle be

fix inches, then while the float that con-

tains the light deſcends , by the decreaſe of

the oil, one inch, the ſhadow ofthe ſtyle on

the frame will afcend twelve inches, that is,

its whole length, and fhow by its progreſ

fion, the regular increaſe of the hours,

with their ſeveral divifions.

It is quite neceffary that the oil ufed in

this lamp be always of the fame fort, and

quite pure, and that the wick alfo be con-

ftantly of the fame fize and ſubſtance, as it

is on theſe circumftances and the uniform

figure ofthe veffel, that the regular pro-

grefs ofthe ſhadow depends .

To make this machine ornamental as

well as ufeful, there may be drawn in the

middle ot the frame, yet ſo as to leave the

divifions of the hours quite viſible, the

figures

7
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figures of trees, flowers, animals, or

whatever elfe the owner's imagination ſhall

fuggeft ; and if they be properly painted,

in lively colours, they will have a very

pleaſing effect.

RECREATION LXII,

THE

The nocturnaldial.

'HE two wheels A and B (Plate XII.

Fig. 5.) are of the fame diameter, and

have each fifty-four teeth : their axes are

parallel, but have no connection with each

other. The pinion C and the wheel D

have each fix teeth, and the wheel E eigh-

teen teeth ; the two laft wheels, D and E,

are placed on the fame axis : all theſe

wheels muſt be of brafs or copper, and as

light as poffible. Near the circumference

of the wheel A are the figures for the

hours and their divifions, which are cut

through the plate, and covered with oiled

paper.
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paper. On the wheel B, at F, is fixed a

lamp, the oil of which must be of the

pureft fort, and the wick conſtantly of the

fame fize and matter ; and round the axis

of this wheel is wound a rope, to which

hangs the weight G.

Now the quantity of oil in the lamp is

ſo adjuſted, as to exactly counterbalance

the weight G; but as the oil is continu-

ally decreaſing, the weight muft defcend,

though very gradually, and conſequently

turn the wheel B, and that must turn the

pinion C and wheel D, which being fixed

on the fame axis as E, turns that alfo,

and confequently the wheel A. But as

each of the great wheels A and B have

fifty-four teeth, the pinion C and wheel

D only fix teeth, and the wheel E eighteen

teeth, it neceffarily follows, that while the

wheel B moves from F to H, that is, one-

third of its circumference, the wheel A

muſt make a complete revolution ; and as

fome
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fome parts of its circumference will be con-

tinually oppofite the lamp, the number of

the hour will be always vifible.

A hollow cone or funnel, as Fig. 6. is

to beplaced to that fide ofthe lamp oppo-

fite the wheel A, the ſmall end of this cone

fhould be fquare, and which will confine

the light of the lamp to a determinate

part ofthe wheel A: if a moveable lens

be adjuſted to this fmall end , the quantity

of light may be extended or contracted at

pleaſure. ]

This dial may be made to found the

hours, by adding the apparatus deſcribed

in the 59th Recreation, and fixing a tooth

on the rim of the wheel A, againſt each

hour, which will take the end of the

lower lever, in the ftriking part of that

machine, and it may like that ferve as

an alarum.}

To
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To thoſe who are troubled with an in-

fomny, or inability to fleep, whether from

conſtitution or diſeaſe, a dial of this fort

will prove an agreeable companion , as it

will continually fhow how the tireſome

hours wear away ; and to make it more

amufing, over each hour fome motto may

be cut out ; for if the diameter of the

wheel be one foot, its circumference will

be fomething more than three feet, and

conſequently there will be a ſpace of three

inches to every hour. In the twelve com-

partments under the hours there may be

likewiſe figures of hiſtory, either religious

or profane ; or emblems of devotion , love,

morality, or whatever elfe the temper and

difpofition of the owner may require ; and

if theſe figures be covered with tranſpa-

rent paper, properly coloured, this ma-

chine, at the fame time that it answers

the common purpoſes of a dial and lamp,

will afford a pleaſing reprefentation ; and

as the wheels are in continual motion, and

the
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the light confined to a certain ſpace, one

that is continually varying.

We might here give a much greater

variety of mechanical conſtructions, but

we chooſe to confine ourſelves to fuch as

are moſt remarkable, and which, when

duly confidered, will be quite fufficient to

exemplify the foregoing aphorifms . They

who are defirous of more variety will

readily find a great number of experi-

ments that are conftantly repeated by every

writer on mechanics.

THE END OF THE FIRST VOLUME,
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every article in this volume ; ſo that

any one, after having once read the

whole, by looking over thefe con-

tents, will readily remember how every

recreation is to be performed .)
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Of the amount and product of even and

uneven numbers, aph. 1 to 6-Ofthe

VOL. I. divi-
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divifibility ofnumbers, aph. 6 and 7.-

Properties of the number 9 , aph. 8 and

9.-Properties of arithmetic progref-

fions, aph. 10 to 14.-Ofgeometric pro-

greffions, aph. 14 and 15.-Of com-

binations and permutations, aph. 16

and 17.

THE ROMAN ABACUS.
P. Ir

An inftrument by which any fum may be

fet down, added to, or fubtracted from,

another, by counters, and without, the

ufe of figures.

NEPERS RODS.
P. 13

A method of multiplying and dividing by

a table of figures, engraved on moveable

rods (fee Plate I. Fig. 1 and 2.)

THE CHINESE SWAN-PAN.
P. 17

An inftrument that performs all the oper-

ations of arithmetic, by moveable balls

ftrung on wires (Plate I. Fig. 3.) and;

with-
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without the aid of figures. A blind

perfon, with this inftrument, may make

any
calculation with certainty.

RECREATION I. p. 22

Anynumber being named, by adding afigure

to it, to make it divisible by nine.

By adding as much to the amount of the

figures that compofe the number, as will

make it diviſible by nine.

RECREATION II. p . 23.

Aperfon having an even number of coun-

ters in one hand, and an odd number in

the other, to tell in which hand the odd

or even number is.

By directing him to multiply the number

in one hand by an odd number, and

that in the other by an even number,

and to tell you whether the amount of

the two products be even or odd .

Q 2
RE-
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RECREATION III.
p. 24

Aperfon making choice offeveral numbers,

another is to name him the number by

whichthefum ofthofe numbers is divifible.

By putting a parcel of tickets, marked

with numbers divifible by 3, into one

divifion of a bag, and into another di-

vifion tickets marked with the number

3 only, and letting two perfons draw one

from each divifion .

RECREATION IV. p. 25

Tofind the difference between two numbers,

ofgreatest ofwhich is unknown.

By fubtracting the leaft number from an

equal number of nines, and directing

another perfon to add to, and fubtract

from, the amount, in a determinate

manner.

RECRE
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RECREATION V.TION
p. 27

To tell, by the dial of a watch, at what

hour anyperfon intends to rife.

You tell him to place the hand of the dial

at what hour he pleafe, and you pri-

vately add 12 to that number ; you then

tell him to count fo many hours on the

dial as are equal to the amount, and the

laft will be the hour required.

RECREATION VI.
P. 28

A per
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By offering fuch numbers only as are di-

viſible by 9, and the fum of any two of

them is either 9 or 18, and contains no

cypher.

Q3
RE-
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RECREATION VII. P. 29

Twoperfons choosing two numbers, and mul-

tiplying them together, by knowing the

laft figure of the product to tell the other.

figures.

By putting into one divifion of a bag tick-

ets marked 73, and into another divi-

fion fuch numbers, as when multiplied

by 73 , will end with the nine digits .

RECREATION VIII. p . 31

The magical century.

If two perfons ftake a number of counters

alternately, but never more than ten at

once, he that ftakes firft muft make the

century, provided he make the other's

ſtake, each time, equalto one more than

the fum of one ofthe nine digits multi-

plied by 11-the fame Recreation with

a pack of cards, p. 32 .

RE-
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RECREATION IX.
P. 34

The confederate counters.

A ring, a ſeal, and a ſnuff-box being choſe

by three perfons, to tell, by means of

twenty four counters, and a verſe of

fourteen fyllables, which of them each

perſon has choſe.

RECREATION X.
P. 36

Aperfon privately fixing on any number,

to tellhim that number.

By directing him to double, add to, and

multiply that number, and fubtract

another number from it, in a determi-

nate order.

Q4
RE-
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RECREATION XI. P. 37

Three dice being thrown on a table, to tell

the number ofeach die, and the order in

which theyftand.

The perſon who threw the dice is to dou-

ble and multiply each number, and fub-

tract another number from the amount,

as in the laſt Recreation .

RECREATION XII. P. 39

To tell the number a perfon has fixed on,

without asking him any question.

By directing him to halve and triple his

number four times, and by obſerving

when he is obliged to add one to the

fum, before he can halve it, and ap-

plying thoſe cafes to the fyllables of

eight Latin words.

RECREATION XIII.
P. 42

Thirtyfoldiers having deferted, fifteen of

them are to be punished ; ſo to place the

whole
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whole number in a ring, that you may

fave any 15 you pleafe, and it shallfeem

the effect of chance.

By placing them according to numbers.

annexed to the vowels of a Latin

verfe.

RECREATION XIV. P.43

Someperfon in company putting a ring, pri-

vately, on one of his fingers, to name the

perfon, the hand, thefinger, and thejoint,

on which it is placed.

Another perfon is to double, add to, and

multiply the number of the rank in

which the firft perfon ftands, and tell

you theamount, from whichyou deduct

a certain fum, and the remainder will

anfwer the queftion.

OF ARITHMETICAL MAGIC SQUARES. p. 46

They confift of numbers in arithmetic

progreffion, placed in equal rows, and

in
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in fuch manner that the fum of each

row, taken either perpendicularly, ho-

rizontally, or diagonally, is the fame-

method ofconſtructing theſe ſquares.

RECREATION XV. P. 49

Theferies of numbers, from 1 to 25, being

wrote on that number of cards, after

they have been fhuffled, to deal them to

fiveperfons, either by twos or threes, at

the option of the parties, and the amount

of the numbers on each one's cards to be

thefame.

There is to be a wide card-table for dif

pofing the cards, before they are fhuf-

fled, according to the magic fquare,

p. 50-manner of dealing them, p . 51 ,

RECREATION XVI.
P. 52

To deal the thirty-two cards ofthe game of

piquet to four perfons, after you have

fhuffled them, and the parties have chofe

whether
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whetheryou shall deal them by twos or

threes, infuch manner that all the cards

in each perfon's hand fhall be of thefame

fuit.

Order of difpofing the cards-manner of

dealing them, p. 53.

OFGEOMETRIC MAGIC SQUARES. p. 54

To be filled after the fame manner as the

arithmetic ſquares-the product of each

line, taken in any direction, is the

fame.

RECREATION XVII. p. 55

Several numbers being wrote upon cards, to

Shuffle them, and deal the whole, orpart

of them, to three perfons, in fuch manner,

that each one multiplying the numbers on

his cards together, the product of each

perfon's cards fhall be thefame ; and to

repeat the recreation after having fhuf-

fled the cards afecond time.

The numbers wrote on the cards are to be

thoſe of the geometric magic fquare--

there
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there must be three wide cards, p. 56—

method of repeating the experiment,

P. 57-may be performed with the

numbers of the arithmetic magic fquare.

RECREATION XVIII . p . 58

Tofind the number ofchanges that

rung on twelve bells.

may be

By multiplying the numbers from 1 to

12 into each other.

RECREATION XIX. P. 59

Suppofing the letters of the alphabet to bè

wrote fo fmall that no one ofthem fhall

take up more space than the hundredth

part of an inch ; to find how manySquare

yards it wouldrequire to write alltheper-

mutations of the twenty-four letters in

that fixe.

The permutations of the twenty-four let-

letters are found as in the laft recre-

ation-the number of fquare yards re-

quired
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quired to contain thoſe permutations is

18620 times as large as the furface of

the earth, p . 60.

RECREATION XX.
p. 60

Tofin
d
ho
w

ma
ny

dif
fer

ent

wa
ys the eld

est

ha
nd

at piq
uet

ma
y

tak
e
on his fiv

e
car

ds
.

This number found bythe fixteenth apho-

rifm- it is 15503 to 1 that he does not

take in any five certain cards, p . 61.

RECREATION XXI.
р. 61

Tofind the number of deals a perfon may

play at the game of whift, without even

holding thefame cards twice.

This number alfo is found by the fix-

teenth aphorifm.

THE ARITHMETIC TRIANGLE.
p. 62

Its conftruction- its ufe in finding the

combination of fmall numbers, p . 63.

RE-
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RECREATION XXII. p. 64

To find how many different founds may be

produced byfiriking on a harpfichord two

or more ofthe feven natural notes at the

Same time.

This number, which is 120, found bythe

foregoing table.

RECREATION XXIII. p. 64

Takefour pieces ofpafteboard, of thefame

dimenfion, and divide them diagonally,

in thefigures, into eight triangles : paint

Seven oftheſe triangles with the primi-

tive colours, red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, and violet, and let the eighth

be white : to find how many chequers,

orfour-fided figures, differing either in

form or colour, may be made out of theſe

eight triangles.

This number, which is 196, found in the

fame manner as in the laſt recreation, p.66

R E-

6

(
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RECREATION XXIV. p. 66

Aman has twelve differentforts offlowers,

and a large number ofeachfort. He is

defirous offetting them in beds or flou-

rifbes in his parterre : fix flowers infome,

Seven in others, and eight in others ; fo

as tohave the greatest variety poffible, the

flowers in no two beds to be thefame : to

find how many beds he must have.

This number, which is 2211, is alfo found

by the foregoing table.

RECREATION XXV. p. 67

To find the number ofchances that may

thrown by two dice.

be

This number is 36-the whole number of

points is 252- it is an equal chance, at

every throw, to bring feven points,

68-method of finding the number.

ofchances on any number of dice.

P.

RECRE
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RECREATION XXVI. p. 69

To difcover the number of points on three

cards, placed under three different heaps

ofcards.

As many cards are to be put over each of

them as with the number of its points

will make 15, then telling the number

of the remaining cards, privately, and

adding 16 to that number, the amount

will be the number of points on the

three cards.

RECREATION XXVII.

The ten duplicates.

P. 70

Twenty cards being laid in pairs, and in

four rows, feveral perfons are to look

at different pairs, and tell you in which

rows they are, when you tell them,

by the aid of four Latin words, which

cards they looked at .

RE-
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RECREATION XXVIII. p. 72

To name the number ofcards that a perfon

fhall take out of the pack.

This is done by previouſly diſpoſing the

cards in a certain order, and by an Eng-

liſh verſe to aid the memory.

RECREATION XXIX. p. 74

A century ofdifferent names being wroteon

the cards, to tell the particular name

that dny person has fixed on.

A hundred names are wrote on 10 cards,

and the laſt name of each card begins

with one of the letters of a word that

has ten letters ; and on ten other cards,

the fame hundred names are wrote,

in different difpofitions. A perfon is

to draw a card from the firſt ten , and

after fixing on a name, give it you a-

gain :
VOL. I. R
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gain : youthen ſhow him the other ten

cards, and when he tells you the card

that has the name, you tell him , by

means ofthe laſt name on the card he

drew, which it is. This recreation

may be performed with twenty cards,

inſtead of ten ; and queſtions and an-

fwers may be uſed inſtead ofnames 78

OF THE COMBINATIONS OF THE

CARDS. p. 78.

The tables formed by theſe combinations

are applicable to many other fubjects .

befide cards-manner of fhuffling the

cards, fo as to make them correfpond

to the tables, p. 79.

Table of combinations for ten numbers,

83

and for one, two, and three ſhuffles, p. 82

Table for twenty- four numbers

Table for twenty-feven numbers

Table for thirty-two numbers

8
4

85

RECRE-
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RECREATION XXX. p. 86

Several letters that convey no meaning be-

ing wrote upon cards, to make them,

after they have been twice fhuffled, give

an anſwer to a question thatſhall be pro-

pofed, asfor example, What is love?

The twenty four letters of the anſwer are

to be wrote on that number of cards,

and the anſwer itſelf to be wrote on a

paper ; the numbers from 1 to 24 are

to be affixed to the letters, and the cards

to be difpofed according to the third

columninthe tablefor twenty-fournum-

bers-neceffaryobfervations for conduct-

ing this and fimilar experiments, p. 88.

RECREATION XXXI. p. 90

The twenty-four letters ofthe alphabet being

wrote onfo many cards, tofhuffle them

andpronounce the lettersfhall then be in

their naturalorder, but that notfucceed-

R 2
ing,
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ing, to fhuffle them a fecond time, and

thenfhow them in proper order.

The cards are here to be diſpoſed after the

fame method as in the laſt recreation-

the experiment is to fail at firſt, that it

may appear the moreextraordinary after

the fecond fhuffle.

RECREATION XXXII.` p. 9º

Several letters being wrote promifcuously on

thirty-two cards,after theyhave been once

Shuffled, tofind on a part ofthem a quef-

tion, and then shuffling the remainder a

Second time, toshow the answer.

The letters of the queftion and anſwer,

which are 32, are to be wrote on the

cards ; the letters of the anſwer, which

are ten, are to be wrote on a paper, and

the numbers from 1 to 10 affixed to

them. They are then to be ranged by

the fecond column of the table for ten

numbers, and thewhole thirty-two cards

are
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are next to be difpofed by the ſecond

column ofthe table for that number-

there is to be a long card, by which

they are to be cut, and then fhuffled,

P. 93

RECREATION XXXIII . p. 94

To write thirty-two letters onfo many cards,

then fouffle and deal them, by twos, to

two perfons, in fuch manner, that the

cards of one fhall contain a question, and

thofe ofthe other, the anſwer.

The numbers from 1 to 32 are tobe wrote

over the letters of the queſtion and an-

fwer ; they are then to be ranged ac-

cording to the firft column of the table

for thirty-two numbers, fhuffled and

dealt.

RECREATION XXXIV. p.96

The five beatitudes.

Thefe five bleffings, which are ſcience,

courage, health, riches, virtue, are to

R 3 be
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be found on thirty-two cards that are

dealt to five perfons-the numbers from

I to 32 are to be wrote over the letters

of thoſe words, in a determinate order

the cards are then to be ranged according

to the first column for thirty-two num-

bers. The five beatitudes being wrote,

each of them, on four cards, each per

fon is to draw one from one of the

fours, and when the other cards are

dealt, one by one, each Perfon will have

the fame word on the cards dealt him as

on that he drew.

RECREATION XXXV. P, 98

The cards ofthe game ofpiquet being mixed

together, after shuffling them to bring, by

cutting them, all the cards of each fuit

together.

The order in which the cards are to berang-

ed before the firſt ſhuffle, p.99-they are

then to be cut at a wide card, and the

part cut off laid afide : the remaining

cards
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cards are to be fhuffled a ſecond time,

and cut at another wide card ; the fame

operation is to be repeated a third time ;

and the four fuits will then be all fe-

parate.

RECREATION XXXVI. p. 100
P.

The cards at piquet being all mixed toge-

ther, to divide the pack into two unequal

parts, andname the number ofpoints con-

tained in each part.

The cards areto be difpofedby thetablefor

thirty-two numbers ; they are then to be

fhuffled, according to order, and cut at

a wide card, when each parcel will have

a determinate number.

RECREATION XXXVII. p. 103

The inconceivable repique.

This recreation is to be performed with

the cards ranged in the order deſcribed

R 4
in
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in the laft: they are to be fhuffled a fe-

cond time, and cut at the wide card,

and they will be then ranged in fuch

order, that you will repique your adver-

fary, thoughyou let him choofe, after the

cards are cut, in what fuit you fhall

make the repique-in a particular cir-

cumftance you muſt paſs the three bot-

tom cards to the top, p. 108.

RECREATION XXXVIII. p. 109

The metamorphofed cards.

Thirty-two different words being promif-

cuously wrote, and four different colours

and objects painted on thirty- two cards,

they are to be fhuffled, as before, and

dealt to four perfons, and after the firſt

deal every one's cards are to be all of

the fame colour : after the ſecond deal

they are all to have the fame object ;

and after the third deal each perfon's

cards are to contain a different fen-

timent.

:

RECRE-
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RECREATION XXXIX . p . 113

The repique with carte blanch.

The order in which the cards are to be dif-

pofed before the deal, p. 114- the hands

ofthe two players, p.115-one of them

is to have the choice of the two hands,

on condition of his being eldeſt or

youngest, p.116-method ofthe other's

diſcarding accordingly.

RECREATION XL. P. 117

Cafe at piquet where you repique the elder

hand, though he have the choice of the

cards after they are dealt.

The order in which the cards muft ftand

after they have been cut-the hands of

the two players, p . 119- one of the

players is then to chooſe either hand,

but without ſeeing them- manner in

which the other muſt diſcard, p. 120.

R E-
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RECREATION XLI.
P. 121

Cafe at piquet where you give the other

player, not only the choice of the fuit in

which he will be repiqued, but that of

dealingthe cards by twos or threes, and of

taking either hand after they are dealt,

you being to tell and playfirft.

Previous difpofition of the cards : there

are to be four wide cards-if they are

cut at any one of the wide cards, the

ftock will be all of one fuit, p . 122-

the hands and rentrés of the two play-

ers , when the cards are dealt by twos-

and when they are dealt by threes,

p . 123- method of difcarding according

to the hand the adverſary chooſes, and

as the deal is by twos or threes, p. 124

RECREATION XLII.
P. 126

An exemplary cafe at piquet, where you re-

piqueyour adverfary, after giving him the

choice
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choice ofhaving the cards dealt either by

twos orthrees.

Table for difpofing the cards in this and

like cafes, p. 127-remark on the fore-

going manoeuvres at piquet, p. 131.

RECREATION XLIII. p. 132 .

Several different cards being shown to dif-

ferentperfons, that each of them mayfix

on one of thofe cards, to name that on

which each perfon hasfixed.

As many cards are to be ſhown each per-

fon as there are perfons to chooſe ; each

one's cards to be laid down feparately,

and the firſt perfon's card will be the

firft in the heap where it is ; the ſecond

perfon's card the fecond, &c.- The

fame recreation may be performed with

a fingle perfon, p. 133.

RE-
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RECREATION XLIV. p. 134

To name the rank ofa card aperfon has

drawnfrom a piquet pack.

Byaffigning a certain number to each card,

and adding the number of the firſt to

that of the ſecond, &c. rejecting the

tens and carrying the remainder, and

fubtracting 4 from 10 or 20, for the

number of the card drawn.

RECREATION LXV. p. 135

To tell the amount of the numbers of two

cards that a perfon has drawn from a

commonpack ofcards.

He is to add as many cards to each ofthoſe

he has drawn as will make its number

25. You then tell the remaining cards,

filently, and their number will be the

amount ofthe cards drawn. This re-

creation may be performed without tell-

ing
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ing the cards, p. 136—or with a pack of

piquet cards, p. 138.

RECREATION XLVI. p. 139

To tell the amount of the numbers ofany

three cards that a perfon has drawnfrom

thepack.

You are to draw a fingle card yourſelf, to

makethe remaining number diviſible by

3: the perfon is then to add as manymore

to each ofhis cards as will make itsnum-

ber 16, and the number of the remain-

ing cards will be the amount ofthe cards

he drew. This recreation alfo maybe

performed without tellingthe remaining

cards, p . 140—and with a pack of pi-

quet cards, p. 141 .

RECRE
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DIFFERENT METHODS OF WRITING IN

CYPHER.

RECREATION XLVII. p. 143

To communicate intelligence by a pack ofpi

quet cards.

The parties are previouſly to agree how

the cards are to be difpofed and ſhuf-

fled he who fends the cypher copies

the letters on thirty-two cards, alter-

nately, and ſhuffles them as agreed,

p. 144-example of a cypher of this

kind-methods of making it more dif-

ficult to decypher, and lefs liable to fuf-

picion, p. 146.

RECREATION XLVIII . p. 147

The myftical dial.

A moveable circle of pafteboard is placed

within another circle, and on each of

them are wrote the letters of the alpha-

bet
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bet (Plate II. Fig. 1.) The moveable

circle is placed as agreed on between the

parties, and the letters ofthe one wrote

for the other-the fame intention may

be anſwered by a ruler, p. 148 .

RECREATION XLIX. p. 149

The correspondingSpaces.

Similar ſpaces to be cut in two pieces of

paſteboard, and one of them kept by

each party. The fecret intelligence to

be wrote in theſe ſpaces, when laid on a

paper, and the diſtances between them

to be filled up by words that make a

different fenfe.

RECREATION L.

The mufical cypher.

P. 151

The conftruction of this inftrument is fi-

milar to that of the 48th Recreation.

The notes of mufic anſwer to the let-

ters of the alphabet (Pl. III.) The cy-

pher
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pher to be wrote on ruled paper, as a

piece of mufic, p. 152— is liable to very

little fufpicion, p. 153.

Rules for decyphering
P. 153

Example of a cypher wrote in arbitrary

characters, and the words feparate from

each other
156

A cypher wrote in arbitrary characters,

and the words all cloſe together 157

Manner of decyphering a writing of this

fort
158

Method of rendering a fimilar writing ex-

tremely difficult to decypher 158 (note)

The contents of the two foregoing cy-

phers

RECREATION LI.

Vifual correfpondence.

159

P. 16
0

The letters ofthe alphabet are cut through

a circle ofwood, near its circumference,

and the circle being made to turn on a

pole, the letter wanted is brought be-

4
fore
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fore an opening at the top of it, and a

light placed behind the letter (Plate IV.

Fig. 1 and 2.)- method of ufing this

machine, p. 161-a teleſcope is necef-

fary when the diſtance is confiderable,

p. 162-particular purpoſes to which

this machine may be applied, p. 163.

RECREATION LII.
p. 164

Auricular correfpondence.

Two bells are placed at the top of a build-

ing, and the letters of the alphabet are

expreffed by the number of ftrokes on

one or both bells-a correfpondence

may be carried on by this contrivance,

where that ofthe laſt recreation can have

no effect.

VOL. I. S ME-
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MECHANICS.

DEFINITIONS

APHORISMS

p. 169

172

Properties of moving bodies, aph. I to

12.-Properties of pendulums, aph. 12

to 16.- Of the mechanic powers, aph.

16 to 26.—Of compound machines,

aph. 26, to the end.

RECREATION XLIX *. p. 180

To conftruct a mechanicaldial without wheels,

Spring, or weight.

This dial confifts of a hollow cylinder,

(Pl. VI. Fig. 1 and 2.) on the ends of

whofe axis are wound two ftrings, the

* This and the three following numbers are

duplicates, there being, by miſtake, two Recrea-

tions numbered 49 , 50, 51 , and 52 ; but as the

titles of thefe recreations are all different, and as

they are in different pages, there can be no obfcu-

rity in the reference.

other
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other ends of which are faſtened to the

top of the wainſcot. Within the cy-

linder are five partitions, and between

them water is placed, which paffing,

by a ſmall hole, from one partition to

the other, cauſes the cylinder to de-

fcend flowly and fhow the hour, by

the ends of the axis pointing to a table

of numbers on the wainſcot.

RECREATION L.
P. 183

A dial to how the hour by gradually de-

fcending an inclined plain.

It confifts of two parallel plates connect-

ed by a hoop (Plate V. Fig . 3 and 4.)

Betweenthe plates are a train of wheels,

and on the outfide is a weight, which

is faftened to the center wheel, and

therefore caufes the dial to defcend in a

regular progreffion-this dial will go

for any time, according to the length

of the inclined plane, p . 186 .

S 2 RE.
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RECREATION LI. P. 187

A clock to go perpetually by the influence

ofthe celestial bodies.

This clock is of the common conftruc-

tion, but is placed againſt a wall by

which the tide flows, and is moved by

that, as that is bythe moon, &c.

RECREATION LII. p. 190

The infcrutable lock.

The infcrutability of this lock arifes from

the combinations of the moveable parts

ofthe ward of the key, with the dif-

ferent poſitions in which the ſcutcheon

before the lock may be placed, (Plate

VII. Fig. 1. and 2.) which make it

more than eleven thouſand four hun-

dred and ninety-fix millions to one,

at every trial, that a ftranger does not

open
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open the lock ; which however is opened

inftantly by the owner.

RECREATION LIII. p. 193

So to difpofe a band- mill to grind corn, &c.

that being onceput in motion it shall work

inceffantly, without the affiftance of any

animal power.

This mill is to be moved by a ſmoke jack

—a deſcription of that machine (Plate

VII. Fig. 3 . )-as the motion of the

jack is inceffant while there is ſmoke

in the chimney, the motion of the

mill connected with it muſt be inceffant

alfo-this machine may be applied to

other uſeful purpoſes.

RECRE-
$ 3
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RECREATION LIV.
P. 195

A carriage to go without anyforce but what

it receivesfrom the paffengers.

This carriage is moved by machinery

(Plate VIII . Fig. 1 and 2.) contained in

in a box that is placed behind it, and

is worked by the footman- might be

moved, with equal or greater facility,

by the perſon who fits in it, p . 197-

the uſe or convenience of this carriage.

RECREATION LV.

The catapulta.

P. 198

This machine (Plate IX . Fig . 1. ) uſed by

the ancients to throw darts againſt their

enemies-amazing force of fome darts

(note)-ufe to which this machine may

be applied, p. 199.

RECRE
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RECREATION LVI.
P. 200

Tofail asfaft, with afair wind, by land as

by water.

By a failing chariot, or boat fixed on four

wheels, (Plate IX. Fig. 2 . )-its fur-

priſing velocity- ſimilar machine,to go

on the ice, p. 201 .

RECREATION LVII. p. 202

Tofail by land against the wind.

The body of this machine is fimilar to

that in the laſt recreation, (Plate X.

Fig. 1.) but on theinfide there are wheels

that are worked by the,maft, which is

turned round by the force of the wind

againſt its wings ; and the wheels within

the machine communicating with thoſe

on which it runs, drive it forward- the

advan-
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advantages and inconveniencies attend-

ing this machine, p. 203.

RECREATION LVIII. p. 204

The uninvertible carriage.

This carriage confifts of a hollow globe,

furrounded by two perpendicular and

two horizontal brafs or iron circles, in

which it moves freely every way : its

two wheels are fixed to two perpen-

dicular pieces ; and at the bottom of

the globe is a weight that keeps it con-

ftantly upright-the great utility of this

this carriage in certain circumftances,

P. 206-account of the trial of a fimilar

machine, p. 207,

RE-
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RECREATION LIX. p. 209

•

The columnar dial.

The cafe of this dial is a hollow column,

in the baſe of which is the wheel that

guides the hour and minute hands ; and

in the capital is the machinery that

ftrikes the hours. On the ſhaft of the

column the hours are marked by hori-

zontal lines, to which an index points

as it defcends from the top ofthe ſhaft

to the bottom ; and on the bafe is a circle

of minutes, marked by a hand fixed on

theend of the-wheel within.

RECREATION LX.

An air chronometer.

P. 214

This chronometer confifts of a glaſs tube,

wherein a piſton is placed, that has a

cock by which the fubjacent air is ſuf-

fered

I
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fered to paſs very flowly as this piſton

defcends it ſhows the hours, by divi-

fions marked on the tube-a dial may

be added to this chronometer, the hand

ofwhich may be moved by the ſtring

that is joined to the piſton.

RECREATION LXI. p. 217

The lamp chronometer.

The ſhadowof a ftyle placed before a lamp

is thrown upon a frame covered with

oiled paper, on which the hours and

their divifions are marked . This in-

ftrument may be made ornamental as

well as uſeful .

RECREATION LXII . p. 219

The nocturnal dial.

This dial confifts of two large and three

fmall wheels, a weight, a lamp, and a

hollow
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hollow cone. Through one ofthe large

wheels, which is placed in the front of

the machine, the figures for the hours

are cut, on each of which the light

of the lamp is directed to fall, by the

hollow cone, in a regular progreffion-

this dial may be made to found the

hours, or ferve as an alarum, p . 221—

method of making this machine exhibit

a pleaſing repreſentation.

THE END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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